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Abstract

This thesis has theoretically and experimentally investigated the ultrashort optical pulse

propagation in semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs), which is an important topic in the

optical fiber communication and optical signal processing. Some new work has been done:

Firstly, effects of carrier heating on the ultrashort optical pulse propagation in quantum

well SOAs are first studied taking into account the holes’ non-parabolic density of states;

for bulk SOAs, an accurate and simple analytical method to study carrier heating effects is

presented based on Fermi-Dirac integrals approximation.

Secondly, this thesis reports a novel bias current optimization method for ultrashort optical

pulse distortionless amplification in SOAs based on the newly proposed bias current

relation function. Detailed theoretical and experimental work is done to analyze the

relation between the optimized bias current and the parameters of the input ultrashort pulse

train.

Finally, a novel modelling technique-quantum transmission line modelling (Q-TLM)

method is proposed by combining quantum statistic description and photon-electron

dynamic interaction process description. Q-TLM is used to establish models for quantum

well and quantum dot structures and analyze the dynamic performance of ultrashort optical

pulse propagation in SOAs. The Q-TLM technique provides an effective method to study

semiconductor optical devices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Evolution of Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers

Semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) stem from the investigations of semiconductor

optical lasers. After semiconductor injection lasers were demonstrated in 1962 [1-2],

scientists began to pay attention to the similar structure-semiconductor optical amplifiers.

The initial SOAs was made of AlGaAsGaAs / material and had to work at low temperature

near the nm830 wavelength window [3-4]. The employment of double heterojunction

semiconductor structures enabled SOAs to work at room temperature [5-6]. In the 1980s,

InP - InGaAsP material was employed to fabricate SOAs in order to extend their operation

wavelength to nm1300 and nm1500 windows [7] where optical fibre loss is very low at

these operating wavelength windows. Prior to 1989, SOA structures were based on the

anti-reflection coated laser diodes which have asymmetrical waveguide structures leading

to strong polarization sensitive gain [8]. In 1989, SOAs began to be designed as a

semiconductor device with symmetrical waveguide structure to reduce polarization

sensitivity [9]. As the fabrication technique, especially the molecular beam epitaxy

(MBE) and metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), rapidly develops [10-11],

SOAs attract more attention in the optical fibre communications and all-optical signal

processing. Recently, development of SOAs is on going with particular interests in (i)
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high-performance amplification which includes high gain, low loss and low noise for

different applications in optical fibre communication system and (ii) photonic integrated

circuits with special functions, such as switching and wavelength conversion [9].

1.2 Ultrashort Optical Pulse Amplification

Ultrashort (picosecond and femtosecond) optical pulse amplification has close relation

with the research fields of optical fibre communication, ultrafast optics and quantum

computing [12-14]. The generation of ultrashort optical pulses has opened the door of

ultrafast optical technique. In 1961, a pulse with the duration of around ns10 was produced

by means of a Kerr-cell shutter [15], which results in the initial development of pulse lasers.

In 1966, the duration of the pulse obtained by a passive mode locking laser arrived in the

picosecond timescale [16]. The first femtosecond pulse was obtained by Shank and Ippen

in 1974 [17] while these femtosecond pulse generation systems are complicated and

unstable. The era of femtosecond pulse came with the application of additive pulse mode

locking [18] and Kerr-lens mode locking [19]. Although the duration of pulse has become

very short, one drawback of the ultrashort pulse source is that their output power is low,

which limits the application of ultrashort pulse laser in the medical detection, fibre optical

communications and physical process analysis [20-22]. Therefore, we need to choose

suitable means to boost the output power of ultrashort pulse laser. One way is to adopt

erbium doped fibre amplifier (EDFA), which was invented in 1985 [9]. The invention of

EDFA brought a revolution in optical communications as it made possible the optically

transparent networks and thereby overcome the ‘electronic bottleneck’. EDFAs become

attractive for the reason that they can amplify the light signal with high gain, low insertion

loss, low noise figure and negligible nonlinearities [23]. However, fibre-based amplifiers
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also have their own disadvantages, such as large size, difficult to be integrated and external

laser for pumping [9]. Semiconductor optical amplifiers are another choice for the

amplification of ultrashort optical pulse. Compared with EDFAs, SOAs have the

advantages of small size, direct current pump, cost-effective and easy to be integrated [24-

26]. As the fabrication technology rapidly develops, SOAs become a promising candidate

for optical signal processing, silicon photonic integration circuits and these functions can’t

be realized by EDFA. Recently, ultrashort optical pulse amplification has become of

significant importance in the applications based on ultrafast optics, such as high harmonic

generation, femto-chemistry, ultrafast nonlinear spectroscopy, coherent quantum control,

laser surgery and optical frequency comb [27-32]. The timescale over which the pulses

interact with matter is very short allows us to control atomic or molecular systems

independently from processes such as heat, phase transitions and relaxation processes.

Besides, the amplified ultrashort pulse can concentrate large amounts of photons in a short

timescale, which give access to ultra-intense electric fields. With all the applications comes

the need for understanding, analysing and controlling the ultrashort optical pulse

propagation in semiconductor optical amplifiers.

1.3 Motivation of Thesis Work

1.3.1 Nonlinear Effects on Ultrashort Optical Pulse Propagation in SOAs

The above mentioned advantages of SOAs have attracted researchers’ attention. However,

the propagation of ultrashort optical pulse signal in SOAs suffers from distortion due to the

gain saturation mechanism. Moreover, the nonlinear effect induced by carrier heating

imposes a further constrain on the gain dynamics [33-35]. The nonlinear gain in

semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) was studied for various applications [36-39]. The
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basic mechanisms responsible for carrier heating effects are carrier injection, non-radiative

recombination, free carrier absorption, stimulated emission and spontaneous emission [40].

Carrier heating effects maintain electrons and holes at a different temperature with the

lattice. Temperature changes lead to the different Fermi-Dirac distributions in the

conduction and valence bands. This causes gain suppression in the optical pulse

amplification. Accurate calculation of this effect enables us to better analyse the gain

dynamics during the optical pulse amplification process. J.M. Dailey et al. [41-42]

experimentally illustrated the impact of carrier heating on the dynamic recovery process of

SOAs. Their experimental results show that the carrier heating not only induces the

suppression of material gain but also can accelerate the carrier dynamic recovery. However,

in these reported studies the effects that carrier heating has on the performance of

amplifiers have not been theoretically described in details. In bulk SOAs, the distribution

of energy band structure is continuous while in quantum well semiconductor optical

amplifiers (QW-SOAs), the distribution of energy band structure is discontinuous and due

to the strong coupling among heavy hole (HH) bands, and light hole (LH) bands as well as

spin-orbit split-off bands, the valence band structure is non-parabolic. These determine that

the theoretical descriptions of carrier heating effects in bulk and quantum well SOAs are

different. The Fermi-Dirac approximation cannot be adopted to analyse carrier heating

effects in QW-SOAs. Figure 1.1 shows the schematic diagram of bulk and quantum well

SOAs and the corresponding electron density of states in the two structures.
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Fig. 1.1 (a) Schematic diagram of bulk SOAs and quantum well SOAs (b) electron density of

states )(E for the bulk SOAs (dashed line) and quantum well SOAs (solid line) [9].

Semiconductor optical amplifiers suffer from the gain saturation, which leads to distortion

when ultrashort optical pulse is amplified. Distortions of pulse amplification induced by

the gain saturation in SOAs were theoretically and experimentally analysed [35, 43-45].

Some methods have been proposed to improve the gain dynamics, including optimizing the

structure of SOAs [46-47], injecting the assist light [48] and doping the barrier region in

QWs [49]. These measures can effectively accelerate the gain recovery of SOAs rather

than totally remove the distortion of amplified output pulse. When a peak temporal shift

exists in an amplified pulse the time interval between two peaks of the adjacent amplified

pulses varies. This variation needs to be eliminated in order for the amplifier to handle the

synchronous clock signal in the optical signal processing and optical fibre communication

system [37, 50-52]. It is expected that an optical amplifier amplifies the input pulse with
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high gain while producing no peak temporal shift. Experimental results have shown either

distortionless pulse amplification or temporal pulse distortion which depends on the

amplifier’s construction and operating conditions. The bias current is one important factor

that determines the amplifier gain and influences the distortion of amplified pulse. The bias

current needs to be adjusted for distortionless pulse amplification in SOAs. This is because

if the bias current is too high, the amplified output pulse suffers from distortion and if it is

too low the amplifier gain reduces, which limits the amplification ability of the SOA.

Therefore it is necessary to understand the relationship between the bias current and the

amplified output pulse distortion in order to realize high gain distortionless pulse

amplification in SOAs.

It is also important to realize the free-distortion amplification when SOA is adopted to

merge the multi-channel high-speed pulse trains [53]. For the generation of high repetition

rate pulse trains, merging the pulse trains from the multiple channels each of which is

amplified by SOA has become a promising method. However, the inconsistency in the

amplified output pulse trains of the multiple channels, especially the difference in the pulse

duration affects the performance of high repetition rate pulse source. The pulse

amplification in semiconductor optical amplifiers has been theoretically analysed using the

rate equations [54] and the systematical analytical method [55]. However, these theoretical

analyses have made assumptions to obtain the analytic solutions or to aid the numerical

computation, which has restricted the accuracy of the simulation results. There are no

detailed experiments to investigate the SOA optimized bias current for the high-speed

ultrashort pulse train amplification.

1.3.2 Modelling of Ultrashort Optical Pulse Propagation in SOAs
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Accurate models are required to predict and analyse the propagation of ultrashort optical

pulse in semiconductor optical amplifiers. A complete model with the ability to analyse the

dynamic spectra under modulation is essential to study semiconductor optical amplifiers.

To date, many models have been reported in literature for analysing the performance of

SOAs [56-59]. In these models, either the amplifier’s gain is considered to be frequency

independent or the input signal is fixed at a certain frequency. However, the optical signal

that applies to the input of an amplifier has a large bandwidth and also the spectrum of the

amplified optical signal during the propagation are changing dynamically which clearly

indicates that the existing models are difficult to accurately study the dynamic spectrum of

amplified signal in amplifiers.

Transmission line matrix (TLM) method is first successfully applied to analyse the

characteristics of microwave circuits [60]. In ref [61], A. J. Lowery established the bulk

laser model based on TLM, which adopted the response of one stub filter to represent the

whole gain spectrum of the bulk laser diode. Since then, the laser transmission line

modelling method was used to simulate both lasers and laser amplifiers [62-63]. Compared

with other modelling methods, the merits of using TLM to model semiconductor optical

devices are that TLM can provide continuous spectrum and easily simulate the integrated

system which saves the computation time [64-66]. However, the reported models based on

TLM only used the spectral response of one RLC stub filter to approximate the whole gain

spectrum of lasers or amplifiers and ignore the dynamic photon-electron interaction. These

determine that TLM can’t accurately analyse and describe the optical processes in

semiconductor optical devices.

1.4 Outline of Thesis

The organisation of the thesis is as follows:
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Chapter 2 introduces the fundamental physics of semiconductor optical amplifiers. The

electronic and optical properties of semiconductor optical amplifiers are analysed. The

band structure and the electron wave function are calculated by solving the Schrodinger

equation using the finite difference method. The stimulated and spontaneous emission

processes in semiconductor optical amplifiers are physically described. The optical

properties, such as the gain spectrum, spontaneous spectrum and the refractive index etc.

are studied.

Chapter 3 is dedicated to study effects of carrier heating in bulk and quantum well

semiconductor optical amplifiers. A new analytical method for carrier heating effects in

bulk SOAs is proposed by combining the Fermi-Dirac integral of 3/2 order and 1/2 order

while for the quantum well SOAs, the numerical method for calculating the carrier heating

effects is proposed, which considers the strong coupling among the HH band, LH band and

SO band. Effects of carrier heating on the picosecond pulse amplification in bulk and

quantum well SOAs are investigated based on the proposed theoretical methods.

Chapter 4 proposes a new bias current optimization method for distortionless ultrashort

pulse amplification. A new function which relates the amplifier bias current with the

maximum distance along the amplifier cavity where the amplified pulse is ditortionless is

reported in order to optimize the SOA bias current and achieve ditortionless pulse

amplification at high gain. The relation between the optimized bias current and the

parameters of the input pulse train are investigated. Furthermore, in Chapter 5, the

optimized bias current for ultrashort pulse amplification is experimentally investigated in

details. As the SOA bias current decreases from the high level (more than the saturated

level) to the low level, the pulse duration of the amplified output pulse is measured and

analysed. In order to realize high gain and low distortion amplification of the high-speed
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input pulse train, the SOA optimized bias current is defined based on the changes of the

pulse duration of the amplified output pulse with the SOA bias currents. The relation

between the SOA optimized bias current and the parameters of the SOA input pulse train

are also experimentally studied. The effects of assisted light injection and different

temperatures on the SOA optimized bias current are also discussed.

The transmission line matrix method, based on which the TEM wave propagation in the

bounded and unbounded space is reviewed in Chapter 6. The wave impedance in a

rectangular waveguide is obtained based on transmission line matrix method and the

calculation results are compared with the results obtained by the analytical expression.

Also, the microwave circuit techniques for modelling the semiconductor lasers are

introduced and the previous transmission line modelling method for modelling the laser

diode is reviewed. The disadvantages of transmission line laser modelling method are also

discussed.

Chapter 7 proposes a new modelling technique hereby referred to as quantum transmission

line modelling method (Q-TLM), which is obtained by combining the quantum statistic

and photon-electron interaction process descriptions. Detailed studies are done to show

how to use the new modelling method to establish gain and spontaneous emission models

for quantum well and quantum dot structures. The simulation results obtained by quantum

transmission line modelling method are compared with those obtained by the analytical

model.

In Chapter 8, Q-TLM is adopted to establish theoretical models for quantum well/dot

amplifiers and lasers and the newly proposed model is used to analyse performances of

quantum well amplifiers and lasers in both time and frequency domains. Furthermore,

picosecond and femtosecond pulse amplifications are analysed in quantum well and dot
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amplifiers, respectively. Chapter 9 reports the Q-TLM-based investigations of wavelength-

dependent femtosecond pulse propagation in conventional straight waveguide,

exponentially tapered waveguide and linearly tapered waveguide quantum well amplifiers

and the effects of strain on the femtosecond pulse amplification in quantum well

semiconductor optical amplifiers.

Finally, the thesis is concluded in Chapter 10. The important results and contributions are

given as well as relevant future research topics are proposed.
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Chapter 2

Electronic and Optical Properties of Semiconductor

Optical Amplifiers

2.1 Introduction

The understanding of the basic electronic and optical properties of semiconductor optical

amplifiers is significantly important to analyse optical signal propagation in semiconductor

optical amplifiers. As the introduction of quantum theory in 1900 when Planck first

proposed that the energy of electromagnetic waves is quantized [67], the description of

light-matter interaction in semiconductors has been an intriguing subject. The general

mechanism for explaining the light-matter interaction includes stimulated emission,

spontaneous emission and absorption, all of which are based on the analysis of the

electronic band structure of semiconductors. Band structure including the conduction and

valence bands describe the energy range of an electron within the solid. Knowledge of the

discontinuities of the conduction and valence bands is essential to further investigate the

optical properties of semiconductor optical amplifiers.

Considering that most work in this thesis has focused on the optical signal propagation in

QW-SOAs, in this chapter, the electronic properties of quantum wells, including band

structure and electron wave functions are numerically calculated by solving the
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Hamiltonian Schrodinger equations. Based on the calculation of band structure, the optical

properties of QW-SOAs, such as matrix element, stimulated emission spectrum,

spontaneous emission spectrum, differential gain and linewidth enhancement factor are

analysed. The optical properties of semiconductor optical amplifiers are necessary to be

obtained in order to be able to describe the optical signal propagation in semiconductor

optical amplifiers. Moreover, these parameters can be used to evaluate the performance of

semiconductor optical amplifiers.

The introduction of strain could be a powerful tool to modify band structures of

semiconductors in a predicable way [68]. The existing theoretical and experimental works

have confirmed the strained quantum well semiconductor optical amplifiers have more

superior characteristics as compared with the unstrained SOAs [68-69]. Strain can

effectively tune the gain and spontaneous emission spectrum of SOAs by modifying the

conduction and valence bands. The strain effects on the band structure of SOAs are

analysed in this chapter.

2.2 Electronic Band Structure of Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers

2.2.1 Band Structure of QuantumWells

For the III-V direct bandgap semiconductors, the strained conduction band can be

characterized by the following parabolic band model [70]:
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where,  is the Plank constant divided by 2 , 222
yxt kkk  is in-plane wave vector

( yx kandk are wave vectors in the transverse plane), zk is the wave vector in the growth

direction, )(zVc is the potential energy of the unstrained conduction band edge, ca is the
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hydrostatic deformation potential for the conduction band, and zzyyxxTr  )( is the

fractional volume change ( zzyyxx and  , are defined below), tem , and zem , are the electron

effective masses perpendicular and parallel to the growth direction. For the strained lattice

case where a strained-layer semiconductor grows on the substrate z-axis, the strain is

described as [71]:

a
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yyxx


 0 (2.2)
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0 zxyzxy  (2.4)

where, 0a and a are the lattice constants of the substrate and the epitaxial material,

11C and 12C are the stiffness constants. The conduction band structure )( t
c
n kE is obtained by

solving the following Schrodinger equation [70]:
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c kzkEkzH   (2.5)

where, cH is the Hamiltonian for the conduction band, );( tn kz is the envelope function

of the nth conduction subband and )( t
c
n kE is the conduction band energy dispersion. The

solution of Eq. (2.5) at 0tk can be obtained using the finite difference method [70].

Assuming the parabolic distribution, we can obtain the whole conduction band structure

using the following expression [70]:
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The band structure of the valence band can be determined by solving the following

equation [70]:
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where, 
ijH ,33 is the Hamiltonian in the valence band, 

jmg , is the thm hole envelope

function and v
mE , is the thm valence subband energy dispersion. The Hamiltonian in the

valence band is obtained by transforming the 66  Hamiltonian into the block-diagonalized

expression [72]:
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where,
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where, 0m is the electron mass in the free space, )(zVh is the unstrained valence band

edge, 1 , 2 and 3 are the Luttinger parameters, va is the hydrostatic stress deformation

potential in the valence band, b is the shear deformation potential, )(z is the spin-orbit

splitting energy,  represents the upper ‘U ’ and the lower ‘ L ’, respectively. In here the

unstrained valence band edge ‘ )(zVh ’ in the well is taken as the reference energy and hence
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the unstrained conduction band edge ghc EzVzV  )()( , where gE is the bandgap energy in

the well. The band edge in the barrier can be determined by the model-solid theory based

on the first principle [73]. The energy distribution in the valence band can also be obtained

using the finite difference method. In Eqs. (2.5) and (2.8), the envelope function is

normalized as:

1);(
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 dzkz tn (2.15)
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In the following analysis, the well and barrier materials are, respectively, AsGaIn xx1 and

yyxx PAsGaIn  11 where x and y are Ga and As molar fractions, respectively. The barrier

material bandgap wavelength is m 15.1 as it is lattice-matched to the InP substrate. The

quantum well is grown on a 001-oriented substrate. The well width is chosen so that the

peak of the TE and TM gain spectrum lies near the 1550nm. For the above well and barrier

materials the energy bandgaps are [74]:

)1(5317.0)1(536.0424.1 xxxxEgw  (2.17)

2149.0775.035.1 yyEgb  (2.18)

The relationship between the molar fractions x and y when the barrier material is lattice-

matched to the InP substrate is given by [74]:

y
yx
013.04184.0

1894.0


 (2.19)

In Eq. (2.1), the electron effective masses both in perpendicular ( tem , ) and parallel ( zem , )

to the growth directions can be expressed, respectively, as [71]:
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where, 'D is a second-order perturbation factor [71], 2P is the momentum matrix element,

 and  are the coefficients representing the degree of mixing between the two states

2
1,

2
3
 and

2
1,

2
1
 , AE is the bandgap of the semiconductor A .The expressions

for HHE , LHE and SOE in Eqs.(2.20) and (2.21) are given as [71]:

 QPEHH  (2.22)
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1 22

 QQQPELH  (2.23)
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2
1 22

 QQQPESO  (2.24)

where is the spin-orbit splitting energy.

2.2.2 Finite Difference Method for Solving the Schrodinger Equation

The finite difference method was widely used in the solving the nonlinear equations of

active optical waveguides and optical fibers. The Schrodinger equations for the conduction

and valence bands were solved using the finite difference method. All the differential

operators in Eqs.2.1and 2.8 are written as 22 /)( zzA  or 2/)( zzB  , where, z is the

position vector, A and B represents the position-dependent inverse effective mass

parameters. The Hermitian properties of the Hamiltonian can be obtained using the

following different equations [70]:
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When the finite difference method is used to solve the conduction and valence energy

bands, the Hamiltonian expressions for each one should be written as a function of the

wave vector zk so that it can then be replaced by the differential operators. The orders of

differential operators are equal to the index number of zk , so the Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.8

should be expressed as:
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2.3 Stimulated and Spontaneous Emissions in Semiconductor Optical

Amplifiers
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2.3.1 Concepts of Stimulated and Spontaneous Emissions in

Semiconductors

The understandings of stimulated and spontaneous emission processes are important to

analyze the optical signal amplification and noise in the active semiconductor optical

devices. Stimulated emission describes the process in which an excited atomic electron in

the higher energy state stimulated by an incoming photon with the specific frequency

transfer to the lower energy state, resulting in that a new photon is created having the

identical phase, polarization, frequency and travelling direction with the incident photon.

Spontaneous emission describes the process by which an excited state transfers to a lower

energy state, resulting in generation of a photon having random phase, polarization,

frequency and travelling direction. Fig. 2.1 shows the schematic diagram of stimulated and

spontaneous emission process.

Fig. 2.1 Schematic diagram of stimulated and spontaneous emission processes, 1E and 2E are the

energies of excited state and ground state.

2. 3.2 Optical Properties in Spontaneous and Stimulated Emissions

2.3.2.1 Gain and Spontaneous Emission Rate

The material gain in the active region of a QW-SOA can be derived from the Fermi’s

golden rule [74-75] as:
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In the above equations q is the magnitude of the electron charge, rn is the ground

refractive index, c is the speed of light in free space, 0 and  are the permittivity in free

space and the half linewidth of the Lorentzian function, respectively,  is the optical

angular frequency, BK is Boltzmann constant, T is the carrier temperature, ê is the

polarization vector of the optical electric field, 
nmM is the momentum matrix element,

fcE and fvE are the quasi-Fermi levels in the conduction and valence bands. For both TE

and TM modes, the momentum matrix elements are given by [74]:
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where,
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6
02 p

b
Em

M  (2.35)

is the momentum matrix element for the bulk material and PE is an energy parameter.

The spontaneous emission spectrum )( spr is given by [74, 76]:
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where, the momentum matrix element of the spontaneous emission 2
spM is related to the

TE and TM polarization components, which can be expressed as [72]:

)2(
3
1 222

TMTEsp MMM  (2.37)

The spontaneous emission rate is obtained by integrating the spontaneous emission

spectrum over the whole optical energy by:

)()(   drR spsp  (2.38)

2.3.2.2 Determination of the Quasi-Fermi Levels

The Quasi-Fermi levels describe the population of electrons in the conduction and the

valence bands. Some external forces, such as external voltage or exposure to the light can

lead to the displacement of equilibrium of populations of electrons in the conduction and

valence bands. If the disturbance is not too quick or too great, the conduction and valence

bands arrive in a state of quasi thermal equilibrium, which corresponds to a quasi-Fermi

level in the conduction or valance band. Since the relaxing time of electrons within the

conduction or valence band is much less than the relaxing time of electrons across the band

gap, the internal relaxing time of electrons is ignored except that the ultrafast processes
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need to be analysed. The quasi-Fermi level is dependent on the carrier density and the

carrier temperature. The electron density in the conduction band cN can be expressed as

[77]:
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where, )(Efc is the quasi-Fermi distribution function for the conduction band, zL is the

width of quantum well, *
em is the effective mass of electron, c

nE is the energy of the

nth subband in the conduction band.

The quasi-Fermi level in the valence band is difficult to calculate. This is because the

coupling between the heavy hole, light hole and spin-orbit spilt-off band results in the non-

parabolic distribution of the valence band. For a certain sub-band in the valence band, the

density state is not constant. In this case, the quasi-Fermi level for the holes in the valence

band can be determined from the following equation:
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where, )(Ef mv is the quasi-Fermi distribution function for the valence band, V is the crystal

volume. The dichotomy method [78] is used to calculate the quasi-fermi levels in the

conduction and valence bands.

Based on Eqs. (2.39) and (2.41), it has been found both carrier density and temperature

influence the quasi-Fermi levels of electrons and holes. The higher carrier density leads to

the larger quasi-Fermi level, which indicates that the carrier occupation level is high.
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Also, the higher carrier temperature results in the lower quasi-Fermi level. This is because

the carrier temperature describes the carrier average energy in the system. Assuming the

initial carrier density is constant, as the carrier temperature increases, more carriers are

distributed in the higher-energy band and hence the corresponding carrier occupation level

in the lower energy band decreases.

2.3.2.3 Differential Gain and Linewidth Enhancement Factor

The high-speed performance of a semiconductor optical amplifier depends on the amplifier

differential gain and spectra linewidth enhancement factor. The differential gain is defined

as the derivative of material gain with respect to the carrier density and can be expressed as

[76]:
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The refractive index change is )2/( 01  rr nn  , where, 1 is the permittivity of active

region. The change of the real part of the permittivity 01 /  is given as [74]:
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The linewidth enhancement factor is defined as the ratio of derivatives of refractive index

and material gain with respect to the carrier density, that is [79]:

Ng
Nnr





/
/4

0
 (2.44)

where, 0 is the central wavelength of SOAs.

2.4 Calculation of the Electronic and Optical Properties of QW-SOAs

In the following calculations, a compressively strained InGaAsP/GaAsIn QW-SOA with

its lattice matched to InP substrate is analysed. The barrier band-gap wavelength

is m 15.1 and the well and barrier widths are nm5.4 and nm10 , respectively. The material

parameters of QW-SOAs are listed in Tab. 2.1.

2.4.1 Band Structure Calculation

Figure 2.2 (a) and (b) show the energy band structures of both conduction and valence

bands of the above mentioned compressively strained ( 36.0x ) QW-SOA. Fig. 2.2 (a)

shows that the energy in the conduction band varies parabolically with the wave

vector tk while Fig. 1(b) clearly shows that the band structure in valance band is non-

parabolic due to the strain-dependent coupling among heavy holes bands, light holes bands

and spin-orbit bands. Since the energy band structure is discontinuous and the valence

band structure is non-parabolic for QW-SOAs, the Fermi-Dirac approximation cannot be

employed to calculate the effects of carrier heating in QW-SOAs, which will be further

discussed in Chapter 3.
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Tab. 2.1Material parameters of quantum well [74]

Parameters Symbol InP InAs GaP GaAs

Lattice constant ( A ) d 5.8688 6.0684 5.4512 5.6533

Band gap energy ( eV ) gE 1.344 0.354 2.78 1.424

Stiffness constants ( 211 /10 cmdyn )
11C 10.220 8.329 14.120 11.880

12C 5.760 4.526 6.253 5.380

Luttinger Parameters

1 4.95 20.4 4.05 6.85

2 1.65 8.3 0.49 2.1

3 2.35 9.1 1.25 2.9

Bir-Pikus deformation potentials ( eV ) ca -5.04 -5.08 -7.41 -7.17

va -1.27 -1.00 -1.70 -1.16

Shear deformation potential ( eV ) b -1.7 -1.8 -1.7 -1.8

Spin-orbit splitting energy ( eV )  0.11 0.38 0.08 0.34
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Fig. 2.2 Energy band structure of a compressively strained QW-SOA (a) conduction band structure

(b) valence band structure.

2.4.2 Strain Effects on the Band Structure

The presence of uniaxial stress or elastic strain due to the lattice mismatch leads to the

reduced cubic symmetry of standard semiconductors. This provides a powerful tool to

adjust the intrinsic properties of semiconductors, such as the energy gap, the deformation

potentials and the other band-structure parameters. It has been confirmed that the

introduction of compressive strain can effectively improve the output performance of

semiconductor amplifiers [80]. Fig. 2.3 shows the schematic diagram of the distribution of

conduction and valence band structures under the compressive strain, no strain and tensile

strain. It can be observed that the different band structure distributions of heavy and light

holes under different strained cases are due to the difference of the effective mass of

electrons in the heavy and light hole bands.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2.3 Schematic diagram of conduction and valence bands energy distributions under (a)

compressive strain, (b) no strain and (c) tensile stain.

Figure 2.4 shows the effective mass of electrons in the perpendicular and parallel to the

growth direction calculated based on Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21). From this figure, we can

conclude that the electron effective mass varies with the strain (i.e different values of x ) of

quantum wells. The electron effective masses perpendicular to the direction under the

compressively strained case ( 47.0x ) is lighter than that under the tensile strained case.
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Fig. 2.4 Electron effective mass of AsGaIn xx1 the blue and green lines are masses in the growth

and in-plane directions. The red line is the electron effective mass without considering the direction.

Figure 2.5 shows the conduction band of quantum well under compressively strained

( 40.0x ), unstrained ( 47.0x ) and tensile strained ( 59.0x ) cases and the valence band

structures of quantum well in the above three strained cases are shown in Fig. 2.6. In all

simulation results parameters listed in Tab. 2.1 are used. From Fig. 2.5, we can observe

that the value of the conduction band at the  point (the states near the zone center of the

ground state) is the lowest in the compressively strained quantum well while it is the

largest in the tensile strained case. Figure 2.6 shows that the difference between the first

two valence subband energies (i.e.HH1 and LH1) in the compressively strained quantum

well is larger as compared with that in tensile strained quantum well. Besides, in the tensile

strained quantum well, the light hole (LH) band is the first subband, which is because the

effective mass at the zone center is negative due to the coupling between the heavy hole

band and light hole band.
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Fig. 2.5 Conduction band structures of three strained AsGaIn xx1 - InGaAsP quantum wells.
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Fig. 2.6 First three valence bands (HH band, HL band and SO band) of three strained

AsGaIn xx1 - InGaAsP quantum wells (a) 40.0x (b) 47.0x (c) 59.0x .

2.4.3 Analysis of QW-SOAs’ Optical Properties

In this section the optical properties of a compressively strained InGaAsP/AsGaIn xx1 QW-

SOA (with 40.0x ) are simulated based on the formula that were discussed in the previous

section and the material parameters listed in Tab. 2.1.
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Fig.2.7Momentum matrix element of AsGaIn xx1 - InGaAsP QW-SOAs.

Figure 2.7 shows the optical momentum matrix elements for both TE and TM modes of the

HH1 and LH1 bands in a compressively strained QW-SOA. In a semiconductor, to satisfy

the Fermi-Dirac distribution most electrons occupy the  point ( 0tk ). Hence in the

following analysis for the optical momentum matrix we use its value at 0tk (i.e. the

 point). The momentum matrix values for TE mode HH1 and LH1 bands are 1.05 and

0.59, respectively, whereas these values for TM mode are 0 and 1.62 , respectively. The

latter results clearly show that in TM mode case, the electron transition between the

conduction band and the light hole band contributes more to the optical gain.
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Fig. 2.8Modal gain spectrum of a compressively strained QW-SOA.

Figure 2.8 shows the model gain spectrum of a compressively strained QW-SOA. It was

found that in this case the peak wavelengths of modal gain spectra for the TE and TM

modes are nm1532 and nm1402 , respectively. Also, the peak values of the modal gain

spectra for TE and TM modes are cm/50.22 and cm/67.9 , respectively. The presence of

two peaks in the TE mode gain spectra is due to the electron transition from the conduction

band to the heavy hole band and also the electron transition from the conduction band to

the light hole band. The TM gain spectrum only has one peak. This is because in the

compressively strained case, the value of the optical momentum matrix element

contributed by the electron transition from the conduction band to the heavy hole band is 0.

The modal gain spectra of TE and TM modes are important optical parameters to

determine the QW-SOAs’ characteristics.
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Fig. 2.9 The )( spz rqL spectra in a compressively strained QW-SOA.

In QW-SOAs, there are unwanted effects caused by the spontaneous emission. The optical

field created by the spontaneous emission decreases the carrier density in the active region

and hence suppresses the optical gain further. Moreover, the optical field generated by the

spontaneous emission usually has a much larger spectral bandwidth, which leads to the

broadening of the amplified output signal. Fig.2.9 shows the spontaneous emission spectra

in a compressively strained QW-SOA with the 3-dB bandwidth of 330nm.
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Fig. 2.10 The differential gain spectra of a compressively strained QW-SOA.
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The differential gain is defined as the optical gain differential to the incremental carrier

density. It can be used to evaluate the high speed performance of QW-SOAs and has an

important influence on the amplifier gain dynamics. Fig. 2.10 shows the differential gain

spectra of TE and TM mode at the carrier density 324 /100.4 mN  . The results show that

as the photon energy increases (or the corresponding wavelength decreases), the

differential gain initially increases and then decreases. Comparison of Figs. 2.8 and 2.10

shows that the peaks of the differential gain spectra appear at the wavelengths at which the

values of the gain spectra fall sharply.

Another important high-speed parameter in QW-SOAs is the linewidth enhancement factor.

The amplifier linewidth is defined as the optical spectra full width at half maximum. The

linewidth in a QW-SOA is dependent on the semiconductor refractive index and the carrier

density. Fig. 2.11 shows the linewidth enhancement factor of a compressively strained

QW-SOA at the carrier density 324 /100.4 mN  . Comparison of Figs.2.10 and Fig. 2.11

clearly indicates that the linewidth enhancement factor is inversely proportional to the

differential gain.
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Fig. 2.11 Linewidth enhancement factor of a compressively strained QW-SOA.
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2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter optical properties of semiconductor optical amplifiers are discussed, which

are important in understanding of optical signal propagation in SOAs. The electronic band

structure in semiconductor optical amplifier which can be obtained by solving the

Schrodinger equations is presented. The stimulated and spontaneous emission processes in

semiconductor optical amplifiers are described and some important parameters related to

the optical processes of semiconductor optical amplifiers are defined and analyzed. Also,

parameters related to both electronic and optical properties of a compressively strained

QW-SOA are obtained and discussed.
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Chapter 3

Effects of Carrier Heating on Optical Pulse Propagation

in Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers

3.1 Introduction

A drawback for the conventional pulse laser system is the low energy output [81-82].

Compacted semiconductor optical amplifiers provide a practical tool to enhance the output

power of the pulse laser system. Semiconductor-based pulse amplification has many

advantages such as cost-effectiveness, optimal compactness, direct current pump and broad

gain bandwidth [83-84]. However, carrier heating effects influence the optical pulse

amplification in SOAs. Hence, it is important to establish a complete model to analyze the

effect of carrier heating on the optical pulse propagation in SOAs. Carrier heating effect

causes holes and electrons temperatures to exceed that of the lattice and this leads to

reduction of the amplifier modal gain. Moreover, the effects of carrier heating intensify the

nonlinear gain, which affects the modulation bandwidth and even leads to the cross talk

between multiplexed signals [85-89]. Accurate theoretical description of carrier heating

effects in semiconductor optical amplifiers enables us to better analyze the amplified

output pulse. As the energy band in a quantum well structure is discontinuous, the

theoretical description of carrier heating effects in quantum well SOAs becomes more
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complicated as compared with the bulk SOAs. Hence, it is necessary to establish a more

robust model which also includes the carrier heating effect so that we can analyse optical

pulse amplification in both quantum well and bulk SOAs more accurately.

In this chapter, the conventional travelling wave rate equations for modelling the optical

signal propagation in SOAs are introduced and the modelling for the Gaussian pulse

amplification in SOAs is discussed. Based on the theoretical analysis presented in Chapter

2, a more accurate model is introduced which takes into account effects of (i) hole’s non-

parabolic density of states, (ii) carrier heating, (iii) spontaneous emission spectrum and (iv)

picosecond pulse propagation in QW-SOAs. Besides, for the analysis of bulk SOAs, the

Fermi-Dirac integration approximation is used to describe the carrier temperature

dynamics and the influences of carrier heating on the picosecond pulse propagation.

3.2 Modelling Optical Pulse Propagation in SOAs Based on the

Travelling Wave Rate Equations

3.2.1 Traveling Wave Rate Equations

The traveling-wave rate equations are used to describe the dynamic variations of photon

and carrier densities. In the following, the traveling wave rate equations are employed to

model the optical pulse propagation in a SOA. It should be noted that as the spontaneous

and stimulated emissions spectra’s wavelength ranges are different, two traveling wave

rate equations are employed to describe the propagation of optical signals generated by

spontaneous and stimulated emissions.

The rate equation for photo densities can be expressed as:

)),(()( 0 
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where, t is the propagation time, z is the propagation distance along the amplifier cavity,

g is the group velocity, i is the frequency of the optical input signal, 
i

S and 
iS are the

forward and backward propagating signals photon densities at the frequency i , 0 is the

waveguide loss,  is the optical confinement factor, ),( ivNg is the material gain (see Eq.

2.29 in Chapter 2), which is dependent on the carrier density N and the optical signal

wavelength. The travelling wave rate equation for the photons generated by spontaneous

emission can be given as:

),()),(()( 0 NvRvNgEE
zt jspjvgvg jj







   (3.2)

where, j is the frequency of photons generated by the spontaneous emission,


j

E and 
j

E are the forward and backward photon densities due to the amplified

spontaneous emission (ASE) of the amplifier, ),( NvR jsp is the spontaneous emission rate

(see Eq. 2.38 in Chapter 2).

The carrier density rate equation is:
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where, I is the injected current, q is the electron charge, V is the active area volume, A,

B, and C are linear, Bi-molecular and Auger recombination coefficients, respectively.

3.2.2 Gaussian Pulse Amplification

The expression for the amplifier input unchirped Gaussian pulse signal power )(tP can be

expressed as:
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where, niP is the peak power, 0t is the time at which inPtP )( 0 and c is the standard

deviation. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian pulse ft is given as:

ct f 35482.2 (3.5)

In Eqs.(3.1) and (3.2) photon densities are used to represent the input signal so the

associated photon density ‘ S ’ for this input Gaussian pulse is:

igDWhvv
tPS )(

 (3.6)

where, h is the Plank constant, D and W are the thickness and width of the active region

of the amplifier. The input power )(tP is converted into photon density S at the input facet

of the amplifier (i.e. at 0t and 0z ). In the simulation, the step transition method [90]

is adopted and thus the amplifier cavity is divided into m small sections as shown in Fig.

3.1):

Fig. 3.1 Division of the amplifier cavity into m small sections to analyse the optical pulse

propagation in SOAs using the step transition method.
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3.3 Effects of Carrier Heating on the Picosecond Pulse Amplification in

QuantumWell Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers

Because of non-parabolic distribution of valence band structure caused by the strong

coupling between the HH, LH and spin-orbit spilt-off (SO) bands in quantum wells, the

parabolic-approximation method which is commonly used for analysis of carrier heating

effect in bulk SOAs can’t be applied to quantum well semiconductor optical amplifiers. In

this section the carrier heating effects in quantum well semiconductor optical amplifiers are

analyzed based on a new method where the in-plane wave functions are used to express the

energy densities in both conduction and valence bands. The gain and spontaneous emission

spectra of quantum well semiconductor optical amplifiers at the different temperature are

analysed and effects of carrier heating on the picosecond pulse amplification in quantum

well semiconductor optical amplifier are studied.

3.3.1 Theory of Carrier Heating Effects in QuantumWell Semiconductor

Optical Amplifiers

The temperature dynamics in QW-SOAs can be expressed by the following expression [42,

91]:


0)(

/
1 TT

dt
dN

N
U

dt
dU

TUdt
dT 








 (3.7)

where, T is the carrier temperature, U is the total plasma energy density,  is the

temperature recovery time and 0T is the lattice temperature. The expression for the rate of

change of energy due to the spontaneous emission, stimulated emission, free carrier and

inter-valence band absorptions is given by [76, 91]:
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where, )(NEg is the bandgap energy, FC is the free carrier absorption coefficient. In the

above equation the photon densities 
iv

S and 
jv

E are forward (+) and backward (-) signal

and spontaneous emission photon densities that can be obtained by solving the photon

density rate equation (i.e. Eq.(3.1)) and the travelling wave rate equation for the photons

generated by spontaneous emission (i.e.Eq.(3.2)). Furthermore, the carrier

dynamics dtdN / in Eq. 3.7 can be obtained by using the carrier density rate equation (i.e.

Eq. (3.3)).

One key point in obtaining the carrier temperature changes caused by carrier heating

effects is to calculate the derivatives of the energy density with respect to both temperature

( TdUd / ) and carrier density ( NdUd / ). The density of states is not a constant for a

certain sub-band due to the non-parabolic distribution of energy band structure in a two-

dimension system. This is due to the coupling effects between HH, LH and SO bands as

well as the strain effects in the valence band. This leads to the computation complexity for

the carrier heating effects in QW-SOAs. Thus, a new numerical calculation method is

proposed to analyze the carrier heating effects in quantum well amplifiers. The electron

density in the conduction band can be calculated by using the following equation [74]:
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n k kx y

Ef
V

N )(2 (3.9)

where, xk and yk are the wave vector in the x and y directions. )(Ef is the Fermi-Dirac

distribution. n represents the nth sub-band, where in Eq.(3.9) all the occupied sub-bands

are considered. The summation over xk and yk can be converted into integration:
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/2/2
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VV

x y

(3.10)

Equation (3.10) in the polar coordinate can be expressed as:

 2)2(
222



 tt

zk k

dkk
LV

x y

(3.11)

where, ttkyx dkkddkdk  with 22
yxt kkk  [74].

By substituting Eq. (3.11) into Eq. (3.9), the electron density in the conduction band

becomes:

t
n

ttn
z

dkkkEf
L

N  



0

))((1


(3.12)

In the valence band, the density of states is considered as the summation of the density of

states in HH, LH and SO bands, which is given as:

  
m SOLHHH k kx y

Ef
V

P
,,

)(2 (3.13)

In the above equation summations over xk and yk can be converted into a single

integration with respect to tk [74]. Then, the holes’ density in the valence band can be

expressed as:

t
m SOLHHH

ttm
z

dkkkEf
L
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,,

0
))((1


(3.14)
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In Eqs. (3.12) and (3.14), )( tn kE and )( tm kE denote the nth sub-band energy in the

conduction band and the mth HH LH and SO sub-bands energies in the valence band.

Based on Eqs. (3.12) to (3.14), the energy density in quantum well can be expressed as:

VC UUU  (3.15)
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(3.17)

where, BK is the Boltzmann constant, zL is the well width, fcE and fvE are the Fermi

levels in the conduction band and in the valence band, cE and vE are the conduction

band edge and the valence band edge. Since the energy band structures in the conduction

and valence bands of QW-SOAs are functions of the in-plane wave vector tk , the integrals

in Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) can be replaced by the numerical summation at the different wave

vectors. It should be noted that the energy density U given in Eq.(3-15) is a function of

Fermi level and hence it is functions of both carrier density ( N ) and temperature ( T ) as

the Fermi level depends on both N and T . Hence, both partial differential

equations
T
U

 and

N
U

 can be computed numerically by finding the rate of change of energy

density with respect to N and T .

3.3.2 Effects of Carrier Heating on the Gain and Spontaneous Emission

Spectra of QuantumWells

Figure 3.2 shows variations of TE mode modal gain spectra of a compressively strained

QW-SOA at different temperatures when carrier density is 324100.8  m . The peak value of

the modal gain is near nm1550 which is the wavelength window used in long haul optical
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fibre communication systems as the optical fibre loss is minimum. The results show that

the peak wavelength of the modal gain spectra decreases as the temperature increases. This

is because, Fermi-levels in the conduction and valence bands are temperature dependent

and hence, when temperature increases, Fermi-level in the conduction band decreases,

while that in the valence band increases. These changes in Fermi-levels lead to the

reduction of carrier densities which causes the modal gain spectra shifts to the shorter

wavelength at higher temperature. The peak wavelengths of the modal gain spectra are,

respectively, )300(61.1544 KTnm  , )350(50.1544 KTnm  and )400(28.1544 KTnm  . This

indicates that a small blue shift occurs in the modal gain peak wavelength as temperature

increases.
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Fig. 3.2Modal gain spectra of TE mode in a compressively-strained QW-SOA at different

temperatures.
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Fig.3.3 The spontaneous emission spectra of a compressively-strained QW-SOA at different

temperatures.

The spontaneous emission spectra ( spz rqL ) for the carrier density 324100.8  mN is also

shown in Fig. 3.3. The results show that the spontaneous emission spectra values decrease

with temperature while the spectra 3-dB bandwidths increase with temperature. This is

because of having different density of states distributions due to changes in quasi-Fermi

level with temperature.

3.3.3 Analysis of Carrier Heating Effects on the Picosecond Pulse

Amplification in QuantumWell Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers

The influences of carrier heating on the picosecond pulse amplification in QW-SOAs are

analysed based on the numerical method discussed in the previous sections. In the

simulation the travelling rate equations (3.1), (3.2) and the boundary conditions in Ref. [57]

are used to analyze the optical pulse propagation. The amplifier cavity is divided into 200

sections and parameters listed in Tab. 3.1 are used. An ideal mW10 peak power Gaussian
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pulse cantered at ps6 with FWHM of ps4 at the wavelength nm1550 is applied to the

input of the amplifier.

Figure 3.4 shows the pulse amplification responses of the above Gaussian input pulse both

with and without considering the carrier heating effects. The time origin in x-axis means

the signal begins to exit the amplifier. The figure shows that the carrier heating effects

have reduced the output signal peak power from W62.2 to W03.1 and increased its FWHM

from ps2 to ps40.2 . This is because of material gain reduction due to the carrier heating

effects as explained in Fig. 3.2. Moreover, less amplification occurs in the leading edge

and around the peak region. On the other hand, when the trail edge of the pulse signal

arrives, a small number of carriers are depleted so that the gain coefficient remains high.

However, when the carrier heating effects are not considered the amplification in the

leading edge depletes more carrier density due to the higher gain. The gain coefficient

decreases sharply after the leading edge amplification. Therefore, the output signal FWHM

is narrower than the input signal.

Tab. 3.1Modelling parameters of QW-SOAs [45]

Symbol Description Value

n Background refractive index 67.3

FC Free carrier absorption 221105.0 m

A Linear recombination 18102  s

B Bi-molecular recombination 1316106  sm

C Auger recombination 1641108  sm

 Intraband scatting time ps1

0 Waveguide loss 11000 m

 Confinement factor 025.0
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0N Transparent carrier density 24102.1 

I Input current mA300

W SOA width m1

D SOA thickness nm5.24

L SOA length m750
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Fig. 3.4 QW-SOAs picosecond pulse amplification (input peak value mw10 ) with and without

carrier heating effects.

Figure 3.5 shows similar results for the input Gaussian signal with peak power mW100 . In

this case the output signal peak value has decreased from W23.9 to W87.1 and its FWHM

value has increased from ps9.1 to ps8.2 due to carrier heating effects. Comparison of Figs.

3.4 and 3.5 indicates that when carrier heating effect is considered the amplified output

pulse broadens as the input pulse power increases, which is agreeable with the

experimental results reported in Ref. [86]. The reported experimental results in Ref. [86]

has shown that carrier heating effects lead to a increase of pulse duration of amplified

output pulse.
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Fig.3.5 QW-SOAs picosecond pulse amplification (input peak value mw100 ) with and without

carrier heating effects.

Figure 3.6 shows the average carrier temperature of the amplifier cavity during the pulse

propagation. The initial lattice temperature is 300K and the time on the x-axis means the

optical signal begins to enter the amplifier. The results indicate that the carrier temperature

hardly changes when pst 4 this is because the propagation and amplification of the input

pulse needs time. When pst 4 , due to the large electromagnetic field (stimulated emission)

and the free carrier absorption in the amplification cavity, the rates of energy and carrier

density changes are high. In the two cases, the highest temperatures are K9.350 and K1.441 ,

respectively. When the input peak value is mw100 , the carrier temperature arrives at the

peak point earlier. This is because a smaller amplification has saturated the amplifier when

the input power is higher.
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Fig.3.6 Average carrier temperature of the amplifier cavity in the picosecond pulse amplification

process with the input peak powers of mw10 and mw100

3.4 Effects of Carrier Heating on Picosecond Pulse Amplification in Bulk

Amplifiers

In the above section we discussed the carrier heating effects in quantum well

semiconductor optical amplifiers together with its influences on the optical pulse

amplification. In the following, the effects of carrier heating on picosecond pulse

amplification in bulk semiconductor optical amplifiers are studied using a new analytical

method. The carrier temperature is used to describe the influences of carrier heating in

SOAs. Since the band structure of the bulk SOAs is parabolic, global approximations of

Fermi-Dirac integrals of 3/2 order and 1/2 order are applied to calculate the carrier

temperature changes caused by the carrier heating effects. In the following section the

carrier heating effects on the picosecond pulse amplification in the bulk semiconductor

optical amplifier are analysed.
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3.4.1 Theory of Carrier Heating Effects in Bulk SOAs

The temperature dynamics in both quantum well and bulk semiconductor optical amplifiers

can be expressed using the temperature dynamic rate equation (i.e. Eq. 3.7). In the

temperature dynamic rate equation, the expression for the energy changes with time can be

described using Eq. 3.8. As mentioned in the above section, the important point for

calculating the temperature dynamics induced by carrier heating effects is to calculate the

two partial differential items
T
U

 and

N
U

 .

The energy densityU in bulk SOAs can be expressed as [91]:

)(2
2/32/3

v
v

c
c FNFNKTU 


(3.18)

where, K is the Boltzmann constant, cN and vN are the effective densities of states in the

conduction and valence bands, respectively which can be expressed as [92]:
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where,

3/22/32/3* )( lhhhv mmm  (3.21)

*
em is the effective mass of electron in the conduction band, hhm and lhm are effective

masses of heavy and light holes in the valence band, respectively. In Eq. (3.18), cF 2/3 and

vF 2/3 are the Fermi-Dirac integral of 3/2 order for the conduction and valence bands,

respectively. They can be expressed as [92]:
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KTEE cFcc /)(  (3.24)

KTEE Fvvv /)(  (3.25)

where, cx and vx are the energy variables for the conduction and valence bands, where, FcE

is the quasi-Fermi levels in the conduction band and FvE is the quasi-Fermi level in the

valence band, cE and vE are the conduction and valance bands edges, respectively. The

two partial differentials TU  / and NU  / are given as:
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It is difficult to calculate TU  / and NU  / without using any approximation due to the

complexity of Fermi Dirac integral and the dependency of the quasi-Fermi levels on both

temperature and carrier density which have been indicated in Eqs. (3.18) to (3.27). The

partial differential terms on the right hand sides of Eqs. (3.26) and (3.27) can be expressed

as:
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As the effective densities of states cN and vN as well as the Fermi-Dirac integral of 3/2

order cF 2/3 and vF 2/3 are functions of temperature, Eqs. (3.28) and (3.29) are obtained by

applying the product derivative rule to functions c
cFN 2/3 and v

vFN 2/3 given in Eqs. (3.19) to

(3.25). The relationship between the Fermi-Dirac integrals of 3/2 and 1/2 orders [93] is

used to eliminate the 1st derivates of cF 2/3 and vF 2/3 in Eqs (3.28) to (3.31), which is given as:
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Substituting Eqs. (3.24), (3.25) and (3.32) into Eq. (3.28) to (3.31), the four partial

differential items become:
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The differential terms of Fermi-Dirac integral have been eliminated from Eqs. (3.33) to

(3.36), which simplifies the calculations
T
U

 and

N
U

 . Also, the derivates of quasi-Fermi

levels in the conduction and valence bands with respect to temperature and carrier density

can be obtained through the numerical calculation of the following approximated formula

[94]:
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The Fermi-Dirac integral 3/2 order is approximated as:
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where,  is valid for all the values ranging from  to  (with a relative error below 0.7% )

[93]. The Fermi-Dirac integral of 1/2 order can be approximated as [95]:

18/3
2/1 )]exp()(

4
3[

2
1)(    aF (3.41)

50]})1(17.0exp[68.01{6.33)( 24  a (3.42)

where,  is valid for all the values ranging from  to  . Substituting the global

approximations for Fermi-Dirac integrals of 3/2 and 1/2 orders (i.e. Eqs.(3.40) to (3.42))

into Eqs. (3.33) to (3.36), the two differential items
T
U

 and

N
U

 can be calculated and

hence, the change of the carrier temperature due to carrier heating effects can be obtained

through Eq. (3.7).

The above mentioned method provides an effective analytical method for calculation of

carrier heating effects in bulk SOAs. It should be noted that the method can’t be used for

quantum well SOAs due to the discontinuous distribution of the energy density and the

coupling effects among the valence bands in quantum well SOAs. Besides, based on the
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valid range of c and v , which are determined by the quasi-Fermi level and the band edge,

a simpler non-global approximation for Fermi-Dirac integral of 1/2 order [92] can be

obtained to calculate the carrier heating effects in bulk SOAs.

3.4.2 Gain Model of Bulk SOAs

The active region of the modelled bulk SOA is yyxx PAsGaIn  11 lattice matched to InP

where x and y are the corresponding molar fractions of Ga and As , respectively. The

optical gain of the active region is a function of the frequency and carrier density. The

material gain coefficient ),( Ng  can be expressed as [57]:
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where,  is the optical angular frequency, c is the speed of light in free space,  is the

Plank constant h divided by 2 , rn is the refractive index of the active region material,

)(Ns is the radiative carrier recombination lifetime, )(NEg is the bandgap energy,

)(cf and )(vf are the Fermi-Dirac distribution functions in the conduction and valence

bands, respectively, which can be expressed as [57]:
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The quasi-Fermi levels in the conduction and valence bands ( FcE and FvE ) are obtained

based on Eqs.(3.37) and (3.38). The bandgap energy )(NEg can be expressed as [96]:

3/1
0)( NqKENE ggg  (3.48)

where, gK is the coefficient of the bandgap shrinkage. Since the lattice of

yyxx PAsGaIn  11 is matched to InP, the initial bandgap energy 0gE is given by [97]:

)149.0775.035.1( 2
0 yyqEg  (3.49)

In Eq. (3.43), the carrier recombination lifetime )(Ns is given as:

)/(1)( 2CNBNANs  (3.50)

Equations (3.43) to (3.50) model the gain of bulk SOAs, which is used to calculate the

optical signal propagation in bulk SOA cavity through the travelling wave rate equations

(i.e. Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2).

3.4.3 Analysis of Carrier Heating Effects on the Picosecond Pulse

Amplification in Bulk SOAs

In the following, the influences of carrier heating on the picosecond pulse amplification in

a bulk SOA is studied based on the analysis explained in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. The

photon and carrier densities are obtained by solving the travelling wave rate equations

using the step-transition method [89]. The amplifier cavity is divided into 200 sections.

The input signal is an unchirped Gaussian pulse centered at ps3 with FWHM ps2 and

central wavelength nm1550 . Other simulation parameters are given in Tab.3.2.
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Tab. 3.2 SOA parameters for studying carrier heating effects [56]

Symbol Description Value

n Background refractive index 22.3

y Molar fraction of As in the active region 0.905

FC Free carrier absorption cross-section 221105.0 m

A Linear recombination 17101  s

B Bi-molecular recombination
1316106.5  sm

C Auger recombination 1641103  sm

gK Bandgap shrinkage coefficient m10109.0 

 Electron phonon interaction time ps1

0 Waveguide loss 112000 m

 Confinement factor 45.0

0N Transparent carrier density 324100.1  m

I Input current mA100

W SOA width m1

D SOA thickness m4.0

L SOA length m750

*
em Effective mass of electron in the CB kg321007.4 

hhm Effective mass of heavy hole in the VB kg311019.4 

lhm Effective mass of light hole in the VB kg321001.5 
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3.4.3.1 Single Pulse Amplification

A Gaussian pulse having peak power of mW10 is applied to the bulk amplifier. Figure 3.7

shows variations of average gain coefficient with propagation time within the amplifier

cavity. The blue and green curves are the gain coefficient variations in the presence and

absence of carrier heating effect. Also shown in Fig.3.8 is the variation of the average

carrier density within the amplifier. As Fig. 3.7 shows, for propagation time less than

ps15.2 the gain coefficient without carrier heating effects is larger than that with carrier

heating effects. This is because the increase of carrier temperature causes the conduction

band quasi-Fermi level to decrease and that of the valance band to increase which results in

suppression of the amplifier gain. Also, above ps15.2 , the gain coefficient without carrier

heating effects is smaller than that with carrier heating effects. This can be explained as

follow: in case of without carrier heating effect, initially the input signal receives larger

amplification, which causes significant reduction in the carrier density. Thus, after ps15.2 ,

the gain coefficient without carrier heating effect becomes smaller as compared to that

with carrier heating effect due to the low carrier density level (also shown clearly in

Fig.3.8). As shown in Fig. 3.8 when the carrier heating effect is considered, the average

carrier density level in the amplifier cavity is higher.
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Fig. 3.7 Variations of the average material gain coefficient with the propagation time within the

cavity during the pulse amplification process in a bulk SOA.
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Fig. 3.8 Variations of the average carrier density with the propagation time within the cavity during

the pulse amplification process in a bulk SOA.

Figure 3.9 shows the variations of the gain coefficient (solid blue curve) and the carrier

temperature (dashed red curve) near the exit facet of the amplifier cavity during the pulse

amplification process. The analysis indicates that the carrier temperature initially increases
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due to carrier heating effect and reaches the peak KT 20.19 at pst 45.2 and then

decreases. This is because initially the carrier density level is high so the pulse amplifies

and then after that carrier density decreases due to gain saturation which results in

reduction of electromagnetic fields within the amplifier and thus the energy density in the

amplifier cavity decreases. Also, the gain coefficient decreases due to the (i) increase in

the carrier temperature and (ii) decrease in carrier density during the pulse amplification

process. Fig. 3.9 shows that the maximum carrier temperature occurs at pst 45.2

whereas at this temperature the gain coefficient does not reach to its minimum value. This

is because when pst 45.2 , the gain suppression induced by the decrease of carrier density

(shown in Fig. 3.8) is more than the gain increase due to the decrease of carrier

temperature.
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Fig. 3.9 Variations of material gain coefficient and carrier temperature near the exit facet of the

amplifier cavity.

The amplified output power responses of two ideal Gaussian pulses centered at ps3 with the

same FWHM of ps2 but different peak power values of mw10 and mw010 are shown in Figs.
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3.10 and 3.11, respectively. The results show that in each case the carrier heating effect

(CHE) reduces the peak value ( mP ) of the output power, broaden the amplified pulse ( 1 )

and produces peak temporal shift ( 1 ) as compared to both the applied input pulse and the

amplified output pulse obtained without considering CHE. When the input pulse power is

mw10 (Fig.3.10): mP , 1 and 1 are, respectively, mw63.1 , ps8.1 and ps2.1 when

CHE is present and mw34.2 , ps75.1 and ps05.1 when it is not present. Similarly, when

the peak power value of the input signal is mw100 , mP ,  and are, respectively, w40.2 ,

ps25.2 and ps2 when CHE is present and w78.3 , ps2 and ps85.1 when it is not

present. Comparison of Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 shows that when the peak power value of the

input signal is high, carrier heating effect causes a more pronounced distortion of the

amplified output signal (i.e. larger pulse broadening and temporal peak shift).
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Fig.3.10 Picosecond pulse amplification in SOA with and without carrier heating effects

( mwPeak 10 ).
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Fig.3.11 Picosecond pulse amplification in SOA with and without carrier heating effects

( mwPeak 100 ).
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Fig.3.12 Variations of the carrier temperature near the exit facet of the amplifier cavity during the

pulse amplification for the two different input signals.

Figure 3.12 shows the variations of carrier temperature near the exit facet of the amplifier

cavity when the input signals peak power values are mw10 and mw100 . The results show

that for a given input pulse power, the carrier temperature has a maximum value which are

K20.319 and K83.324 when the applied input pulse powers are mw10 and mw100 ,
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respectively. This is because when the peak power value of the input signal is mw100 , the

electromagnetic fields (stimulated emission) and free carrier absorption in the amplifier

cavity are larger, which result in higher values for both energy and carrier densities rates.

When the applied input pulse peak power is mw100 , the peak of the carrier temperature

occurs earlier because when the applied input pulse power is high the amplifier earlier

saturates.

Figure 3.13 shows variations of carrier temperature near the exit facet of the amplifier

cavity for two different pump currents of mA100 and mA120 . The peak power of the input

signal in both cases is mw10 . As the figure shows the peak carrier temperature values

are K20.319 and K35.340 for the pump currents of mA100 and mA120 , respectively. As the

pump current increases, the temperature increases due to carrier heating effect. This is

because as the pump current increases the carrier density increases too which enhances the

carrier heating effect.
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Fig.3.13 Variations of the carrier temperature near the exit facet of the amplifier cavity during the

pulse amplification with different pump currents.

3.4.3.2 High Speed Pulse Train Amplification in Bulk SOA
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The carrier heating effect on the high-speed pulse amplification in bulk SOA are analyzed

in the following. An ideal Gaussian pulse sequence (train) with ps2 FWHM and mw1 peak

power at sGbit/80 is applied to the input of the amplifier.
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Fig. 3.14 The amplified 80Gbit/s picosecond pulse train output both in the presence (blue) and

absence (green) of the carrier heating effect (red).

Figure 3.14 shows the temporal response of the amplified output pulse waveform

from ps225 to ps245 when the input pulse train is applied. The result shows that the peak

power value of the amplified output pulse train is slightly larger when the carrier heating

effect is considered. This is because, the gain coefficient of SOA is function of both carrier

density and carrier temperature. In the low-speed pulse sequence amplification, the time

interval between two adjacent pulses is large enough for carrier density to recover to its

normal level. Hence, the effect of carrier heating is mainly to increase the carrier

temperature which results in the amplifier gain suppression. However, when the speed of

the pulse train is high, the time interval between two adjacent pulses is much smaller than

the carrier recovery time. In this case, in the initial stage of amplification carrier heating

effect increase the carrier temperature which results in amplifier gain suppression followed
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by an increase in the carrier density and hence the amplifier gain increases which surpasses

the gain suppression.

The variations of the modal gain mG ( 0GGm  with 0G being the material gain coefficient

and  is the amplifier confinement factor ) near the exit facet of amplifier cavity both in

the presence and absence of the carrier heating effect from ps225 to ps245 (i.e. the same

duration as that in Fig.14) are shown in Fig. 3.15. The result shows that in the presence of

carrier heating effect there exist two gain recovery processes namely a fast gain recovery

process of ps7.2 and a slow gain recovery process. When the input rate is 80Gbit/s, the time

interval between the two consecutive pulses is ps5.12 , which is smaller than the gain

recovery time of ps272 . The fast recovery process imposed by carrier heating effect forces

the gain value to reach to its high level quickly as explained earlier in Fig. 3.14.
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Fig. 3.15 Variations of modal gain of the amplifier near the exit facet when a Gaussian pulse train

at 80Gbit/s is applied to the amplifier input both in the presence (blue) and absence (green) of the

carrier heating effect.
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3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have discussed the carrier heating effect on optical pulse propagation in

semiconductor optical amplifiers. The conventional travelling wave rate equations are

employed to model the Gaussian optical pulse signal amplification in SOAs by using the

step transition method. Detailed theoretical work is done to describe the effect of carrier

heating in both quantum well and bulk semiconductor optical amplifiers based on the

temperature dynamics rate equation. Considering different energy band distributions in

quantum well and bulk amplifiers, two different methods were introduced for the analysis

of carrier heating effect in quantum well and bulk optical amplifiers. For the quantum well

amplifiers, the numerical method is proposed to analyse the carrier heating which takes

into account the strong coupling among the HH, LH and SO bands. As for bulk SOAs, a

new analytical method is proposed to investigate the carrier heating effect. This can be

done by combining the Fermi-Dirac integrals of 3/2 order and 1/2 order. Effects of carrier

heating on the picosecond pulse amplification in bulk and quantum well SOAs have also

been investigated based on the proposed theoretical methods. Variations of carrier

temperature, carrier density and gain coefficient in the amplifier cavity during the pulse

propagation process are analysed. Also, the carrier heating effect on the amplification of

input pulses having different peak power values are discussed and compared.
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Chapter 4

Theoretical Investigation on Optimization of

Semiconductor Optical Amplifier Bias Current for

Distortionless Amplification of Ultrashort Pulses

4.1 Introduction

In many applications including high-speed optical fiber transmission and optical signal

processing, amplification of ultrashort optical pulses is important [98-100]. Semiconductor

optical amplifiers (SOA) are good candidates for amplification of ultrashort pulses because

of their large amplification bandwidth [101-103]. However, due to the amplifier gain

saturation caused by the slow carrier density recovery, the amplified ultrashort optical

pulse suffers from distortion [44]. It has been shown theoretically and experimentally that

both the amplifier structure and bias current play important roles in minimization or

removal of the amplified pulse distortion [104-105]. In fact, when a SOA bias current is

large, the amplified output pulse suffers from distortion due to the amplifier high gain

coefficient. On the other hand, when its bias current is small, the amplifier gain is low

which limits the amplification ability. Thus, we need to choose a suitable bias current for

SOAs to realize the distortionless amplification of high-speed ultrashort optical pulses at

high gain. In this chapter, an effective method which optimizes the SOA bias current for

distortionless pulse amplification is reported.
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Recently reported studies have revealed how the amplified spontaneous emission [106] and

the assist light injection [48] influence the distortion of amplified output pulse. However,

elimination of the amplified output pulse distortion in certain types of SOAs has not been

reported. This is especially an important issue when amplification of the optical clock

signal is required in the optical communications and networks. It was reported in Fig.4(a)

of ref. [106] that when the bias current increases below mA100 , the distortion of the

amplified pulse is increases too. The reduction of amplified pulse distortion has been

reported in Ref.[48] with the help of assist light injection at the bias current of mA160 . In

both cases although the amplified pulse distortion has reduced but not totally eliminated

and no suggestion to do so is reported in the literature.

In this chapter, an effective method which optimizes the amplifier bias current in order to

achieve distortionless amplification is reported. Analysis of temporal waveforms of the

amplified pulse along the amplifier cavity have revealed that the maximum distance along

the amplifier cavity where the amplified pulse has no temporal shift is a function of the

amplifier bias current. This function can be used to optimize the bias current of a given

amplifier having known length to avoid the distortion caused by the gain saturation during

amplification of ultrashort Gaussian pulses. A new formula which relates the optimized

bias current and the peak value of the input power is derived and also variations of the bias

current with the input pulse duration is analyzed. The suitability of the proposed formula

for amplifications of both single pulse and high-speed pulse train are also discussed.

4.2 Effects of Different Bias Currents on the SOAGain Recovery and

Pulse Amplification

In this section, effects of varying the amplifier bias current on gain recovery and pulse
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amplification are analyzed. The pump-probe technique [48] is adopted to simulate the gain

recovery of the amplifier. The pump signal is a Gaussian pulse train at sGbit /80 and each

pulse is centered at ps3 with mW10 peak power and ps2 pulse width. The temporal

waveform of the input pump signal is shown in Fig. 4.1.
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Fig. 4.1 The pump input temporal waveform of the unchirped Gaussian optical pulse.

The probe signal is assumed to be a CW optical signal with the input power mW1 . The

wavelengths of the pump and probe pulses are nm1555 and nm1550 , respectively. Figure

4.2 shows variations of the normalized probe gain with the delay time 107] at the SOA bias

currents of mAI 801  and mAI 402  , respectively. This graph is referred to as the amplifier

gain recovery response.
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Fig.4.2 Gain recovery of the SOA at two different bias currents.

Results in Fig. 4.2 reveals that when the delay time is ps70 , the value of the normalized

probe gain at the bias current of mA80 reaches to unity (i.e. probe gain value before the

pump signal is injected). However, the probe normalized gain is about 64.0 for the same

delay time of ps70 when the bias current is mA40 . This implies by increasing the

amplifier bias current, its gain recovery speeds up. A Gaussian pulse similar to that of the

pump pulse with different peak power ( mW5 ) is applied to the input of the amplifier.

Figure 4.3 shows the amplifier output temporal responses at different bias currents. Results

reveal that the amplified output pulse distortion and FWHM bandwidth have increased

with the bias current and also, the time at which the output pulse is maximum is shifted.

Hence, an increase in the bias current reduces the gain recovery time but increases the

amplified output pulse distortion. In the following a new bias current optimization method

is introduces to obtain distortionless amplification at high gain which provides a useful

approach to be used in practice for producing high-gain, high-speed distortionless

semiconductor optical amplifier output.
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Fig. 4.3 Picosecond pulse amplification at different bias currents.

4.3 Evolution of Optical Pulse Amplification along the Amplifier Cavity

This same Gaussian pulse as the above pump pulse (shown in Fig. 4.1) is applied to the

input of a m750 long strained AsGaIn 36.064.0 - InGaAsP quantum well amplifier with both

well and barrier widths of are nm5.4 and nm10 , respectively. The barrier has a bandgap

wavelength mg  15.1 , which is lattice-matched to the InP substrate. Also, the width and

thickness of the amplifier active region are m1 and nm5.24 , respectively. The other

parameters used in the simulation are provided in Tab. 3.2 of Chapter 3. In here the input

pulse power is comparable with the amplifier saturation power, which means we should

expect to see a temporal peak shift in the amplified output waveform. Figure 4.4 shows the

evolution of the input pulse shape at different distances along the amplifier cavity when the

applied amplifier bias current is mA300 . As results in Fig. 4.4 show, the amplified pulse

becomes asymmetric as the distance increases from m270 to m750 which is due to the

amplifier gain saturation. The reason for this peak temporal shift in the amplified output
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pulse is because of asymmetric amplification of the optical pulse that is, in the

amplification process the pulse leading edge amplifies more than that of the tailing edge.

The peak temporal shift value increases with the propagation distance along the amplifier

cavity and is highest at the amplifier exit. In general, there exists a maximum

distance mZ along the amplifier cavity where the amplified pulse waveform has no temporal

shift (i.e. in this case both the input and output peaks are centered at ps3 ). In this

example m300Zm  when the amplifier bias current is mA300 .
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Fig. 4.4 Evolution of an unchirped Gaussian input pulse inside the strained AsGaIn 36.064.0 -

InGaAsP quantum well semiconductor optical amplifier’s cavity.

4.4 Analysis of the Optical Amplifier Bias Current for Distortionless

Pulse Amplification

4.4.1 Bias Current as a Function of Distance

The bias current determines the initial carrier density along the amplifier cavity before the

optical signal amplification and the carrier density distribution determines the maximum

distance, mZ , along the amplifier cavity where the amplified pulse waveform has no
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temporal shift. The relationship between the amplifier bias current I and the maximum

distance can be expressed as:

mm ZdZb eceaI  )0,0,0(  dbLZm (4.1)

where, L is the amplifier cavity length and parameters a , b , c and d are functions of the

applied input pulse and the amplifier parameters. To obtain these parameter we need to

find first the relationship between the amplifier bias current I and the corresponding

maximum distances mZ numerically. This can be achieved by analyzing the optical pulse

propagation within the amplifier cavity using the travelling wave rate equations which

were discussed in Chapter 3. Then by using an appropriate curve fitting technique we can

obtain a , b , c and d parameters. Tab.4.1 shows values of both bias currents ( I ) and their

associated maximum distances mZ for 11 different amplifier bias currents ranging from

mA50 to .300mA Fig. 4.5 (dotted curve) also shows variation of I with .Zm

Tab. 4.1 Data for the coefficient calculation

Group Bias current I (mA )
Maximum

distance mZ ( m )

1 50 592.5

2 75 485.1

3 100 427.5

4 125 392.1

5 150 367.5

6 175 350.6

7 200 337.5

8 225 325.1
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Fig. 4.5 Variations of the bias current with maximum distance mZ .

The solid curve shown in Fig.4.5 is the fitted curve (i.e. )( mZfI  ) obtained by using

MatLAB curve fitting tool kit. Fig. 4.5 clearly indicates there is a very good agreement

between )( mZfI  given in Eq. (4.1) and the simulation data provided in Tab. 4.1. It

should be noted that Eq.(4.1) is not only very accurate but also minimizes the computation

time as we do not need to run the simulation for each bias current. Tab. 4.2 shows values

of 4 parameters used in Eq.(4.1). The fitting effect is evaluated by the statistic

parameter squareR  , which describes how close the data is to be fitted regression line. The

fitting result 9999.0 squareR indicates that Eq. 4.1 can accurately describe the data in

Tab. 4.1.
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Tab. 4.2 Coefficient values and fitting effect

Coefficients Value Fitting effect

a 410422.4 









 9999.0squareR
fitofGoodneesb 01845.0

c 5.324

d 003183.0

The influence of presence and absence of the nd2 term in Eq.(4.1) on the accuracy of the

result is investigated as shown in Fig.4.6 where the dotted, blue and green curves are,

respectively, data given in Tab. 4.1, Eq.(4.1) and Eq.(4.2) given by:

mbZeaI 1 (4.2)

Comparison of Eqs.(4.1) and (4.2) results with the dotted ones clearly indicates that

Eq.(4.1) gives a more accurate result.
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Fig. 4.6 Curve fitting results of the amplifier bias current with maximum distance mZ .

4.4.2 Optimization of the optical Amplifier Bias Current

Equation (4.1) describes the relationship between the SOA bias current I and the maximum
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distance mZ . By substituting LZm  (where L is the amplifier cavity length) into this

equation, the maximum bias current mI which gives distortionless pulse amplification can

be obtained as:

dLbL
m ceaeI  (4.3)

Based on the coefficient values listed in Tab. 4.2 and mL 750 , from the above

equation .86.29 mAIm  In order to verify the validity of the proposed method, this value of

mI is taken as the bias current of the amplifier. Fig. 4.7 shows the amplified output pulse

for the amplifier input pulse shown in Fig.(4.1). As the result clearly shows the amplified

output pulse like the input pulse is centred at ps3 which confirms the amplified output

pulse is distortionless.
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Fig. 4.7 The amplified distortionless output pulse obtained at the optimum bias current.

Let us define the peak temporal shift sensitivity parameter as:

%100
0

0





t

tt p
 (4.4)

where, 0t and pt are the input and amplified output pulse peak times, respectively.
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Figure 4.8 shows variations of  with the bias current I in the vicinity of the optimized bias

current mAIm 86.29 . The results show that no temporal shift in the amplified output pulse

waveform when the bias current changes from mA5.28 to mAIm 86.29 . However, when

the bias current changes from mAIm 86.29 to mAIm 31 ,  increases by less than 2.2%.

The above result confirms the strength of the proposed method in optimizing the amplifier

bias current to produce distortionless amplified output waveform with minimal sensitivity.
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Fig. 4.8 Variations of in the vicinity of optimum bias current mAIm 86.29

The proposed optimization method has also been used to find a relationship between the

optimized bias current and the amplifier gain for different input peak powers ranging from

mW1 to .10mW In Tab. 4.3 values of the optimized bias current and amplifier gain are

shown at different input peak powers.

Tab. 4.3 Optimized bias currents and amplifier gains at different input peak powers

Peak Power (mw)
Optimized bias

current(mA)
Gain(dB)

1 61.123 74.18
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2 65.94 71.16

3 82.75 94.14

4 97.63 47.13

5 73.54 04.12

6 47.47 64.10

7 69.41 28.9

8 50.37 11.8

9 54.32 48.6

10 86.29 53.4

The data provided in Tab. 4.3 is used to obtain a relationship between the optimized bias

current mI and the input peak pulse power inP . The dotted points in Fig.4.9 shows

variations of mI with inP . Also shown in Fig.4.9 is the solid curve of the best fit which

can be expressed as:

inin PP
m eeI 111.06372.0 13.8992.82   (4.5)

The squareR  value of the fitting is 9999.0 , which indicates how well Eq. (4.5) is fitted

with the data (dotted points) in Fig.4.9.
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Fig. 4.9 The optimized bias current mI versus peak power inP .

4.5 Distortionless Amplification of Pulse Trains

In order to confirm that the proposed bias current optimization method can also be applied

to pulse trains, we have used the pump-probe technique described in [107] to investigate

the gain recovery response of a quantum well semiconductor optical amplifier (QW-SOA).

In doing so, a pump pulse centred at ps3 with pulse width of ps2 and peak pulse power

of mW5 was applied to the amplifier input. Then after a time delay  a probe pulse

similar to the pump pulse but with peak power of mW1 is applied to the amplifier input. It

should be noted that amplification gain of the probe signal depends on  which is the

time interval between applying the probe and pump signals to amplifier. From Tab. 4.3, the

optimized bias current is mA73.54 . The amplifier normalized probe gain G is defined as

[107]:

SATF

SAT
GG
GGG



 (4.6)
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where, G is the gain of amplified probe signal, FG is the gain at full recovery and

SATG is the amplifier saturation gain. Fig. 4.10 shows variations of G with the delay time

which is also known as the gain recovery response of the amplifier. The negative delay

time indicates that the probe pulse arrives before the pump pulse.
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Fig. 4.10 Gain recovery of the QW-SOA.

Figure 4.10 shows that the amplifier normalized gain response has the following two

recovery processes namely fast recovery process (around ps3 ) caused by carrier heating

and slow recovery process which is due to slow increase in the carrier density. The results

show that amplifier gain recovery time (i.e. the time at which the amplifier gain reaches to

%90 of its maximum value) is ps53 . A sGb /14 pulse train, with each pulse having the

same waveform and peak power as the above mentioned pump pulse, is applied to the

amplifier input which is biased at the optimised current of .73.54 mA To verify the

effectiveness of the bias current optimisation we consider the following two cases; (i) the

time interval between two adjacent pulses in the pulse train waveform 1 is more than the

amplifier gain recovery time rg ( rg 1 ) and (ii) rg 1 . For the above case (i)
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Fig. 4.11 shows the amplified output pulse train waveform. In this figure the exit time is

the time at which the amplified output pulse begins to exit from the amplifier output facet

and pulse temporal time refers to the time description of the amplified pulse envelope

waveform. The results clearly show that the amplified output train waveform is

distortionless and the peak value of each pulse remains centered at ps3 and also all

amplified pulses have the same peak power.
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Fig. 4.11 The sGb /14 amplified output pulse train at proposed optimized bias current.

We have also investigated (ii) where rg 1 . Figure 4.12 shows the amplified output

pulse train waveform for a sGb /28 pulse train having the same parameters as those of

sGb /14 pulse train. In this case also, the amplified output waveform is distortionless and

each pulse peak is centered at ps3 however, the slow recovery has led to a gradual

reduction in the magnitude of each amplified output pulse. Based on results shown in Figs.

4.11 and 4.12, it can be concluded that the above proposed bias current optimization

method which results in distortionless output waveform can also be applied in high- speed

pulse trains transmission.
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Fig. 4.12 The sGb /28 amplified output pulse train at proposed optimized bias current.

4.6 Conclusions

In this chapter semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) bias current optimization method is

introduced in order to obtain distortionless amplification at high speed transmission. To

this end a new expression is introduced which relates the amplifier bias current with the

maximum distance along the amplifier cavity for distortionless amplification. This

expression can be used (for a given amplifier length) to obtain the optimum amplifier bias

current. Moreover, a formula which gives the relationship between the optimized bias

current and the input pulse peak power is derived. We have also shown that in high-speed

pulse train amplification, the proposed bias current optimisation method can also be used

to produce distortionless output waveform. In practical application of semiconductor

optical amplifier, this proposed optimization method can applied to find a suitable bias

current to realize distortionless amplification.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Investigation on Optimization of

Semiconductor Optical Amplifier Bias Current for High

Speed Pulse Train Amplification

5.1 Introduction

Ultrafast optical pulse amplification has been under intensive investigations due to its

potential application in the optical communication, optical signal processing and optical

measurement [109-111]. Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOAs) are excellent

candidates for optical pulse amplification due to their small size, large bandwidth and

simple direct current pumping. SOAs can be monolithically integrated with semiconductor

optical lasers to boost up their output power for high-speed ultrashort pulse transmission

[53]. Moreover, SOAs have potential to generate high-speed pulse train by merging multi-

channel pulses [9]. However, gain saturation mechanism in a SOA which is due to slow

recovery of carrier density leads to the distortion of amplified output pulse and hence

degrade the transmission performance of high-speed ultrashort pulse. In Chapter 4 we have

proposed theoretically a new SOA bias current optimization method for distortionless pulse

amplification and found a formula which relates the amplifier bias current and the

maximum distance along the amplifier cavity which results in distortionless output (i.e. no
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temporal peak shift). Experimentally in high-speed ultrashort pulse transmission it is not

easy to measure the amplified pulse temporal peak shift [30, 107]. A feasible method to

minimize the distortion of the amplified output pulse train is to minimize pulse broadening

of the amplified output pulse. In this chapter details of our experimental investigation on

optimization of the amplifier bias current for high-speed ultrashort pulse train

amplification are explained. Variations of the amplified pulse duration with the amplifier

bias current are explored and based on this study we have defined the amplifier optimized

bias current for high gain and low distortion pulse amplification. Relationships between the

optimized bias current and the input pulse power, repetition rate and duration are

experimentally investigated. Also, effects of the amplifier temperature and an assisted light

injection on the amplifier optimized bias current are studied.

5.2 Experimental Investigations

Figure 5.1(a) shows the schematic diagram of the experimental setup for the high-speed

pulse train amplification. The pulse train at the wavelength of nm1550 is generated by the

active mode-locked fibre laser (hereby referred to as PriTel), which is stimulated by the RF

generator. The generated pulse train is coupled into a distortion free erbium doped fibre

amplifier (referred to as EDFA-1). The output power of EDFA-1 can be adjusted by

controlling its pump bias current and the pulse compressor is used to adjust the pulse

durations of the EDFA-1 output which is then used as SOA input signal. The optical

attenuator is employed to control the input power of SOA. The SOA input pulse train’s

repetition rate, power and duration can be controlled by the pulse compressor, optical

attenuator and EDFA1, respectively. The optical spectrum analyser (OSA) and RF analyser

are used to monitor the output of the pulse laser in the frequency domain. The digital
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communication analyser (DCA) is used to measure the temporal waveform of the pulse

laser output. The SOA used in this experiment is provided by the Compound

Semiconductor Technologies. The SOA operating temperature and wavelength are

20 C and nm1554 , respectively. In order to find the optimum value of the SOA bias current

we have decreased its bias current from mA200 (which was more than the amplifier

saturation bias current) to mA30 in mA5 steps. The SOA output pulse train is amplified by

another distortion free erbium doped fibre amplifier (EDFA2) to improve the measurement

accuracy of the auto-correlator (Femto-chrome). The corresponding actual experimental

setup is shown in Fig. 5.1 (b).

(a)
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(b)

Fig. 5.1 Experimental system used to measure high-speed pulse train amplification in a SOA (a)

Block diagram (b) Experimental setup.

5.3 Optimization of the SOABias Current

In order to find experimentally the optimum value of the SOA bias current, we have

measured variations of the pulse duration of the amplified output pulse train with SOA bias

currents using the setup shown in Fig.5.1 (b). The input of EDFA-1 as shown in Fig.5.1(a),

is a GHz10 pulse train at the wavelength nm1550 which is generated by PriTel and its

amplified output pulse train duration and power can be changed by the pulse compressor

and optical attenuator, respectively. This output is then injected into the SOA input. The
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function of distortionless EDFA-2 is to increase the output power of the SOA which can

effectively improve the accuracy of the autocorrelation measurement obtained by the auto-

correlator and oscillator. Fig. 5.2 shows the measured amplified output pulse

autocorrelation results. As the results show there are two pulses in the auto-correlator

response during the fixed ps320 measurement time interval. It should be noted that

number of the pulses per a given fixed time interval is determined by the repetition rate of

the pulse train. It was found that the pulse train generated by pulse laser (see Fig.5.1(a))

can be closely approximated to the Gaussian pulse, which has a better fitting result as

compared with other pulse shapes. Thus, based on the autocorrelation response we can find

the best Gaussian fitted response from which we can obtain the pulse duration of each

pulse in the train. We have found that by dividing the duration of each pulse in the auto-

correlation response by 2 the actual pulse duration can be obtained.
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Fig. 5.2Auto-correlation response during ps320 time interval.

5.3.1 Characteristics of the SOAUsed in the Experiment

Prior to the exploration experiments, SOA characteristic curves are measured to make sure

that SOA has a normal working status. Fig. 5.3 (a) shows the variations of the forward and
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backward output powers with respect to the SOA bias currents without applying any

external optical signal at its input. It was found that as the SOA bias current increases

from mA30 to mA200 , the forward and backward output power first increases rapidly and

then slowly due to the SOA gain saturation. As results in Fig.5.3 (a) show the difference

between the forward and backward output power at different bias current is very small,

which the SOA is in a good operating condition. Figure 5.3 (b) shows the corresponding

amplifier active region voltage (DC) variations with the injected bias currents. The voltage

value is measured by the bias current control module (i.e. Temperature (T) and bias

controllers in Fig. 5.1b).
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Fig. 5.3 SOA characteristics curves (a) output power (b) voltage of the amplifier active region

Figure 5.4 (a) and (b) show the forward and backward spontaneous emission spectra,

respectively, at the bias current mA120 when no signal is applied to the SOA input. It was

found that the magnitude of the SOA spontaneous emission spectrum at the bias

current mA120 is around dBm37 . There exists an apparent spike in the forward

spontaneous emission spectrum due to the reflection from the optical fibre facet.
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Fig. 5.4 SOA spontaneous emission spectra at the bias current mA120 (a) forward (b) backward

5.3.2 Optimization of the SOABias Current

An input pulse train with duration of ps37.1 and GHz10 repetition rate which is

generated by the pulse laser at 1550nm wavelength is applied to the input of the SOA. Fig.

5.5 shows variations of the SOA output pulse duration with the bias currents when the

pulse duration of the SOA input pulse is ps37.1 .The SOA input pulse train is centered at

nm1550 wavelength with a repetition rate of GHz10 . From Fig. 5.5, it can be observed

that as the SOA bias current I increases from mA30 to mA120 , the pulse duration of the

SOA amplified output pulse increases quickly however, when the bias current further

increased from m120 to about mA185 the output pulse duration increases very slowly. The

figure clearly shows that at all bias currents the output pulse duration is larger than that of

the input pulse. The minimum pulse duration of the amplified output pulse is ps43.1

which is obtained when the amplifier bias current is mA30 . The variations of the SOA

gain at different bias currents when the input pulse duration is ps37.1 are shown in Fig.
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5.6. It was found that as the bias current increases from mA30 to mA200 , the SOA gain

increases from dB17.2 to dB14.21 . Here, the SOA gain is obtained by measuring the peak

power difference between the SOA input and output pulse spectra.
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Fig. 5.5Variations of the duration of SOA amplified output pulse at different bias currents for input

pulse duration of ps37.1 .
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Fig. 5.6 Variations of the SOA gain at different bias currents for input pulse duration of ps37.1 .

The above analysis shows that the pulse duration of the amplified output pulse is

apparently broadened due to the gain saturation when the SOA bias current is high. In
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order to reduce the pulse duration broadening, the SOA bias current needs to be decreased

from a high level to a low level. However, the low bias current restricts the SOA

unsaturated gain (see Fig. 5.6). Thus, a suitable SOA bias current needs to be chosen for

realizing the pulse train amplification with low distortion and high gain. In the following,

the SOA optimized bias current is defined. In order to find the optimized bias current optI ,

we first increase the amplifier bias current to the saturated status ( mA200 ) and then

decrease it until the pulse duration of the amplified output pulse satisfies the following

condition:

in  (5.1)

where,  is the duration of the amplified output pulse, in is that of the input pulse and

 is the SOA bias current optimization coefficient. The optimized bias current optI can be

expressed as:

inopt safisfiesIwhereII   ,),max( (5.2)

In the following experimental analysis, we set the SOA bias current optimization

coefficient  equal to 1.1 . When 1.1 and psin 37.1 then 507.1in . Based on Eqs.(5.1)

and (5.2), we can obtain the SOA optimum bias current which is mA70 . At this bias

current the amplifier gain is dB25.13 . This point is marked in both Figs. 5.5 and 5.6.

5.4 Relationship between the SOAOptimized Bias Current and Input

Pulse Duration, Power and Repetition Rate

The above analysis has shown that how we can in practice optimize the SOA bias current

in order to have high gain and minimum pulse duration broadening at the amplifier output.

In the following section, we have studied experimentally relationships between the
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optimized bias current and input pulse train parameters (i.e. pulse duration, power and

repetition rate).

5.4.1 Relationship between the Optimum SOA Bias Current and the

Input Pulse Duration

The input to SOA is a GHz10 pulse train at nm1550 wavelength and its pulse duration can

be controlled by the pump current of EDFA-1 as shown in the experimental system of

Fig.5.1(a). Figure 5.7 shows the variation of the duration of the SOA input pulse in with

the pump current of EDFA-1. It was found that in decreases from ps95.4 to ps37.1 with

the EDFA-1 pump current increasing from mA700 to mA1100 . The power of the SOA input

pulse train is fixed at dBm4.18 by controlling the optical attenuator. Fig. 5.8 shows the

schematic diagram of the temporal waveform of the input pulses with different pulse

durations at the same input power.
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Fig. 5.7 Variation of the pulse duration of the SOA input pulse train with the pump current of

EDFA-1.
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Fig. 5.8 Schematic diagram of the input pulse train with fixed power and different pulse durations.

In the following, the experimental system shown in Fig. 5.1a is adopted to explore the

relationship between the SOA optimum bias current and its input pulse duration in . Fig.

5.9 (a)-(d) shows the variations of the pulse duration of the SOA amplified output pulse

train out with the bias currents when in are ps60.1 , ps89.1 , ps39.2 and ps79.2 ,

respectively. It is found that at certain in , as the SOA bias current increases from

mA30 to mA200 , the variation process of out can be divided into the fast increase stage

and the slow increase stage. As in increases from ps60.1 to ps79.2 , the bias current

threshold between the two stages increases from mA130 to mA155 and the difference

between the maximum value of out and the minimum value of out decreases

from ps647.0 to ps404.0 , which indicates that the pulse train with the narrower pulse

duration is more easily broadened in the SOA amplification process. Based on Eq. 5.2, the

optimum bias current has been obtained and labelled in Fig. 5.9 (a)-(d).
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Fig. 5.9 Pulse duration of amplified output pulse train vs SOA bias currents at different SOA input

pulse durations (a) ps60.1 (b) ps89.1 (c) ps39.2 (d) ps79.2

The relationship between the SOA input pulse duration in and the SOA optimum bias

current is shown in Fig. 5.10 (blue line). Also, the red line curve in Fig.5.10 shows the

SOA gain at the optimum bias current. It was found that both the SOA optimum bias

current and gain increase as in increases which indicates that for the same input power, the

pulse train with the larger pulse duration can be amplified with less distortion at a higher

gain. This is because for the same input power, the pulse with a larger duration has a lower

peak power (shown in Fig. 5.8), which depletes fewer carrier densities during the pulse

amplification process. Hence, at the same bias current the input pulse with a larger duration

is more difficult to suffer from distortion.
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Fig. 5.10Variations of the SOA optimum bias and gain at the different SOA input pulse durations.

5.4.2 Relationship between the Optimum SOABias Current and the

Input Pulse Power

The power of the SOA input pulse train is an important parameter that influences the SOA

gain dynamics. In the following, the relationship between the SOA optimum bias current

and input pulse train power is investigated. The pulse train with the repetition rate GHz10

at the central wavelength nm1550 was generated by the pulse laser (Fig.5.1(a)). The pulse

compressor is removed from the experimental system shown in Fig. 5.1a and the output of

EDFA-1 is directly connected to the attenuator. Here, the attenuator is used to vary the

applied SOA input pulse train power. The analysis of Fig. 5.10 has shown that the duration

of the SOA input pulse in has a big influence on the SOA optimum bias current. Thus, we

first explore the influences induced by the attenuation of optical pulse on in . Figure 5.11

shows the variation of in at the different attenuation values. It was found that as the values

of the attenuator increases from dB0 to dB10 , the maximum and minimum values of in

are ps247.3 and ps118.3 , respectively, (i.e. psin 129.0 ). Based on Fig.5.10, this small
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variation ( in ) has very little influence on the SOA optimum bias current. Fig. 5.11

confirms that variation of in caused by attenuation of optical pulse has negligible effect

on the SOA optimum bias current.
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Fig. 5.11Variation of SOA input pulse train duration at different optical attenuation values.

Figure 5.12 shows the variation of the SOA optimum bias current with the optical

attenuator (blue line) and the SOA gain at the corresponding optimum bias current (red

line). It was found that as the value of the attenuator increases, which means that the power

of the SOA input pulse train reduces, both the optimum bias current and the corresponding

SOA gain increases. This is because when the power of the SOA input pulse train is high,

the amplification of the leading edge of the input pulse depletes more carriers, which

results in lower carrier density level in the amplifier cavity; the SOA gain decreases when

the pulse tailing edge arrives. The inconsistent amplification between the leading edge and

the tailing edge of the input pulse induces large distortion of the amplified output pulse.

Thus in this case that the input pulse train has a higher power (the attenuation value is low),

the optimum bias current and the associated SOA gain are lower. The experimental result

shown in Fig. 5.12 is in agreement with the theoretical calculation result shown in Fig. 4.9
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of Chapter 4. Both of the theoretical and experimental results have shown that as the power

of the SOA input pulse increases, the optimum bias current decreases. The experimental

result of Fig. 5.12 confirms the validity of the newly proposed SOA bias current

optimization method discussed in Chapter 4.
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Fig. 5.12Variations of the optimum SOA bias currents and gain at the different attenuation levels.

5.4.3 Relationship between the Optimum SOA Bias Current and the

Repetition Rate of the Input Pulse Train

In the following the experimental system shown in Fig. 5.1a is used to explore the

relationship between the SOA optimum bias current and the repetition rate of the applied

input pulse train. The pulse laser generates the input pulse train with central wavelength of

is nm1550 and repetition rates which changes from GHz10 to GHz20 . The input pulse train

power is fixed at dBm14 by controlling the attenuator. Fig. 5.13 shows variations of the

SOA optimum bias current and its associated gain with the input pulse train repetition rate.

The results reveal that both SOA optimum bias current and gain increase with the input

pulse repetition rate. This is because, at higher input pulse train repetition rate, the time

interval between two adjacent pulses becomes shorter and this does not provide enough
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time for the SOA carrier density to fully recover which results in having less carrier

density level in the SOA cavity. This implies SOA needs more optimum bias current in

order to accelerate the carrier recovery speed for distortionless amplification of the applied

input pulse train.
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Fig. 5.13 Variations of the SOA optimum bias current and gain with the applied input pulse train

repetition rate.

In the following, the pump-probe experiments are performed to analyse the relationship

between the SOA bias current and its carrier density recovery speed. The schematic

diagram for the experimental system is shown in Fig. 5.14. The forward signal is a pulse

train with power, pulse duration and repetition rate of dBm10 , ps2.3 and GHz10 ,

respectively, which is generated by the pulse laser. The backward probe signal is a

continuous wave optical signal with the power dBm0 , which is obtained by the CW laser.

The wavelengths for the pump and probe signals are nm1550 and nm1555 , respectively. The

temporal waveform of SOA amplified output pulse is measured by the digital

communication analyser DCA2 in Fig.5.14. Figure 5.15 shows the SOA gain recovery

process at three different bias currents of mA100 , mA120 and mA150 . It was found that as

the SOA bias current increases, the average output power in a pulse period ( ps100 )
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increases too, which implies the amplifier obtains a higher carrier density level due to a

faster carrier density recovery.

Fig. 5.14 Schematic diagram of the experimental system for high-speed pulse train amplification

with the assist light injection.
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Fig. 5.15 SOA gain recovery at different amplifier bias currents.

5.5 Effects of Assist Light Injection and Temperature on SOAOptimum

Bias Current
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5.5.1 Effects of Assist Light Injection on the SOAOptimum Bias Current

Assist light injection can speed up the carrier recovery in the amplifier cavity and reduces

the distortion of SOA amplified output pulse [48]. In this section, the experimental system

shown in Fig. 5.14 is used to investigate the effect of assist light injection on variations of

the amplifier optimum bias current with the input pulse train repetition rates. The digital

communication analyser (DCA-2) in Fig. 5.14 is replaced by the autocorrelator for

measuring the pulse duration of the amplified output pulse. The CW laser generates the

assist light (continuous wave) with the central wavelength and power of nm1535 and dBm2 ,

respectively, which counter-propagates into the SOA through the optical circulator. The

pulse laser generates pulse train at nm1550 wavelength, which is forward injected into the

SOA. Figure 5.16 shows the variations of SOA optimum bias current with input pulse train

repetition rate both in the presence and absence of the assist light. Results reveal that the

assist light injection increases the SOA optimum bias current at all repetition rates. This is

because the amplification of injected assist light results in further depletion of the carrier

density and hence which means SOA gain saturation occurs at a higher bias current.
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Fig. 5.16 Variations of the SOA optimum bias currents with different pulse train repetition rates
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both in the presence and absence of the assist light.

5.5.2 Relationship between the SOAOptimum Bias Current and its

Temperature

The experimental system in Fig. 5.1a is used to investigate the relationship between the

amplifier optimum bias current ( optI ) and its temperature. Fig. 5.16 shows variations of

optI with temperature ( T ) ranging from C5 to C40 . Results show that as the

temperature increases initially from when C5 to C20 the SOA optI decreases and reaches

to its minimum value of mA75 at the temperature of C20 and any further increase in

temperature increases the amplifier optI . This is because the working temperature of

C20  is very close to the lattice temperature of the SOA active region which implies when

the bias current associated to this temperature (i.e. mA75 ) is applied to SOA, its conduction

band Quasi Fermi-level is higher than that at other temperatures while its valence band

Quasi Fermi-level is lower. This results in a higher SOA gain; the amplification of the

leading edge of the SOA input pulse depletes more carrier density which leads to the lower

carrier density level in the amplifier cavity when the tailing edge of the SOA input pulse

arrives. This clearly indicates that at the temperature C20 , the amplified pulse train suffers

from distortion at lower amplifier bias current.
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Fig. 5.16Variations of SOA optimum bias currents with its temperatures.

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, various experimental results were demonstrated and explained to show how

the bias current of a SOA can be optimized so that high gain and very low distortion

amplification can be achieved when a high-speed optical pulse train enters the amplifier

input. We have explored the variations of the amplified pulse duration with the amplifier

bias current and based on this investigation the amplifier optimized bias current for high

gain and low distortion pulse amplification is defined. Experiments are done to investigate

the relationships between the amplifier optimum bias current and input pulse train duration,

power and repetition rate. Also, effects of the amplifier working temperature and assist

light injection on the amplifier optimum bias current are studied.
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Chapter 6

Transmission Line Modelling Method

6.1 Introduction

During the first half of the 20th century, the similarity between the behavior of

electromagnetic field as well as voltage and current was used to analytically solve high-

frequency electromagnetic field problems [112-114]. The presence of modern computers

equipped with powerful numerical software enabled scientists to predict behavior of

electromagnetic waves at very high frequencies. In 1971, Johns and Beurle presented a

new numerical method based on Huygen’s model of wave propagation [60] to solve the 2-

dimentional scattering problem. In their numerical method transmission line matrix (TLM)

was introduced for the first time to analyse high frequency electromagnetic wave

propagation by using computer simulation [60]. Since then, TLM was successfully applied

in microwave [115-116] by including features such as variable mesh size, simple nodes

and applying to more materials. In 1987, A. J. Lowery has applied the transmission line

modelling method to the laser diode (transmission line laser modelling method) by adding

a gain model [61] which was a simple 2nd-order band pass filter to approximate the entire

gain spectrum of the laser diode.
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In this chapter, the transmission line matrix method is reviewed and used to simulate the

transverse electromagnetic (TEM) wave propagation in both bounded and unbounded

space. The wave impedance in a rectangular waveguide is calculated based on TLM and

compared with the result obtained by the analytical expression. The microwave circuit

technique which can be used to model semiconductor lasers is introduced. Also, the

disadvantages of the conventional transmission line laser modelling (TLLM) method are

discussed.

6.2 Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) Method

6.2.1 Analysis of TEMWave Propagation Using TLMMethod

According to Huygen’s principle, a wavefront consists of a number of secondary radiators,

each of which can be taken as a new excitation source [117]. The envelope of wavelets

forms a new wavefront which gives rise to new generation of spherical wavelets. The

Huygen’s principle can give an accurate description of wave propagation and scattering. In

order to investigate the Huygens’ principle numerically, a Cartesian matrix of nodes

separated by the mesh is established. In a mesh matrix, every node can be taken as a

radiator. Each node has four transmission lines (i.e. lines 1 to 4) which are in clockwise

order around the node (see Fig.6.1(a)). Both space and time are discretized and represented

by basic elementary units, l and t . The relationship between the space and time can be

expressed as:

/t l c   (6.1)

where, t is the time interval for an electromagnetic pulse to travel from one node to the

adjacent node, l is the length of each transmission line between two successive nodes

and c is the light velocity in the free space.
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Fig. 6.1 Cartesian mesh of transmission lines used in discretized Huygen’s wave model.

At time t , a delta function impulse with the magnitude V1 is applied at one of the nodes

along the positive x-axis direction (Fig.6.1(b)). According to Huygen’s principle, in an

isotropic material at time tt  each radiated pulse will carry one fourth of the incident

energy and hence, the corresponding electric filed magnitude (voltage) is V2/1 at

time tt  . The reflection coefficient must be negative to satisfy the requirement of

electromagnetic field continuity at the node and the coefficient of the reflected impulse is -

1/2 [60]. Thus, the incident impulse with the magnitude V1 at the time t (Fig. 6.1(b))

results in a reflected impulse of V2/1 in the transmission line 1 and three transmitted

impulses of V2/1 in the transmission lines 2, 3 and 4 at the time tt  (Fig. 6.1(c)).

Fig. 6.2 (a) Incident impulse at the node n (b) Reflection impulse at the node n (c) the reflected

impulse becomes the incident impulse at the adjacent node.

In a 2-dimentioanal mesh matrix each node is connected to four transmission lines 1 to 4 as

shown in Fig.6.1(a). Also, there are eight transmission statuses at each node, these include

four incident and four reflection impulses on transmission lines 1 to 4 as shown in
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Figs.6.2(a) and (b), respectively. Let us consider the nth node, at time tkt  , the incident

impulse voltages on transmission lines 1 to 4 are i
k v1 ,

i
k v2 ,

i
k v3 and i

k v4 , respectively.

Also, the reflected impulse voltages on the transmission lines 1 to 4 at time tkt 

are r
k v1 ,

r
k v2 ,

r
k v3 and r

k v4 , respectively. The reflected voltage along the transmission

line 1 (i.e. TL-1) of the nth node at time tk  )1( can be expressed as [60]:

)(
2
1

143211
i

k
i

k
i

k
i

k
r

k vvvvv  (6.2)

When the impulse voltage is reflected from a node at the position (z, x), it automatically

becomes an incident impulse on the adjacent node (z, x-1), i.e.

1 1 1 3( , ) ( , 1)r i
k kv z x v z x   (6.3)

In general, the reflected voltage impulse along the nth transmission line of any node at time

tk  )1( is:

nk
m

i
mk

r
nk vvv  


 ][

2
1 4

1
1 (6.4)

The reflected impulses emerging at the nth node become automatically an incident impulse

at the adjacent nodes, that is:

1 1 1 3

1 2 1 4

1 3 1 3

1 4 1 2
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(6.5)

Consequently, if at a given time (i.e. tkt  ), magnitudes, positions, and directions of all

impulses are known, the corresponding values at time ( 1)k t  can be obtained from Eqs.

(6.4) and (6.5). The impulse response of each node in the network can be found by initially

fixing the voltages at time 0t  and examining the output impulse voltage at the
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successive time intervals of cl / .

6.2.2 Representation of Lossy and Lossless Boundary

Both open and short circuits are used to represent the electric and magnetic walls at the

appropriate position in the matrix mesh [60]. They must be placed halfway between two

nodes in order to ensure synchronism. An incident impulse at the nth node propagates along

the line to the boundary, where it is reflected. After time interval t , the impulse reflected

from the boundary arrives at the same node either in the same direction (the boundary

parallel to the propagation direction of the input electromagnetic wave, i. e. boundary A

and B in Fig. 6.3) or in the opposite direction (the boundary perpendicular to the

propagation direction of the input electromagnetic wave, i. e. Boundary C in Fig. 6.3) [60].

The reflection coefficient can be used to represent the loss in the boundary. The

propagation of a plane TEM wave can be represented in a rectangular matrix mesh as

shown in following Fig. 6.3:

Fig. 6.3 Schematic diagram of transmission matrix boundaries (blue and black dashed lines
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represent the mesh and boundaries, respectively).

Because the node located at (i, j) is very close but outside of boundary A, the following

relationship is defined between the reflected voltages of the nodes inside (i.e. located at (i,

j-1)), see Fig.6.3 [60]:

1 1( , ) ( , 1)r r
k kv i j v i j  (6.6)

Similarly at node (m, n) we have:

)1,(),( 33  nmvnmv r
k

r
k (6.7)

When an impulse propagates from node Q (black arrow) towards node T as shown in

Fig.6.3 its reflected impulse has the same magnitude but in opposite direction (pink arrow):

4 2 4( , ) ( 1, ) ( , )i r r
k k kv p q v p q v p q    (6.8)

On the other hand, in case of a lossy boundary we need to consider the reflection

coefficient,  , in each boundary branch that is:

 4 2 4( , ) ( 1, ) ( , )i r r
k k kv p q v p q v p q   (6.9)

where,

1
1

R
R

 



(6.10)

and R is the required resistive load.

6.2.3 Numerical Simulation of TEMWaves

A two-dimensional TLM network can be approximated by the lumped-element model

(LEM) shown in Fig. 6.4 [60].
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Fig. 6.4 Equivalent lumped-element model of a 2-dimensional TLM network (a) TLM network, (b)

its equivalent LEM.

The relationship between voltages and currents in the equivalent circuit and TEM

electromagnetic field components zH , xH and yE can be expressed as [60]:

y yE V (6.11)

3 1( )z x xH I I   (6.12)

2 4( )x z zH I I   (6.13)

L  C2 (6.14)

where in the above equations  and  are, respectively, the transmission line

permeability and dielectrics constant, L and C are the TL inductance and capacitance

per unit length, respectively, yV is the voltage of the capacitor in the TLM network, 1xI ,

2zI , 3xI and 4zI are the currents in the transmission lines 1 to 4, respectively (see

Fig.6.4(b)). In a conventional transmission line matrix, we have 1r r   and the velocity

of light ,c, is given by:

LCc /1/1 00   (6.15)

Equations (6.11) to (6.15) can be used to find electromagnetic fields yE and xH at node

W (see Fig.6.3), in terms of the node voltage and net current entering the node in z-

direction, that is:
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 1 2 3 4
1( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
2

i i i i
k y k k k kE m n v m n v m n v m n v m n   

(6.16)

2 4( , ) ( , ) ( , )i i
k x k kH m n v m n v m n   (6.17)

and the boundary condition for TEM wave requires to have:

1 3( , ) ( , ) ( , ) 0i i
k z k kH m n v m n v m n   (6.18)

On the other hand, We can also find a series of discrete delta function for yE and xH which

correspond to the time interval t by using Eqs.(6-4) to (6-5). These delta functions are

used to obtain the output waveform. In the following simulation, the input is assumed to be

a sinusoidal wave. The impulses obtained by sampling this sinusoidal signal arrive at node

W (shown in Fig. 6.3) and then propagate towards the other nodes of the transmission line

network (i.e. mesh) according to Eqs. (6.4) to (6.5). Then the output response can be

obtained by taking the Fourier transform of all impulses arriving at the output node Q as

shown in Fig.6.3. Since the output impulse response consists of a series of delta functions,

the output Fourier integral becomes in the form of summation. The real and imaginary

parts of the output spectra are [60]:

1

1

2Re( ( / )) cos( )

2Im( ( / )) sin( )

N

k
k
N

k
k

k lF l I

k lF l I












 


 



 (6.19)

where ( / )F l  is the frequency response, k I is the value of output voltage response at

time /t k l c  and N is the total number of time intervals. Numerical simulation for

TEM waves are operated on a 25 11 rectangular matrix as shown in Fig. 6.5. In here, the

propagation range for TEM wave in the x directions are fixed at lines 2x and 10x to

have boundaries along the lines 5.1x and 5.10x . The initial impulse excitation is on all

points along the line 4z  and the electromagnetic field along the line at all subsequent
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time intervals is set to zero. Also, the propagation of TEM wave along the z direction is

terminated at 24z which sets the boundary C along the line 5.24z . The output is

taken at node located at ( 14, 6z x  ), see Fig. 6.5. The magnitudes of electromagnetic

fields yE and xH can be obtained from Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5).

Fig. 6.5 Transmission rectangular mesh used for simulation of TEM wave impedance.

There are eight impulses at each given node. Four of them are input impulses which are

stored in a two-dimensional array hereby referred to as “a” and four reflected impulses

which are stored in another two-dimensional array referred to as “b”. In each iteration step,

we can first obtain values of the reflected impulses at all non-boundary and boundary

nodes and then values of the input impulses are calculated based on Eq. (6.5), i.e. array ‘a’.

The magnitude of the intrinsic impedance z of the network matrix is calculated after

performing 200 iterations of transmission line matrix based on Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5). For

low frequencies, the intrinsic impedance of the network matrix is 1/ 2 times the intrinsic

impedance of free space, which can be obtained by velocity characteristics [60]. Assuming

the resistive load R is 2/1 and substituting into Eq. (6.10), we can obtain the reflection
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coefficient. According to the wave theory, the accurate value of the intrinsic impedance

should be 0.7071. Tab. 6.1 shows the simulation results of the impedance Z using TLM

method for different /l . The table shows that as /l increases, the impedance Z value

becomes very close to its theoretical value.

Tab. 6.1 Numerical calculation of the intrinsic impedance Z

/l Abs(Z)
0.002 0.7025

0.004 0.7053

0.006 0.7062

0.008 0.7057

0.010 0.7073

0.012 0.7068

0.014 0.7066

0.016 0.7075

0.018 0.7067

0.020 0.7074

6.4 TLM for High-frequency Circuits

The transmission line matrix method that was explained in the above section was originally

developed to model passive microwave cavities [118-119]. A lot of work has been carried

out to analyze microwave waveguide structures using one-dimensional (1-D), 2D and 3-D

TLM [60, 120]. Although microwave and optical frequencies are different however, some

ideas that have been used in microwave were also applied in optics. For example, the idea

of locking a microwave oscillator by an external electric signal has been applied to optical

devices. That is, a semiconductor laser diode can be locked by injecting an external optical
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signal to its bias circuitry [121]. Hence, the similarity between microwave and optical

engineering indicates that it is possible to apply the microwave circuit modelling technique

to model optical devices. One-dimensional TLM method has been used to model optical

devices [61]. Hence, in the following sections1-D TLM will be reviewed.

6.4.1 TLM Link and Stub Lines

6.4.1.1 TLM Link Lines

The TLM is a time- and space-discrete model of wave propagation simulated by voltage

impulse propagation along the transmission lines. The propagation medium is represented

by transmission lines. TLM consists two elements namely sub- and link- lines. A lumped

series inductor with inductance, L, can be represented by an equivalent transmission-line

having the following inductance [66]:

lLL d (6.20)

where, dL is the inductance per unit length of the transmission line and l is the length of

the transmission line. The characteristic impedance of the transmission line is given as [66]:

d

d
l C

LZ  (6.21)

where， dC is the capacitance per unit length of the transmission line. The propagation

velocity pv for a lossless transmission line can be expressed by:

t
l

CL
v

dd
p 




1 (6.22)

where, t is the step time interval. The characteristic impedance of the transmission line

can be obtained by substituting Eqs. (6.20) and (6.22) into Eq.(6.23). That is:

t
LZl 

 (6.23)
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Also, the characteristic impedance ( cZ ) of the link transmission line can be expressed as

[66]:

C
tZc


 (6.24)

6.4.1.2 TLM Stub Lines

In the above section, the lumped reactive elements were described by the link lines. The

lumped inductor L can also be represented by an equivalent short-circuit transmission line

stub with the characteristic impedance of [120]:

t
LZl 


2

(6.25)

and the associated parasitic capacitance can be expressed as:

L
tCe 4
)( 2

 (6.26)

Similarly, the lumped capacitor and the associated parasitic inductance can be

represented by open-circuit stubs with the characteristic impedance [120]:

C
tZc 2


 (6.27)

C
tLe 4
)( 2

 (6.28)

The open and short transmission line stubs each with length 2/l are used to represent the

capacitor and inductor, respectively. The length of the stub transmission line is half of the

length of the link line so that the impulse round-trip time along the stub line is the same as

the impulse propagation time along the link line.

6.4.2 Scattering and Connecting Processes in TLM
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Connecting and scattering are two main processes in the TLM algorithm which are

described by matrices. The scattering matrix expresses the relationship between the

incident and reflected voltage pulses of a given node at time tk while the connecting

matrix describes the process that the reflected pulses at the time tk continue to

propagate along the transmission line and become the new incident pulses at the adjacent

scattering node at time tk  )1( . The two processes in the TLM algorithm can be

expressed as [66]:

i
k

r
k VSV  (6.29)

r
k

i
k VCV 1 (6.30)

where, iV and rV are the incident and reflected voltages matrices and both kS and

kC are the scattering and connecting matrices, respectively. The subscripts k and

1k denote the thk and thk )1(  time iterations. The dimensions of the two matrixes are

determined by the sub-network of the TLM. A detailed work example is provided in Ref.

[66].

6.4.3 TLM for Parallel RLC Filter

The input impedance for a lossless transmission line can be written as [122]:

)tan(
))tan((

0

00

ljZZ
ljZZZ

Z
l

l
in 





 (6.31)

where, 0Z is the characteristics impedance of the transmission line, lZ is the load

impedance, l is the length of the transmission line and the propagation constant of

semiconductor materials r is:

0
02
c

rnfr
  (6.32)
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where, rn is the effective refractive index, 0c is the speed of the light in free-space and 0f

is the input signal frequency. In order to satisfy the synchronization criterion, the length of

stub line should be such that it takes T for the forward and backward propagations along

the line, that is:

rn
Tcl
2

0
 (6.33)

The input impedance of an open-circuit transmission line ( LZ ) is adopted to describe

the capacitive stub line in TLM, which can be derived based on Eqs. (6.32-6.34):

)tan(/ 0TfjZZ Cinc   (6.34)

Also, the input impedance of a short-circuit transmission line ( 0LZ ) is used to describe

inductive stub line in TLM. That is:

)tan( 0TfjZZ LinL   (6.35)

The relationship between the resonant frequency and stub impedances in a parallel

inductive-capacitive circuit is [66]:

)tan(/ 0TfZZ LC   (6.36)

The Q-factor in a parallel RLC filter when the resistor  1R can be expressed as [61]:

L
CQ  (6.37)

Based on Eqs. (6.3.9), (6.27) and (6.29), the Q-factor of the TLM stub filter can be

expressed as:

LCZZQ /1 (6.38)

Then, the admittance of the stub filter can be obtained based on Eq. (6.38) and Eq. (6.40)

as:
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)tan( 0TfQYL   (6.39)

)tan(/ 0TfQYC   (6.40)

6.5 Transmission Line Laser Model (TLLM)

6.5.1 Review of TLLM

Transmission line laser model (TLLM) was first applied to laser diodes by including a 2nd

order RLC gain model to the TLM [61]. The TLLM describes the optical wave

propagation using a sampled optical filed rather than an energy densities, which allows

continuous spectra to be obtained by the Fourier transform [123]. TLLM discretizes the

physical space into sections; the spatial discretization is limited in one dimension when the

optical waveguide is small enough to allow a fundamental transverse mode to propagate.

The adjacent sections are connected by dispersionless transmission lines. An optical signal

travels along the transmission line in both forward and backward directions. The scattering

node lies in the center of each section, in which the fundamental optical processes can be

described by the stub transmission lines.

Fig. 6.6 Gain curve model in TLLM.

Figure 6.6 shows the basic structure of the TLLM. In this lumped circuit, the stimulated

emission was represented by a filter and an adder. The frequency response of the RLC

filter is used to approximate the gain spectrum. The spontaneous emission spR is
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represented by adding a random current source and the attenuator represents the

transmission loss in the optical waveguide. In Fig.6.6 Ai and Ar are the input and output

voltages of the lumped circuit, respectively.

Equation (6.41) can be used to determine the mean square value of the current source

shown in Fig. 6.6 that is [66]:

)/(2
gpspsp vZLRI   (6.41)

where,  is the spontaneous emission coefficient, L is the length of each section, pZ is

the transverse wave impedance and gv is the group velocity. Here, the attenuation

coefficient, , is assumed to be a constant. The stimulated emission, spontaneous emission

and attenuation processes can be combined into a single scattering matrix for each section

of the divided laser cavity. The matrix operates on the forwards and backwards travelling

incident waves to produce a set of reflected waves. Then, they propagate along the

transmission lines ready to become new incident waves for the adjacent scattering nodes

after one iteration time step. The scattering matrix is given as [66]:

(6.42)

where,

lc YYy 1 (6.43)

)2/exp( Lt   (6.44)

The linking equations are
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)1()(1  nAnA r
k

i
k (6.45)

)1()(1  nBnB r
k

i
k (6.46)

The stimulated emission gain )N(g of a single section as a function of carrier density N

in each section can be expressed as [66]:

)ln()( 3
0

2
00

32
0

CNBNAN
CNBNANGNg



 (6.47)

where, 0N is the transparent carrier density, 0G is the gain coefficient. A , B andC are

the linear recombination, Bi-molecular recombination and Auger recombination,

respectively. The optical reflection of the cavity facets can be represented by a reflection

coefficient. The right-travelling waves are reflected to become left-travelling waves and

vice versa. The expressions are [66]:

r
K

i
K ARB 1 (6.48)

r
K

i
K BRA 1 (6.49)

where iB and rA are the incident right-travelling wave and reflected left- travelling wave

at the right facet, iA and rB are the incident left-travelling wave and reflected right-

travelling wave at the left facet and KR is the facet reflectivity coefficient. The carrier

density in each section is calculated by the following rate equation (i.e. Eq.(6.50). The

average carrier density in each section is substituted into the gain equation (6.47) and the

spontaneous emission rate (Eq.6.41) of the modelled laser.

gS
n
cN

Dq
J

dt
dN

rs



(6.50)

where, N is the carrier density in each section, J is the injected current density, D is the

thickness of the active region, q is the electron charge, s is the carrier recommendation
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lifetime, c is the light speed in free space,  is the optical confinement factor, g is the gain

coefficient, S is the photon density in each section, rn is the effective refractive index.

6.5.2 Disadvantages of TLLM

Transmission line matrix was first introduced to analyze the characteristics of microwave

circuits. It has been confirmed that TLM can easily model the integrated system, provide

the continuous spectrum and save a lot of computation time [61]. The existing TLLM

model which is used for laser diode modelling was introduced by adding a RLC filter and a

gain model to the one dimensional TLM. However, this approach has created the following

shortcomings for TLLM:

 The modern quantum physics have confirmed that light has both wave and particle

properties. The particle properties are significantly important in the description of

light-matter interaction. The TLLM ignores the description of the dynamic

interaction between light and matter.

 TLLM adopts the response of only one RLC filter to represent the whole gain

spectra of the laser diode whereas in practice the laser diode gain spectra is

different so the spectral shape approximation obtained by TLLM is not accurate

which implies TLLM lacks the necessary theoretical basis.

 In TLLM pulse voltage is used to represent optical field which does not provide a

clear description of the optical field propagation and the interaction between the

optical signal and the gain medium [65].
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6.6 Conclusions

The chapter reviews the basic theory of transmission line modelling method, including the

description of wave propagation in the transmission line meshes, the lossy and lossless

boundary conditions and the calculation of the TEM wave impedance based on TLM. The

foundations of applying the one-dimension TLM to model the high-frequency circuits are

reviewed and the existing transmission line modelling method for modelling the laser

diode is discussed. Although transmission line laser modelling (TLLM) was used to

provide the explanation of the behavior of laser diodes, the disadvantages of TLLM limit

its application in modelling semiconductor optical devices.
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Chapter 7

Quantum Transmission Line Modelling Method

7.1 Introduction

In Chapter 6, we discussed the basic transmission line modelling method, which was

originally used to describe the wave propagation and scattering in microwave areas

[61,121]. In 1987, transmission line matrix method was employed to model the bulk

material laser diode [62]. However, as discussed in Chapter 6, the existing studies of

transmission line laser model (TLLM) adopted the response of only one filter to

approximate the whole gain spectrum of laser diodes. This ignores the light’s interaction

with matter which clearly indicates TLLM cannot provide an accurate model of laser

diodes. On the other hand, the transmission line modelling (TLM) method as compared

with other available methods can provide a continuous spectrum, save a lot of computation

time and easily simulate the integrated system [66-67, 124]. In this chapter, a new and

accurate modelling method for semiconductor optical devices is introduced which is based

on TLM but considers the dynamic process of light-matter interaction. This new idea is

based on our discovery that the photon emission process in the two-level system between

the higher energy state and lower energy state can be represented and described by a

resonant RLC stub filter at the resonance.

In this chapter, a new theoretical modelling method for photon emission is presented by

combining the time-dependent perturbation theory and the transmission line modelling
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method. We refer to this new modelling technique as ‘quantum transmission line

modelling method (Q-TLM), which can be considered as the first basic theory which

applies TLM to model the semiconductor optical devices. A detailed study is performed to

explain how this new method can be applied to quantum well and quantum dot structures,

both of which are promising waveguide structures for semiconductor optical amplifiers.

7.2 TLMMethod for Photon Emission

In the following the TLM method for photon emission is introduced. Based on the time-

dependent perturbation theory [125], the net photon emission rate R (i.e. the net downward

transition rate from the higher energy state B to the lower energy state A ) in a crystal per

unit volume can be written as [126]:

)FF)(EE(H2
V
2R ABAB

2'
BA

k
   


(7.1)

where,  is the Plank constant h divided by 2 , V is the crystal volume, BE and AE are

the energies of higher state B and lower state A, respectively, AF and BF are the

corresponding Fermi-Dirac distribution functions for states A and B, '
BAH is the matrix

element given by [126-127]:

 rdrrHrH BABA
3'*' )()()(  (7.2)

where, )(' rH is a small time-dependent perturbation of the Hamiltonian, r is the position

vector, A and B are the electron wave functions at states A and B, respectively, which

are solutions to the time-dependent Schrödinger equation.

Based on Heisenberg's uncertainty principle [128], the finite lifetime of an excited state

causes uncertainty in the energy of electron transition, which results in a finite Lorentzian
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linewidth in frequency. Considering the linewidth broadening during the photon emission

process, the delta function in Eq. (7.1) is replaced by the Lorentzian function with the

linewidth . Hence, the analytical expression for the net photon emission rate can be

expressed as [126]:

22

2'

)2/()(

2/
)(22




 




 

AB
ABBA

k EE
FFH

V
R (7.3)

where  is the optical angular frequency. In this Q-TLM model, the linewidth broadening

in the photon generation process is described by the response of a 2nd order resonant RLC

stub filter which consists of a unity resistor, a capacitor and an inductor as shown in Fig.

7.1a.

Fig.7.1 Q-TLM photon emission model (a) RLC circuit model (b) transmission line model with

voltage input and (c) transmission line model with the electric filed input.
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Based on the transmission line modelling technique at high frequencies, capacitors and

inductors are modelled as open-circuit and short-circuit transmission line stubs [67] which

are shown in Fig. 7.1b. The resonant frequency pf of a two-level RLC system is determined

by the frequency of the generated photon, which can be expressed as:

hEEf BAp /)(  (7.4)

Based on Eq. (7.3), the frequency response, ),(H  of a two-level system which consists

of both higher and lower energy states during the photon emission process is given by:

22 )2/()2(

2/1)(









pf

H


(7.5)

On the other hand, the frequency response of the RLC resonant circuit shown in Fig.7.1

can be expressed as:

2
0

2
0

00
1

)2/()(

2/
2

)(
Q

Q
Q

H






 (7.6)

where,Q is the Q-factor of the RLC system, Pf 20  is the resonant angular frequency.

By comparing Eqs.(7.5) and (7.6) we can describe the photon emission based on the RLC

system as:


 PfQ 2

 (7.7)

)()( 1  GHH  (7.8)

/2G (7.9)

where, in Eq. (7.9), G is the coefficient for equating the magnitude of )(H and )(1 H .

Furthermore, the characteristic admittances of the capacitor and inductor in the RLC

system can be expressed as [67]:

)tan(
2

)tan( P
P

PL fT
f

fTQY  



 (7.10)
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)]tan(/[2)tan(/ PPPC fTffTQY   (7.11)

c
Ln

T r (7.12)

where, L is the length of the link transmission line ( 2/L is the length of each stub

transmission line which represents either a capacitor or an inductor), rn is the refractive

index, c is the speed of light in free space.

In the above analysis, the linewidth broadening in the photon emission process has been

described by the two-level RLC system. However, according to Eq. 7.3, the probability

that electrons transit upward and downward has not been considered. Thus, a weight

coefficient K is defined as shown in Fig.7.1 to describe the electron transition rate

between states A and B. From Eqs. (7.3)-(7.9) the weight coefficient K (per unit distance)

can be expressed as:

)(22 2'
0 AB

k
FFH

V
GK BA   

 (7.13)

In Fig. 7.1(c), the input voltage inV of the RLC circuit can be expressed in terms of the

electric field ),( trEin along the transmission line link as LtrEV inin ),( .

7.3 Applications of Quantum Transmission Line Modelling Method

7.3.1 Modelling of QuantumWell Structures

In the following, the Q-TLM method which was introduced earlier in this chapter is used to

establish a new model which can be used to analyse performance of a quantum well

structure. Hereby, we refer to this proposed method as, quantum well transmission line

modelling (QW-TLM). Fig. 7.2 represents one QW-TLM unit of a quantum well structure.

It consists of three parallel Q-TLM sub-units. The 1st, 2nd and 3rd Q-TLM sub-units
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represent photons’ emissions during the electrons’ transitions from the conduction band to

the (i) heavy hole band (HH), (ii) light hole band (LH) and (iii) the spin-orbit split-off band

(SO) at a certain wave vector, respectively. Also parallel QW-TLM units are employed to

model the photons’ emissions during the electrons’ transitions from the conduction band to

the valence band in the wave vector space. Axial approximation [72] is applied to simplify

the electron transition process in the wave vector space. Hence, each QW-TLM unit (see

Fig.7.2) includes three resonant stub filters and their corresponding weight

coefficients 11 B,A and .C1 Equation 7.3 can be used to obtain the weight coefficient for

each sub-unit by applying the associated wave vector’s momentum matrix, Fermi-Dirac

distribution and energy band.

Fig. 7.2 The proposed QW-TLM unit of a quantum well device.

In the above QW-TLM unit, stub filters shown in the st1 , nd2 and rd3 branches are

used to describe the photon emissions generated by the electron transitions from the

conduction band to the heavy hole, light hole and spin-orbit split-off bands at a specific
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wave vector, respectively. For simplicity we assume the resistor value in each branch of the

QW-TLM unit is unity (i.e. 1ZZZ 321  ). Figure 7.3 describes the voltage

propagation process in each stub filter. The input transmission line with the length l is

used to represent the resistor while the open and short stub transmission lines each with

length 2/l are used to model the capacitor and inductor, respectively. At the time interval,

the input voltage inV propagates along the input transmission line and arrives at the

scattering node S and the reflected voltages of the capacitor r
CV and inductor r

LV propagate

towards the stubs ends and return to the scattering node (i.e. i
CV and i

LV in Fig.7.3)

Fig. 7.3Voltage propagation process in the stub filter.

Based on the TLM theory, the Thevenin equivalent circuit of the stub filter is shown in

Fig.7.4. The input currents 1i , 2i and 3i of the node’s 1st , 2nd and 3rd branches and the

node voltage V can be expressed as:

inRin VYVi 1 (7.14)

C
i
CYVi 22  (7.15)

L
i
LYVi 23  (7.16)

)22(1)(1 321
i
LL

i
Ccin VYVYV

Y
iii

Y
V  (7.17)

where,
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LC YYY 1 (7.18)

CY and LY in Eq.(7.18) are capacitance and inductance admittances, respectively.

Fig. 7.4 Thevenin equivalent circuit of the stub filter.

Based on the above analysis, the node voltages 1V , 2V and 3V of each stub filter in the

QW-TLM unit shown in Fig.7.2 can be expressed as:

)22(1
1111

1
1

i
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i
CCin VYVYV

Y
V  (7.19)
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where,

3,2,1,1  pYYY LpCpp (7.22)

3,2,1),tan(/1
 pTfQ

Z
Y p

Cp
Cp  (7.23)

3,2,1),tan(1
 pTfQ

Z
Y p

Lp
Lp  (7.24)

In the above equations, inV is the input voltage, ( i
CV 1 ,

i
CV 2 ,

i
CV 3 ) and (

i
LV 1 , i

LV 2 ,
i
LV 3 ) are
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the incident voltages of the capacitive and inductive stub lines, respectively, CpY and LpY

are the characteristic admittances of the capacitive and inductive stub lines and pf is the

central frequency of the thp stub filter. The output voltage of each stub filter is:

11 VVV inA  (7.25)

21 VVV inB  (7.26)

31 VVV inC  (7.27)

and the output voltage of the whole QW-TLM unit is expressed as:

111111 CBAout VCVBVAV  (7.28)

Referring to Fig.7.3 voltages reflected into capacitor, r
CpV , and inductor, r

LpV , of each

QW-TLM sub-unit can be expressed as:

3,2,1,  pVVV i
Cpp

r
Cp (7.29)

3,2,1,  pVVV i
Lpp

r
Lp (7.30)

The associated reflected voltages from the stubs’ ends become new incident voltages ( i
CV

and i
LV ) after one iteration [129-130], that is:

1 , 1,2,3i r
N CP N CPV V p   (7.31)

1 , 1,2,3i r
N LP N LPV V p    (7.32)

where, K is the iteration number and N is the iteration number. According to Eq. (7.4) the

frequency in each sub-unit filter of QW-TLM is a function of the wave vector tk that can be

expressed as[65]:

SOLHHHhkEkEkf tmt
c
ntp ,,,/))()(()( ,  

 (7.33)

where, h is the Plank constant, )( t
c
n kE and )(, tm kE are the energy band structure in the
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conduction and valence bands, respectively. When the heavy hole energy band

( HHkE tm 
 ),(, ) is substituted into Eq. (7.33), the central frequency of the first stub-

unit filter ( 1),(1 pkf t ) can be obtained. The band structures are obtained by solving the

Schrodinger equations for the conduction and valence bands (see Eq. (2.5) and Eq. (2.8) in

Chapter 2). Due to spin orbit interaction, the valence band is spilt into the HH, LH and SO

bands. Thus, in one QW-TLM unit, three stub filters are used to describe the photon

emissions from the different processes in which electrons transit from the conduction band

to heavy hole band, light hole band and spin-orbit split-off band at the same wave vector.

According to Eq. (7.7), the Q-factor of each sub-unit filter can be expressed as:

 /2 mfQ  (7.34)

where, mf is the frequency of the generated photon,  is the linewidth broadening factor

during the photon emission process.

7.3.2 Gain Model of QuantumWell Devices

The gain of an active quantum well semiconductor optical device is dependent on the

wavelength, carrier density and carrier temperature. As the gain spectrum of a quantum

well structure is complex and asymmetric, TLLM method cannot be used to describe the

complex processes in such devices. The following explains how to apply the QW-TLM

units to model the gain of quantum well structures. In order to verify the validity of the

QW-TLM method we compare the results obtained by the reported analytical expression

[74] with those obtained by the proposed QW-TLM method. In the following analysis, the

strained AsGaIn 36.064.0 - InGaAsP quantum well device is used and its material parameters

used in the simulation are listed in Tab.2.1 of Chapter 2.

7.3.2.1 Gain Spectrum Computation of Strained InGaAs/ASGaIn 36.064.0
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QuantumWell Device Using Analytical Method

Equations (2.28) to (2.31) in Chapter 2 are used to calculate the gain spectra of the

strained InGaAs/ASGaIn 36.064.0 quantum well device both in considering and ignoring the

contribution of the spin-orbit split-off band electron transition. Fig. 7.5 shows the

simulation results for both cases. These results are also in good agreements with those

reported in Ref. [70]. As Fig.7.5 clearly indicates, the effect of electron transition from

conduction band to spin-orbit split-off band on the gain spectra of this quantum well device

is negligibly small and hence, we can ignore the effect of this low energy band in gain

calculation.
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Fig. 7.5 Gain spectra of the strained InGaAs/ASGaIn 36.064.0 quantum well both in the presence

and absence of spin-orbit split-off band electron transition.

7.3.2.2 Gain Spectrum Computation of Strained InGaAs/ASGaIn 36.064.0

QuantumWell Device Using QW-TLMMethod

Figure 7.6 shows the gain model for quantum well devices based on the proposed QW-

TLM method. The model consists of a number of parallel QW-TLM units and a
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coefficient 0G . Each unit has two weight coefficients iA and iB , where, i denotes the branch

number. Because the effect of the electron transition from the conduction band to the spin-

orbit split-off band is negligible we have not included the 3rd branch of the QW-TLM unit

(see Fig.7.5) in this proposed gain model.

Fig. 7.6 Gain model of quantum well devices based on QW-TLM.

Referring to the ith QW-TLM unit in Fig.7.6, its 1st Q-TLM unit branch includes the

impedances ( aiZ , LaiZ and CaiZ ) and the coefficient iA , which are used to model the

photon emission during the electron transitions from the conduction band to the heavy hole
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band while the Q-TLM unit in the 2nd branch, which consists of the impedances ( biZ ,

LbiZ and CbiZ ) and the coefficient iB , represents the photon emission during the electron

transition from the conduction band to the light hole band. The frequencies of the 1st and

the 2nd branches of stub filters in the ith QW-TLM unit can be expressed as:

hikEikEikf t
h
mt

c
nt /))](())(([))(( ,1  (7.35)

hikEikEikf t
l
mt

c
nt /))](())(([))(( ,2  (7.36)

In the above equations ))(( ikE t
c
n is the nth conduction band energy at the wave vector )(ikt ,

))((, ikE t
h
m and ))((, ikE t

l
m are the mth heavy-hole and light-hole band energies at the

wave vector )(ikt , respectively. The characteristic admittance values in the ith QW-TLM

unit can be obtained by substituting ))((1 ikf t and ))((2 ikf t into Eq. (7.23) to (7.24).The time

interval T in Eqs. (7.23) and (7.24) can be expressed as:

samfT /1 (7.37)

where, samf is the sampling frequency which can be determined by the following

expression:

))](()),((max[2 21 ikfikff ttsam  (7.38)

The weight coefficients iA and iB are given as:
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where, ))(( ikM tnm
 is the momentum matrix element at the wave vector )(ikt , tdk is the

wave vector interval used in the numerical calculation, ))(( ikF t
c
n is the value of the Fermi-

Dirac distribution function for the conduction band at the wave vector )(ikt , the values
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of the Fermi-Dirac distribution functions for the heavy hole, ))(( ikF t
h
m , and the light hole,

))(( ikF t
l
m , bands can be calculated from Eq. (2.31) in Chapter 2. The coefficient 0G can

be derived from the time-dependent perturbation theory, that is [65]:

 hLmcn
qG

zr
2
00

2
0


 (7.41)

where,  is the optical confinement factor, q is the magnitude of the electron charge,

rn and 0 are the refractive index and the permittivity in free space, c is the speed of light

in free space, 0m is the electron effective mass in free space, zL is the quantum well width.

The output electric field of the gain model can be expressed as:

),(),(),( tzEtzEtzE dinout  (7.42)

where, ),( tzEd is obtained by adding all outputs of parallel Q-TLM units multiplied by the

coefficient 0G .

In the following section, the gain spectra of the compressively strained

InGaAs/ASGaIn 36.064.0 quantum well is simulated using the following two methods (i) the

analytical expression derived from Fermi’s golden rule (i.e. Eq.(2.29) in Chapter 2 and (ii)

the proposed QW-TLM method. Both gain spectra are compared to verify the validity of

the proposed QW-TLM method. The gain spectra of the proposed model can be obtained

by applying FFT to the pulse sequence of the output node when a unit impulse is applied to

the input node of the gain model shown in Fig.7.6. All parameters used in the gain

spectrum calculation are given in Tab.7.1.
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Tab. 7.1 Parameters used in calculation of gain spectral of strained InGaAs/ASGaIn 36.064.0

quantum well device.

Symbo

l

Parameter Value

Q Stub filter Q-factor 8.60

sQ Compensation stub filter Q-factor 5

N Carrier density 324100.8  m

samf Sampling frequency Hz15100.1 

b Band number 3

 Linewidth of the Lorentzian function srad /102 13

wW Well width nm5.4

bW Barrier width nm10

rn Background refractive index 67.3
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Fig. 7.7 Normalized gain spectra of a compressively strained InGaAs/ASGaIn 36.064.0 quantum

well device (i) analytical (green) and QW-TLM (blue) methods.
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Figure 7.7 shows the normalized gain spectra obtained using both the analytical and the

proposed QW-TLM methods. As the results clearly indicate, the gain spectra obtained by

the proposed model is in a very good agreement with that obtained by the analytical

method (i.e. Eq. (2.29) of Chapter 2) within nm1300 and nm1700 wavelength band. In order

to reduce the computation time we have assumed that the Q-factor in the proposed model

is the same for all units and this assumption has caused a negligibly small difference

between the two methods within nm1585 and nm1670 wavelength band.

7.3.3 Spontaneous Emission Model of QuantumWell Devices Based on Q-

TLM

Since the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) takes part in draining the carrier density

and propagates together with the amplified optical signal, it is necessary to accurately

describe this process for a complete model of quantum well device. In the following, the

QW-TLM method shown in Fig.7.8 is introduced to model the spontaneous emission

process. The model consists of a source ASES , parallel QW-TLM units and the coupling

coefficient .
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Fig. 7.8 Spontaneous emission model of a quantum well device based on QW-TLM.

The ASE source can be expressed as:










...2,1,)1(0
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tSASE (7.43)

where, 0E is the energy of a photon, 1T is the spontaneous emission lifetime of the exited

state. The weight coefficients iC and iD can be obtained Eq. (7.13) as [65]:
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In the above equations ))(( ikM tsp is the momentum matrix element of the spontaneous

emission at the wave vector )(ikt , V is the volume of each section of the amplifier cavity.

The impedances shown in Fig.7.8 can be obtained from Eqs. (7.10) and (7.11). The output

electric filed ),(2 tzE can be expressed as:

kStzE ),(2 (7.47)

where, kS is the sum of the outputs of the parallel QW-TLM units,  is the coupling

coefficient representing the number of photons generated by spontaneous emission that are

coupled into the gain model to be amplified.

Figure 7.9 shows the spontaneous emission spectra of the of

strained InGaAs/ASGaIn 36.064.0 quantum well semiconductor optical amplifier (QW-SOA)

obtained by both analytical (blue) and QW-TLM (green) methods. The figure clearly

shows that there is good agreement between the analytical and QW-TLM methods within

the spectra width ranging from nm1300 to nm1700 . In the wavelength region ranging from

nm1585 to nm1670 there is a negligibly small difference between the two methods due to the

assumption used in gain spectra calculation which was mentioned earlier.

From the above analysis of the spontaneous emission spectrum and gain spectrum of QW-

SOAs, we can conclude that QW-TLM model gives an accurate description of the

wavelength-dependent of both spontaneous and stimulated emission processes.
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Fig. 7.9 Computation of the normalized spontaneous emission spectra of a compressively strained

InGaAs/ASGaIn 36.064.0 quantum well SOA using (i) analytical (blue) and (ii) QW-TLM (green)

methods.

7.4 Theoretical Model of the Quantum Dot Structure based on Q-TLM

Quantum dots are very small particles (nano-scale ) that exhibit different optical and

electronic properties as compared with the larger particles. Such semiconductor materials

tightly confine either electrons or electron holes. They have properties that are intermediate

between those of bulk semiconductors and those of discrete molecules. The quantum

confinement in a quantum dot structure is in all three dimensions. This makes its tunability

higher than that of quantum well and bulk structures. Quantum dots can provide higher

differential gain and spectral purity (i.e. no chirping) hence, they are promising structures

for active semiconductor optical devices including semiconductor lasers and amplifiers [12,

14, 35].

In the following, the Q-TLM method is employed to establish a model for quantum dot

structure. This model is referred to as quantum dot (QD) TLM. In this quantum dot TLM

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semiconductor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electron_holes
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model, the basic composition is quantum dot transmission line modelling (QD-TLM) unit,

which is shown in Fig. 7.10. From Fig. 7.10, it can be observed that one QD-TLM unit

consists of a stub filter and a corresponding weight coefficient. The stub filter consists of

one unity resister, a capacitor and an inductor.

Fig. 7.10 QD-TLM unit structure.

Based on Eq. (7.4), the central frequency of the stub filter is:

hEEf v
n

c
mmn /)(  (7.48)

where, c
mE and v

nE are the discrete confined energy of quantum dot in the conduction and

valence bands, which can be determined by solving the Schrödinger equation [126]. The

subscriptsm and nare used to label the electrons and holes. Based on Eqs. (7.10) and (7.11),

the characteristic admittances for both capacitor and inductor can be expressed as:

)tan( Tf
QY
mn

Cmn 



(7.49)

)tan( TfQY mnLmn   (7.50)

where, Q is the quality factor of the stub filter. In Fig. 7.10, the stub filter accounts for the

broadening caused by the carrier scattering process while the weight coefficient accounts

for the electron transition rates and the inhomogeneous broadening determined by the

quantum size shape. The global quasi-Fermi levels of the conduction and valence bands

can be determined by the carrier density in the quantum dots [126]. When Q-TLM is used
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to model the quantum dot, its structure is divided into many small sections along the active

region, the model for each section is shown in Fig. 7.11 (for both right (R) and left (L)

propagation directions). This model consists of a transmission line with length L , a

transmission coefficient  , an amplified spontaneous emission module (ASE) and a

stimulated emission module (SE).

Fig. 7.11 Structure of one section of QD-TLM model (a) forward and (b) backward directions.

The electric field is sampled with a period T . The adjacent sections are connected by

transmission lines having length of TvL  where v is the velocity of the electric field

propagation. The transmission coefficient  is used to represent the waveguide loss. The

spontaneous and stimulated emissions modules describe the photons spontaneous and

stimulated emissions processes, respectively. The electric fields from the adjacent section

( inE ) and that generated from the spontaneous emission module ( i
ASEE ) are input into

the stimulated emission (SE) module, where the electric fields stimulate the electron

transition from the higher energy state to the lower energy state and consequently new

photons having the same frequency are produced. Both the spontaneous and stimulated
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emissions modules consist of QD-TLM units.

Fig. 7.12 shows the structure for the stimulated emission module. It consists of parallel

QD-TLM units and the coefficient ( 0G ). Parallel QD-TLM units are employed to describe the

electron transitions, which is stimulated by the incident electric field ),(1 tzE . The output electric

field ),(2 tzE consists of the original incident electric field and the newly generated electric field

during the electron transitions. The length of each section ( L ) can be chosen small enough

so that we can assume the electric filed distribution within the small section is constant and

then the input voltage inV of this section in terms of the electric filed can be expressed as:

Fig. 7.12 The Stimulated emission module.

LEEV i
ASE

R
inin  )( (7.51)

Based on Eq. (7.13), the weight coefficient mnK and the coefficient 0G in Fig. 7.12 can be

expressed as [65]:
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where,

v
n

c
m

cv
mn EEE  (7.54)

2
ˆ vc Pe   is the interband momentum matrix element of the stimulated

emission. )( c
mc Ef and )( v

nv Ef are the Fermi-Dirac distribution functions for the conduction

and valence bands, respectively,  determines the FWHM of inhomogeneous broadening,

q is the electron charge,  is the confinement factor, D
dotN 2 is the number of quantum dots

per unit area, rn is the refractive index of the material, ZL is the thickness of the layer

containing the dots, d is the full width at half maximum of the Lorentzian lineshape

function that accounts for homogeneous broadening. The model for spontaneous emission

process is shown in Fig. 7.13 which consists of parallel QD-TLM units, spontaneous

emission coupling coefficient  and spontaneous emission source ( ASES ). The spontaneous

emission module describes the process in which the electron in the excited state

spontaneously transits to the lower energy state. The electron transition processes are

described by the parallel QD-TLM units. The spontaneous emission source is given by:
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where, 0E is the energy of a photon and 0T is the excited lifetime in the spontaneous

emission. Based on Eq. (7.13), the weight coefficient in each QD-TLM unit is given as

[65]:
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2
ˆ vc Me   is the interband momentum matrix element for the spontaneous emission,

V is the volume of each section of quantum dot structure.

Fig. 7.13 Spontaneous emission model of a quantum dot device.

Figure 7.14 (a) and (b) show the gain and spontaneous emission spectra of the quantum dot

structure at the injection carrier density of 14 38.3 10 cm obtained by both Q-TLM and

analytical methods [126] (AM). In the simulation, the m750  long quantum dot structure

is divided into10000 sections. The Q factor and the sampling frequency ( T/1 ) used in the
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analysis are 22 and Hz1510 , respectively. The boundary condition provided in Ref. [72] is

used and the other required simulation parameters of quantum dot are taken from Ref.

[126]. The results shown in Fig.7.14 clearly confirmed that the proposed Q-TLM can

accurately describe the gain and spontaneous emission spectra of the quantum dot structure.
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Fig. 7.14 Quantum dot normalized (a) gain and (b) ASE spectra computed by both Q-TLM and

analytical methods at carrier density 14 38.3 10 cm .
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7.5 Conclusions

In this Chapter, a new modelling method referred to as quantum well transmission line

modelling (QW-TLM) was introduced for both quantum well and quantum dot structures.

The model is based on photon emission which can be explained by both quantum statistic

and photon-electron interaction process. Detailed studies are performed to show how to use

the new modelling method to establish gain and spontaneous emission models for quantum

well and quantum dot structures. The simulation results showed a very good agreement

between the results obtained by this proposed new Q-TLM and the analytical methods. The

Q-TLM technique provides an effective method to study the temporal and spectral

behavior of semiconductor optical devices.The advantages of Q-TLM are that the

modelling method can model accurately the temporal and spectral performance of

semiconductor optical devices; it can be used to analyze the chip-based optical integrated

system; the modelling method can also be adopted the predict the microscopic dynamics

by analyzing the macroscopic performance of semiconductor optical devices. Furthermore,

considering that the simulation of optical field propagation as well as the interaction

between optical field with materials is in the time domain, the solution of large numbers of

simultaneous equations is avoided in the Q-TLM method. There are no problems with the

convergence and stability.
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Chapter 8

Application of Quantum Transmission Line Modelling to

Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers and Lasers

8.1 Introduction

Theoretical models for semiconductor lasers and amplifiers have been studied to facilitate

their performance analysis and hence, aid in their designs [131-135]. Several approaches

including the microscopic description to rate equations have been applied to model the

nanostructured semiconductor optical devices. Many of these models have not considered

the dynamic photon-electron interaction, which is significantly important to accurately

describe the optical signal propagation in nanostructured semiconductor optical

devices[65]. The method of studying the spectral properties of QW amplifier or laser by

solving a set of rate equations [136] cannot provide the continuous spectrum and requires a

lot of time to perform a simulation. The reported transmission line laser models [66, 137]

were established to analyse performances of bulk lasers (i.e. non-quantum well lasers) [66,

137] however, in this model the symmetric frequency-dependent gain curve [61] are

employed by introducing only one stub filter. This approximation clearly indicates that

such a model which does not consider dynamic photon-electron interaction cannot

accurately predict the spectral behavior of active semiconductor optical devices. In Chapter

7, a new modelling method referred to as quantum transmission line modelling (Q-TLM)
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method was introduced to overcome this shortcoming.

In this chapter the Q-TLM is adopted to establish new theoretical models to analyse

performance characteristics of quantum well lasers, quantum well amplifiers and quantum

dot structures both in the time and frequency domains.

8.2 Q-TLMMethod for QuantumWell Amplifiers

8.2.1 Model for QuantumWell Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (QW-

SOAs)

Let ),,,( tzyxE denotes the electric field of the optical wave propagating within the optical

amplifier. By averaging the optical intensity over the transverse plane of the amplifier we

can express the magnitude of one dimensional electric field ),( tzE as [62]:

dxdytzyxE
WD

tzE  







 22 ),,,(1),( (8.1)

where, D andW are the thickness and width of the amplifier active region, respectively.

Figure 8.1 shows the structure of a QW-SOAmodel based on Q-TLM.

Fig. 8.1 The Q-TLM model for the QW-SOA.

In this model the amplifier active region length L is divided into m sections where each

section consists of stimulated emission module mN , spontaneous emission module ASE ,

transmission line and transmission coefficient 0 . The length of each transmission line

between two adjacent scattering modules is .L The spontaneous and stimulated emissions’
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processes are described in their associated modules as shown in Fig.8.1. The electric fields

produced by the input optical signal and the spontaneous emission module propagate along

the transmission line and vary with both time and space. The input electric filed can be

expressed as:

)2(
1 )(),(   tfietItzE (8.2)

where, )(tI , f and  are, respectively, the envelope function, frequency and phase of the

input electric field. A chirp is a signal in which the frequency varies with time.Ultrashort

pulse propagation also exhibits chirp due to the interaction with the dispersion properties

of materials. It should be noted that Q-TLM employs the time-dependent electric field to

describe the optical signal propagation in the amplifier cavity rather than the photon

density, and thus this modelling method can be used to investigate the chirp during

ultrashort pulse propagation. The corresponding power )(tP of the input signal can be

expressed as:

pZ
tzEWd

tP
2

1 ),(
)(  (8.3)

where 2
1 )t,z(E is the light intensity which can be obtained from Eq.(8.1) and pZ is the

transverse wave impedance [62] which is equal to the impedance value of the transmission

line between the two sections. The transmission coefficient 0 accounts for the waveguide

loss during the optical signal propagation. The internal structures of the stimulated

emission and spontaneous emission modules have been described in Chapter 7(Sections

7.3.2 and 7.3.3).

8.2.2 Carrier Density Distribution Model

The carrier density has significant influences on stimulated and spontaneous emissions’
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processes. The quasi-Fermi levels for electrons and holes are determined by the carrier

density. Also, carrier density variations cause a small change in the bandgap energy

between the conduction and valence bands [57]. As mentioned earlier the active region in

the QW-SOAmodel is divided intom sections. In each section, the rate of change of carrier

density, dt/dN can be calculated by the following rate equation [76]:

p

in

sact Z
V

LqDW
N

qV
I

dt
dN







(8.4)

where, I is the injected current, actV is the volume of the active region, inV is the input

voltage of the stimulated emission module in each section, q is the electron charge, N is

the carrier density and  is the optical confinement factor. The carrier recommendation

lifetime s is given by [138]:

2
1
CNBNA

s


 (8.5)

where, A , B and C are the linear recombination constant, Bi-molecular recombination

constant and Auger recombination constant, respectively.

8.2.3 Modelling of Picosecond Pulse Propagation in QW-SOAs

In this section the Q-TLM model for QW-SOAs which was introduced in the previous

section (Fig.8.1) is employed to analyse the compressively strained

InGaASPAsGaIn /33.067.0 amplifier output temporal and spectral responses when Gaussian

input pulses with different peak powers are applied to its input. All parameters used in the

simulation are listed in Tab.8.1. The Gaussian pulse amplification will suffer from

transform limited. Transform limited pulses are pulses which are as short as its spectral

bandwidth permits. In other words, the time-bandwidth product is as small as possible. For

a Gaussian pulse, the minimum time-bandwidth product is 0.44 .
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Tab. 8.1 Parameters used in the analysis of pulse amplification [129]

Symbol Description Value

n Background refractive index 67.3

Q Stub filter Q-factor 8.60

samf Sampling frequency Hz15100.1 

A Linear recombination 18102  s

B Bi-molecular recombination 1316106  sm

C Auger recombination 1641108  sm

 Linewidth broadening of photon emission srad /102 13

0 Transmission coefficient 99755.0

 Spontaneous emission coupling coefficient 810

 Confinement factor 025.0

0N Transparent carrier density 324102.1  m

W QW-SOAwidth m1

D QW-SOA thickness nm5.24

L QW-SOA length m750

Figures 8.2a and b show the temporal and power spectra density waveforms of the input

signal, respectively. The input signal temporal waveform is a Gaussian pulse with a peak

power of mw1.0 , centered at pst pi 3 , with FWHM pulse width of ps2 . From the power

spectral density of the input signal (Fig. 8.2b), it can be seen that the central frequency of

the input signal is THz484.193 (i.e. corresponding to the wavelength of m 55.1 ) and the

dB3 bandwidth of GHz83.229 .
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Fig. 8.2 Gaussian pulse input (a) temporal waveform (b) power spectral density.

The associated temporal and power spectra density waveforms of the amplified output for

the above Gaussian input pulse are shown in Figs. 8.3a and 8.3b. Comparison of both input

and output temporal responses which are shown in Figs. 8.2a and 8.3a reveals that the

output peak time pot (i.e. the time at which the output pulse power is maximum) is

shifted from its input peak time of pst pi 3 (i.e. the time at which the input pulse power
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is maximum) to pst po 33.1 (i.e. decreased by about 44%) and the FWHM of the

amplified output waveform decreases from ps2 to ps374.1 . The central frequencies of the

input (Fig.8.2b) and the output (Fig.8.3b) spectra are THz484.193 and THz539.193 ,

respectively, which implies the output spectrum exhibits a red shift of GHz464.8 .(i.e. the

output wavelength decreases). Their dB3 spectra bandwidths are GHz83.229 and

GHz84.283 which shows the output power spectra are broaden which is due to the gain

saturation caused by the carrier density reduction.
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Fig. 8.3Amplified output waveform of a Gaussian input pulse with the peak power of mw1.0 (a)

temporal waveform (b) power spectral density.

Figures 8.4a and b show the temporal and power spectral density of the amplified output

when the peak power of the input Gaussian pulse ( Fig.8.1a ) is mw1 . The output peak time,

pulse width and peak power are, respectively, 0.712 ps , 1.116 ps and 0.1006W and the

output power spectral density central frequency and bandwidth are 193.533THz and

377.12GHz , respectively. Comparison of the two output temporal waveforms of Fig. 8.3a

and Fig.8.4a shows that by increasing the the input pulse power from 0.1mW to 1mW ,

the peak time decreases from 1.33ps to 0.712 ps , the pulse width increases from 1.116 ps

to 1.374 ps and the peak power increases from 0.05W to 0.1W which implies the

corresponding amplified output pulse gain decreases from about 27dB to 20dB due to

the amplifier gain saturation. Also comparison of Fig.8.3b and Fig. 8.4b indicates for this

increase in the input pulse power the center frequency of the output spectra decreases from

193.539THz to 193.533THz and the spectra bandwidth the input power increases from

283.84GHz to 377.12GHz . These features, such as the spectral broadening and the pulse
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duration narrowing of the amplified output pulse are qualitative agreement with

experimental results reported in the reference [139].
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Fig. 8.4 Amplified outputs of a Gaussian pulse with the peak power value mw1 (a) temporal

waveform (b) power spectral density.
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8.3 Q-TLMMethod for Quantum Dot Amplifiers

8.3.1 Model for Quantum Dot Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (QD-

SOAs)

The structure of the QD-SOA model based on Q-TLM is the same as that of quantum well

amplifiers (Fig.8.1). That is, it consists of stimulated emission module, transmission line,

transmission coefficient and spontaneous emission module. The internal structure of

stimulated and spontaneous emissions’ modules for the QD-SOA model are presented in

section 4 of Chapter 7.

8.3.2 Carrier Density Distribution Model

The variations of carrier density distribution in QD-SOA are described by the following

rate equations [140]:
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where, q is the electron charge,  is the optical confinement factor, V is the volume of

each section, pZ is the transverse wave impedance, n is the carrier recommendation

lifetime, which is given by Eq. 8.5, inV is the input voltage of the stimulated emission

module in each section, sN , wN and dN are the carrier density in the separate confinement

heterostructure (SCH) region, wetting layer and quantum dots, respectively, I is the

injected current,  is the injection efficiency, sV and aV are the volumes of the SCH and

the active region, respectively, s is the carrier transport time in the SCH region, e is the
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carrier re-excitation time from the quantum well to the SCH, eq is the carrier re-excitation

time from the quantum dot to the wetting layer, d is the carrier relaxation time of the

quantum dot.

8.3.3 Modelling of Femtosecond Pulse Propagation in QD-SOAs

In this section amplification of a femtosecond Gaussian pulse in quantum dot amplifiers is

investigated based on the proposed Q-TLM method. The envelope of the input

femtosecond pulse is Gaussian with the peak power of mW1 , pulse width of fs60

centered at fs90 . The central wavelength of the pulse is .1.1 mt po  The quantum dot

amplifier has m750 long cavity which is divided into 10000 small sections along the

cavity. Fig. 8.5 shows the schematic diagram of the simulated object-quantum dot amplifier,

in which a six-layer quantum dot active region is sandwiched between two cladding layers.

The InAs quantum dots are taken as micro-disk; the well and barrier are InGaAs and GaAs ,

respectively. Tab.8.2 shows the parameters used in the simulation.

Fig. 8.5 Scheme diagram of QD amplifiers. The quantum dot amplifier consists of a six-layer
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quantum dot active region and two cladding layers. The materials for the quantum dots, wells and

the material for the quantum dot is InAs while the materials for the wells and barriers are

InGaAs and GaAs , respectively.

Tab. 8.2 Parameters used in the analysis of femtosecond pulse amplification in QD-SOAs [126]

Symbol Description Value

n Background refractive index 51.3

samf Sampling frequency Hz15100.1 

Q factorQ  22

A Linear recombination 18102  s

B Bi-molecular recombination 1316106  sm

C Auger recombination 1641108  sm

 Linewidth of QW-SOA srad /102 13

 Confinement factor 025.0

dotN QD density of states 210105  cm

 Injection efficiency 0.6

I Injected current mA300

s Carrier transport time in the SCH region ps500

e Carrier reexcitation time from quantum well to SCH ps400

eq Carrier reexcitation time from the quantum dot to the wetting layer ps200

d carrier relaxation time into the quantum dot ps50

sW Width of the SCH region m1

aW Width of the active region m1

sD Thickness of the SCH region m2.0
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aD Thickness of the active region m12.0

L Length of active region m750

Figure 8.6 shows the temporal evolution of the above input Gaussian pulse in the quantum

dot amplifier cavity at different distances (i.e. m525 to m750 ) along the amplifier. The

peak power of the amplified output pulse increases from W394.0 at distance of m525

along the amplifier cavity to W03.5 at distance of m750 (i.e. amplifier output facet)

and the pulse width increases from fs70 to fs77 which are due to the gain saturation

caused by the decrease in the carrier density. The corresponding spectral evolution of the

amplified femtosecond pulse is also shown in Fig. 8.7. The central wavelengths of the

power spectral densities at these different distances are nm14.1097 ,

nm02.1097 , nm92.1096 and nm84.1096 . This is because, the quantum dot amplifier gain

spectra peak wavelength is nm10.1096 (see Fig. 7.14(a) of Chapter 7), which is shorter than

the input pulse wavelength. The dB3 bandwidth of the power spectral density decreases

from nm27.19 to nm09.16 as the pulse propagates from the distance of m525 along the

amplifier cavity to m750 (i.e. the amplifier output facet) which is due to the narrowing

of the gain spectrum caused by the decrease of the carrier density.
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Fig. 8.6 Temporal evolution of an input femtosecond pulse along the amplifier cavity obtained by

the proposed Q-TLM method.
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Fig. 8.7 Spectra evolution of an input femtosecond pulse along the amplifier cavity obtained by the

Q-TLM method.

Figure 8.8 shows the carrier density distribution as a function of the distance Z along the

amplifier cavity when the peak power of the input femtosecond pulse is mW1 . It was found

when mZm  75098  , the carrier density in the amplifier cavity apparently decreases.

This is because as the distance increases, the power of the amplified pulse signal increases
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(shown in Fig. 8.6) and more carrier densities will be depleted. At the higher input power

the input signal amplification depletes more carrier densities than that depleted by

amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). When mZm  980  , there is a slight increase of

carrier density, which is because the backward propagating ASE in the distance that is near

the input facet has a larger power and thus depletes more carrier densities. The carrier

density distribution along the distance explains the temporal broadening and spectral

narrowing of the amplified pulse along the amplifier cavity (shown in Fig. 8.6 and Fig. 8.7).

The above simulation results confirm that the proposed Q-TLM method can effectively

model the temporal and spectral behaviors of femtosecond pulse amplification in the

quantum dot amplifier.
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Fig. 8.8 Carrier density distribution along the amplifier cavity when the peak power of the input

femtosecond pulse is mW1

8.4 Q-TLMModel of QuantumWell Lasers

8.4.1 Description of the Model

In the following, the Q-TLM method is applied to model QW semiconductor laser diodes
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and study both the temporal and spectral properties of them.

Figure 8.9 shows the proposed model for the QW laser based on Q-TLM method. In this

model, the laser cavity is also divided into m sections, each of which consists of scattering

module, spontaneous emission module, transmission line and transmission efficient . The

facet model fS is used to describe the facet reflection.

Fig. 8.9 The proposed Q-TLM model for quantum well laser.

Both the stimulated and spontaneous emission modules are employed to model the photon

stimulated and spontaneous emissions processes in the laser cavity. The electric fields

propagate along the transmission line and stimulate the photon emission in the stimulated

emission module. Both the stimulated emission and the spontaneous emission modules

consist of parallel QW-TLM units (see Chapter 7). The length of the transmission line

between two adjacent stimulated emission modules is L while the length of the

transmission line linking the facet model and the closest stimulated emission module

is 2/L . The structure of the stimulated emission module iS and the spontaneous emission

module ASE in the laser model are the same as the structures shown in Figs. 7.6 and 7.8

of Chapter 7. Figure 8.10 shows the electric fields flow at the end facets of the QW laser

model.
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Fig. 8.10 Electric field flow for a laser facet model.

In the facet model, the Fresnel reflection and transmission at the facet can be expressed as

[123]:
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where, i
cE and i

aE are the input electric fields of the facet from the adjacent stimulated

emission module and the air, r
cE and r

aE are the reflected electric fields, cc is the electric

field reflection coefficient (EFRC) from the cavity to cavity, aa is the EFRC from air to

air, ca is the electric field transmission coefficient (EFTC) from cavity to air and ac is

the EFTC coefficient from air to cavity.

8.4.2 Carrier Transport effects in the Q-TLM Laser Model

Carrier transport across the separate confinement heterostructure (SCH) affects the gain

bandwidth of quantum well lasers, which further results in the variation of the output of

quantum well lasers in the time-frequency domains[141]. In this section, the effects of

carrier transport on the output of quantum well lasers are investigated based on the Q-TLM

method. Under the assumption that the current is injected from the left side of the separate

confinement heterostructure (SCH) laser, the rate of change of carrier densities 1N and

2N at the left and right sides of SCH laser can be expressed, respectively, as [141]:
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In the well region, the carrier rate equation which includes the transport effects can be

written as:
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where, I is the injected current,  is the internal quantum efficiency, 1V and 2V are the

volumes of the left and right sides of the SCH layers, s is the carrier transport time in the

SCH region, e is the carrier thermionic emission time,  is the leak factor, wellV is the

volume of the well, inV is the input voltage of each scattering module, D and W are the

thickness and width of the well, wellN is the carrier density in the well region and L is the

length of the transmission line between two adjacent scattering modules. Both )( 1Nn and

)( welln N which are carrier recombination lifetimes in the SCH and in the quantum well

regions, respectively. They can be obtained by using the well- known

formula )/(1 2CNBNA  , where, A , B and C are linear recombination constant, Bi-

molecular recombination constant and Auger recombination constant, respectively.

8.4.3 Analysis of QuantumWell Lasers based on the Q-TLM method

In this section, effects of carrier transport and bias current spike on the output properties of

the strained InGaAsPAsGaIn 36.064.0 quantum well lasers are studied using the above

proposed model. The well and barrier widths are nm5.4 and nm10 , respectively, and the

other parameters used in the simulations are provided in the following Tab. 8.3.

Tab. 8.3 Simulation parameters for quantum well lasers [140, 142-144]

Symbol Description Value

n Background refractive index 67.3

m Number of sections 10000

Q Stub filter Q-factor 8.60

samf Sampling frequency Hz15100.1 
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A Linear recombination 18102  s

B Bi-molecular recombination 1316106  sm

C Auger recombination 1641108  sm

 Internal quantum efficiency 86.0

 Spontaneous emission factor 3105 

cc Cavity-cavity reflection coefficient 32.0

ca Cavity-air transmission coefficient 68.0

ac Air-cavity transmission coefficient 0

aa Air-air reflection coefficient 0

 Linewidth of QW-SOA srad /102 13

0 Transmission efficient 9976.0

 Confinement factor 025.0

0N Transparent carrier density 324102.1  m

W laser width m1

D laser thickness nm5.24

L Laser length m340

Variations of the output power versus the bias current for the above quantum well laser is

shown in Fig. 8.11, which indicates the linear relationship between the laser output power

and the injected current. The laser threshold current and current density are 47mA and

2/82.13 cmKA , respectively.
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Fig. 8.11 Power-current characteristics of a m340 long quantum well laser.

8.4.3.1 Effects of Carrier Transport

Figure 8.12 shows the simulation results of turning-on transients (ToT) of the strained QW

laser both with (green) and without (blue) the carrier transport effect (CTE). In the

simulation it is assumed the initial bias current is mAi 50)0(  (corresponding to the

current density of 2/71.14 cmKA ). As the figure shows, the turning-on response can be

divided into four stages hereby referred to as 1T , 2T , 3T and 4T where 1T is the time period

during which the output power varies from zero to the first peak, 2T is the time interval

between the first peak and the first valley, 3T is the stage during which the output power

arrives at the second peak from the first valley and 4T is the time interval from the second

peak to the end. Tab. 8.4 compares these four time intervals both in the presence and

absence of the carrier transport effect.
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Fig. 8.12 Turning-on transients of strained QW lasers without (blue) and with (green) carrier

transport effect.

Tab. 8.4 Four stages in the ToT with and without carrier transport effect

Items 1T (ps) 2T (ps) 3T (ps) 4T (ps)

ToT without CTE 67.32~0 51.57~67.32 46.98~51.57 290~46.98

ToT with CTE 92.37~0 62.56~92.37 36.99~62.56 290~36.99

Table 8.4 shows that the time intervals 1T and 3T of the turning-on transient with the carrier

transport effect are larger than those without it. This is because carriers transporting across

the SCH region without being captured by the well region will not take part in the

stimulated process, which delays the response speed of the output power. In the stage 2T ,

the output power suffers from the gain saturation and decreases. The magnitudes of the

first peak ( mW2 ) and the second peak ( mW292.1 ) in the absence of carrier transport are

higher than those in the presence of carrier transport which are mW857.0 and mW735.0 . Also,

carrier transport causes a decrease in output power shown in stage 4T which is due to

lower average carrier density level in the well.

Figure 8.13 shows the output power spectral densities both in the presence (green) and
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absence (blue)of the carrier transport at the steady stage (after ps250 see Fig.8.12). The

peak values of the output power spectral densities are 22.72dBm (blue) and 16.35dBm

(green). As figure shows the carrier transport has caused a red shift in the laser output

power spectral density that is, the central frequency has shifted from THz318.195

to THz315.195 (the difference is GHz563.2 ). Also, carrier transport has decreased the

3dB bandwidth of the laser output spectra from THz78.180 to .75.178 THz This is because the

carrier transport reduces the carrier density level in the well region which leads to the red

shift and bandwidth narrowing of the gain spectrum.
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Fig. 8.13 Output power spectral density at the steady state both in the presence (green) and absence

(blue) of the carrier transport.

Figure 8.14 compares the output power spectral densities during the initial oscillation

process (i.e. at the first peak where pst 9.37 ) and that of steady state (i.e. for pst 100 ).

Comparison of the two output spectra reveals that during the oscillation process both the

central frequency and 3dB bandwidth are higher. In the initial oscillation process, the

central frequency and the bandwidth of the power spectral density (blue curve in Fig. 8.13)

are THz317.195 and THz34.183 , respectively. Also, at pst 9.37 the peak value of the
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output power spectral density is dBm43.19 .
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Fig. 8.14 Output power spectral density in the presence of the carrier transport. at the oscillation

process (blue, around ps9.37 ) and the steady state (green , i.e. pst 100 ) .

The effects of carrier transport on the turn-off transients of QW lasers are shown in Fig.

8.15. At 0t , the input current of QW laser is set to be zero. The time taken for the output

power to decrease 20% of its initial value is ps47.33 in the presence of carrier transport

and ps15.2 in the absence of the carrier transport. Carrier transport causes an apparent

turn-off delay due to the large transport time across the SCH region [141].
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Fig. 8.15 Turning-off transients of QW lasers both in the presence (green) and absence of the

transport effect.

8.4.4.2 Effect of Impulse Bias Current

In the following, the above Q-TLM laser model is used to perform small signal analysis of

the laser output spectra when an impulse bias current is applied to the laser after the laser

output has reached its steady state. The impulse bias current is shown in Fig.8.16 which

has a peak and width values of mA100 and ps5.0 , respectively. Fig. 8.17 shows the laser

output spectra Tab. 8.5 compares important parameters of the laser output spectra before

and after the impulse bias current (IBC) is applied.
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Fig. 8.16 Impulse bias current.

Tab. 8.5 Laser output spectral parameters before and after impulse bias is applied

Parameter Peak value
dB3

bandwidth
Central frequency SLSR

Before IBC dBm72.22 THz75.178 THz315.195 dB624.12

After IBC dBm44.23 THz54.180 THz317.195 dB155.12
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Fig. 8.17 Effect of impulse bias current on the laser output spectra.

Table 8.5 clearly indicates that the impulse bias current has broadened the laser output

spectra bandwidth and shifted the central frequency from THz315.195 to THz317.195 (i.e. red
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shift). The peak values of the output spectra before and after applying the impulse bias

current are dBm72.22 and dBm44.23 , respectively, which indicates that although the bias

current spike can increase the output power in the time domain, it lowers the peak value in

the frequency domain. Also, the side lobe suppression ratios (SLSR) before and after

applying the impulse bias current are dB624.12 and dB155.12 , respectively, This shows

that the impulse bias current has reduced the SLSR of the laser output spectrum.

8.5 Conclusions

In this Chapter, the newly proposed Q-TLM modelling method is used to establish the

theoretical model for quantum well/dot amplifiers and quantum well lasers. Ultrashort

optical pulse amplification in quantum well and quantum dot amplifiers are analyzed using

the proposed new model. As for picosecond pulse amplification in quantum well amplifiers,

it was found that the temporal waveform of the amplified output pulse is distorted due to

the gain saturation that is, the temporal peak shift and pulse width narrowing were

observed while in the output spectrum an apparent bandwidth broadening and red shift

were observed as the peak power value of the input signal was increased. For the

femtosecond pulse amplification in quantum dot amplifiers, the pulse evolution process is

studied in both time and frequency domains. Finally, based on the proposed Q-TLM

method, effects of carrier transport and impulse bias current on the output properties of

strained QW lasers were studied. All simulation results were in good agreement with the

existing reported experimental results, which confirms that the new proposed Q-TLM

method can accurately study the temporal and spectral behaviors of QW amplifiers and

lasers.
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Chapter 9

Analysis of Femtosecond Pulse Propagation in QW-

SOAs Based on Quantum Transmission Line Modelling

Method

9.1 Introduction

The amplification of femtosecond optical pulse in QW-SOAs provides an attractive

method to obtain high-power ultrashort optical pulses [145-146]. However, this

amplification suffers from the amplifier gain saturation which is due to slow carrier

recovery. Tapered-waveguide (TW) structures for semiconductor optical amplifiers are

proposed to increase the saturation output power by providing a larger cross-sectional area

in the active region [100, 139]. Theoretical and experimental studies of the bulk

semiconductor optical amplifier have shown that a tapered waveguide structure provides

higher gain saturation and suppresses the backward amplified spontaneous emission as

compared with a conventional semiconductor optical amplifier having rectangular active

region waveguide [37, 147-150]. However, these theoretical analyses have focused on the

temporal output by assuming that the input signal is monochromatic. There is no detailed

study of the spectral characteristics of amplified output signal and the multi-channel

wavelength-dependent amplification in the tapered-waveguide quantum well amplifiers,
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which are significantly important in the wavelength division multiplexing systems. Strain

in a quantum well device introduces additional coupling between the heavy hole, light hole

and spin-orbit spilt-off bands in the energy structure of quantum well, which leads to the

change of electron-photon interaction in the optical amplification process and change the

output properties of quantum well devices. Strain can be used to adjust the gain

characteristics of quantum well structures. It has been reported [126] that, in the present of

stain, quantum well amplifiers show superior characteristics as compared with those of

unstrained amplifiers. However, no detailed work is done to analyze the effects of strain on

the spectrum of amplified femtosecond pulse. In this chapter, the Q-TLM modelling

method is adopted to analyze the wavelength-dependent femtosecond pulse propagation in

conventional waveguide (CW), exponentially tapered waveguide (ETW) and linearly

tapered waveguide (LTW) quantum well amplifiers (QWAs) (shown in Fig. 9.1) and the

strain effects on the dynamic spectra of femtosecond pulse amplification in QWAs.

(a)
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 9.1 Schematic diagram of the active regions of different tapered QW-SOAs (a) rectangular (b)

exponential (c) linear.

9.2 Wavelength-dependent Femtosecond Pulse Amplification in Tapered

QW-SOAs

9.2.1 The Q-TLMModel for Tapered QW-SOAs

Figure 9.2 shows the structure of the Q-TLM model for tapered waveguide QW-SOAs. It

consists of stimulated emission modules (Si), amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
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modules, transmission line and transmission coefficient . Si and ASE modules describe

the stimulated and spontaneous emission processes in the amplifier,

respectively.

Fig. 9.2 The proposed Q-TLM model for a tapered waveguide QW-SOA.

The electric fields 1( , )E z t and 2 ( , )E z t from the input signal and spontaneous emission

module propagate along the transmission line which links the adjacent scattering modules.

The transmission coefficient  is used to describe the waveguide loss in the propagation

process, which can be expressed as:

tap  0 (9.1)

where, 0 is the transmission coefficient for the rectangular shape of the

waveguide, tap accounts for the variation of the transmission coefficient due to the taper

shape of the waveguide and can be expressed as [148]:











)(
1)(
zWdz

dzLWtap (9.2)

In Eq.(9.2), L is the length of the link transmission line between two adjacent scattering

modules, )(zW is the width of the tapered active region. As discussed in the previous

chapters, both the stimulated and the spontaneous emission modules consist of parallel

QW-TLM units, each of which consists of two parallel RLC stub filters and the

corresponding weight coefficients [151]. The internal structures of the stimulated- and the

spontaneous-emission modules have already been described in Chapter 7.3.
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In a tapered waveguide QW-SOAs, the carrier density ),( zxN can be expressed as [148]:











)(
2cos)()(),( 1 zW
xzNzNzxN ave
 (9.3)

where, )(zNave is the average carrier density, )(1 zN is the amplitude of the spatial carrier

density distribution along the x direction. The carrier density rate equation for a tapered

waveguide QW-SOA is given by [150-151]:
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q is the electron charge,  is the optical confinement factor, N is the carrier density,  is

the diffusion coefficient, J is the input current density, D is the thickness of the active

region, inV is the input voltage of the parallel QW-TLM units in the stimulated emission

module, PZ is the transverse wave impedance, A , B and C are linear recombination, Bi-

molecular recombination and Auger recombination, respectively. The rate equation of the

average carrier density aveN can be obtained by substituting Eq. (9.4) into (9.3) and

integrating the result over the cross sectional area of the active region, that is [150]:
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The rate equation for 1N can be obtained using the same method, but multiplying the result

by )/2cos( Wx before integrating over the cross sectional area of the active region, that is

[151]:
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9.2.2 Analysis of Femtosecond Pulse Amplification in Straight,

Exponential and Linear Tapered QW-SOAs

In the following, the wavelength-dependent amplification of femtosecond pulse in QW-

SOAs having conventional, exponential and linear tapered active regions are studied using

the Q-TLM method. An optical signal is applied at the input of a compressively strained

InGaAsPAsGaIn /33.067.0 QW-SOAs. The well and barrier widths are nm5.4 and nm10 ,

respectively with the barrier bandgap wavelength m 15.1 which is lattice-matched to

the InP substrate. The structures of the exponential and linear tapered waveguide QWAs

considered in this study are shown in Figs.9.1b and c. The z-dependent width )(zW of the

exponential and linear tapered waveguides can be expressed as:

Lz
W
W

L
zWzW

in

out
in 
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where, inW and outW are the input and output widths of the tapered waveguide. Other

parameters used in the simulation are given in Tab. 9.1 and Ref. [151].

Tab. 9.1 Simulation parameters for three kinds of QW-SOAs [129]

Symbol Description Value

Q Stub filter Q-factor 8.60

samf Sampling frequency Hz15100.1 
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J Input current density 2/16 cmKA

 Confinement factor 025.0

A Linear recombination 18102  s

B Bi-molecular recombination 1316106  sm

C Auger recombination 1641108  sm

 Linewidth of QW-SOA srad /102 13

0 Transmission coefficient 9979.0

L Length of QW-SOA m750

D Thickness of QW-SOA nm5.24

W Width of straight waveguide m1

inW Input width of tapered waveguide m1

outW Output width of tapered waveguide m10

9.2.2.1 Single Femtosecond Pulse Amplification

The input is a single Gaussian femtosecond pulse centered at 120 fs , with FWHM pulse

width of 80 fs and peak power of mW1 . The corresponding central frequency and spectral

bandwidth of the input signal are153.55THz and 5.703THz , respectively. Fig. 9.3 shows the

temporal waveforms of the amplified output pulses in three different quantum well

amplifiers (QWAs) having conventional, exponential and linear tapered active regions.
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Fig. 9.3 Temporal waveforms of the amplified output pulse in the Con, ET and LT QWAs.

The above results clearly show that the applied input signal gains more amplification in the

tapered QWAs. The peak power, pulse width and the peak time values in conventional,

exponential and linear tapered QWAs are  fsfsW 123,100,9.1 ,

 fsfsW 182,102,36.8 and  fsfsW 183,101,34.10 , respectively. This is because the broader

cross-section area of the tapered waveguide improves the saturation performance of QWAs

and hence makes the pulse amplification gain larger. Fig. 9.4 shows the power spectral

density of the amplified output pulse in all three types of QWAs. In each of the above

mentioned three structures, the peak central frequency and 3-dB bandwidth values of the

output power spectral density are, respectively,  THzTHzdBm 78.4,193,7.31 ,

 THzTHzdBm 95.4,76.192,2.38 and  THzTHzdBm 96.4,75.192,1.39 , which indicates that the 3-

dB bandwidth of the amplified output spectrum in both tapered QWAs are almost the same

and wider than the conventional QWA. This is because the reduction rate of the carrier

density in the TW structure is smaller than that in conventional QWA. The lower carrier

density level leads to the narrower bandwidth of the gain spectrum.
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Fig.9.4 Power spectral density of the amplified output pulse in the conventional, exponential and

linear tapered QWAs.

Figure 9.5 shows the power temporal evolution of the input pulse along the cavity within

the QWAs having conventional (Fig.9.5a), exponential (Fig.9.5b) and linear (Fig.9.5c)

tapered active regions. The results show that conventional QWA has suffered from the gain

saturation at distances above m600 whereas no gain saturation effect has observed in the

power temporal responses of the two tapered QWAs. However, at distances less

than m600 along the amplifier cavity amplification of the input signal, at a given distance,

the output power is less in both tapered structures as compared with the conventional

amplifier structure. This is due to higher waveguide loss in the tapered structure which

reduces the amplification gain at the initial stage of pulse propagation.
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Fig.9.5Amplification of femtosecond pulse propagation along the QWA cavity (a) conventional (b)

exponential taper and (c) linear taper.

Furthermore, the spectral evolution of the input pulse along the QWA cavity for both

conventional and tapered structures is shown in Fig. 9.6. The characteristic parameters of

amplified pulse spectra (magnitude, Bd3 bandwidth and central frequency) at different

distances for three amplifier structures are listed in Tab. 9.2. In all cases at the amplifier

output (i.e. LZ  , where L is the amplifier cavity length) a red shift (i.e. higher wavelength)

and bandwidth narrowing in the spectra are observed. However, in the conventional QWA

when 600Z m , the peak value of the spectra density decreases whereas in both tapered

amplifiers as Z increases the peak value of the spectra density increases too. Fig. 9.6 also

indicates that the power spectral density in each tapered amplifier is less distorted as

compared with that in conventional QWA.
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Fig. 9.6 Power spectral density evolution of a femtosecond pulse propagation along the QWA

cavity (a) conventional (b) exponential taper and (c) linear taper.

Tab. 9.2 Characteristic parameters of dynamic spectra

Type Distance ( m )
Magnitude

( dBm )

dB3

Bandwidth

(THz )

Central Frequency

(THz )

Con-QWA 450 01.33 138.5 09.193
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600 87.34 910.4 04.193

750 72.31 78.4 00.193

ET-QWA

450 52.22 240.5 04.193

600 47.30 098.5 90.192

750 19.38 95.4 76.192

LT-QWA

450 94.17 253.5 04.193

600 52.28 116.5 89.192

750 08.39 96.4 75.192

The distribution of carrier density in the lateral direction (x direction in Fig. 9.1) can affect

the gain spectrum of QW-SOAs and change the output properties of QW-SOAs [150].

Figure 9.7 compares the temporal outputs of the amplified femtosecond pulse in the

tapered QWAs both with and without taking into account variations of the lateral carrier

density. The results show that in the absence of the lateral carrier density (i.e. the green

curve), the peak arriving time and the peak power of the amplified output pulse are fs161

and w237.7 while they are fs182 and w34.10 in the presence of the lateral carrier density.

This shows that the lateral carrier density affects the amplified output the peak arriving

time and peak power of the amplified output pulse.
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Fig.9.7 Temporal outputs of the amplified femtosecond pulse in the tapered QW amplifiers with

and without taking into account the effects of lateral carrier density.

9.2.2.2 Simultaneous Amplification of Two Femtosecond Pulses with

Different Central Frequencies

Two femtosecond pulses with the electric fields

tfi
a etItzE 12)(),(  and tfi

b etItzE 22)(),(  are simultaneously applied to the input of the

QWA. The envelope function, )(tI , is a Gaussian pulse centered at fs120 with pulse width

of fs80 . The central frequencies 1f and 2f of the two femtosecond pulses are

THz55.193 and THz55.198 , respectively, while their Bd3 bandwidths

are THz703.5 and THz603.5 , respectively.

Figures 9.8(a), (b) and (c) show the output power spectral densities of two simultaneously

amplified femtosecond pulses in all three QWA structures having different input peak

powers of 0.5mW, 2mW and 8mW. In all cases, the pulse with the central frequency 1f

amplifies more than the pulse with the frequency 2f since the amplifier gain is higher at

the lower frequency. Values of two peaks labeled as 1 and 2 in the output spectra of the

conventional, exponentially and linearly tapered QWAs shown in Fig. 9.8(a) are
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),91.20,93.25( dBmdBm )49.23,33.29( dBmdBm and ),18.24,00.30( dBmdBm respectively.

Also, the 3-dB bandwidths of the output spectra at 1f for the three QWA structures

are THz816.3 , THz194.4 and ,230.4 THz respectively, which clearly indicates that tapered

structures offer larger bandwidth. The values of minimum points between the two peaks

observed in the output power spectral density (labeled as 3 in Fig.9.8) for all three

amplifier structures shown in Figs.8(a) are dBm89.10 , dBm11.22 and dBm13.21 ,

respectively, which indicate that when the peak power values of the two input pulses are

small, the spectrum alias in both tapered structures is more serious. Comparison of the

results shown in Figs. 9.8(a), (b) and (c) reveals that by increasing the input pulse power

the spectrum alias also occurs in the conventional QWA whereas there are only small

changes in spectrum alias of the tapered structures. Tab. 9.3 shows the output peak power

values (P1, P2 and P3) at points 1, 2 and 3, respectively, at three different input powers for

all structures. Also shown in Tab. 9.3 are the aliasing values (P1-P3) and (P2-P3) which

clearly indicates that, as the input power increases from 0.5mw to 8mw the value of P1-P3

deceases from dB04.15 to dB56.5 in the Con-QWA whereas it increases from

dB87.8 to dB96.8 in the LT-QWA.
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Fig.9.8 Output power spectral density waveforms of two simultaneously amplified femtosecond

pulses in the three different QWA structures for three different input peak powers of (a) 0.5mW,

(b) 2mW and (c) 8mW.

Tab. 9.3 Output peak powers for different waveguides and input powers

Peak input power

(mW)
Waveguide type

P1

( dBm )

P2

( dBm)

P3

( dBm )

P1-P3

( dBm )

P2-P3

( dBm )
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mw5.0

Con-QWA 93.25 91.20 89.10 04.15 02.10

ET-QWA 33.29 49.23 11.22 22.7 38.1

LT-QWA 00.30 18.24 13.21 87.8 05.3

mw2

Con-QWA 40.26 91.21 71.17 69.8 2.4

ET-QWA 39.34 55.28 54.25 85.8 01.3

LT-QWA 45.35 63.29 21.27 24.8 42.2

mw8

Con-QWA 52.26 57.22 96.20 56.5 61.1

ET-QWA 74.38 92.32 52.28 69.8 4.4

LT-QWA 42.40 61.34 46.31 96.8 15.3

9.2.2.3 Femtosecond Pulse Train Amplification

The amplification of a sGb /50 femtosecond pulse train shown in Fig.9.9 in the

conventional, exponential and linear tapered QWAs is studied using the Q-TLM method.

Each pulse in the train has 1mW peak power.
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Fig. 9.9 Temporal waveform of the input pulse train.
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Figure 9.10 shows the amplified temporal output waveforms in the three QWA structures.

The output powers of the first three amplified pulses in the train are (1.9W, 0.4W, 0.12W),

(8.36W, 3.22W, 1.5W) and (10.34W, 5.34W, 3.07W) in the conventional, exponential and

linear tapered QWA structures, respectively. The results indicate that the peak power values

of each amplified pulse in the linear tapered QWA are larger than those in the other two

QWAs. This is because the gain saturation in the linear tapered QWA is higher than the

other two structures. The peak power ratios between the 2nd and the 1st as well as between

3rd and 1st in the amplified output pulses are (0.212 and 0.063), (0.385 and 0.179) and

(0.517, 0.279), respectively, in the conventional, exponential and linear tapered QWA

structures. The results show that the linear tapered QWA structure has the highest power

ratios between the 2nd and 1st as well as between the 3rd and 1st in the amplified output

waveforms, which shows it has the highest carrier density level and hence, the fastest gain

recovery among the other two QWA structures.
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Fig. 9.10 Temporal output waveforms of the amplified femtosecond pulse train in the QWA (a)

conventional (b) exponential taper and (c) linear taper.

9.3 Effects of Strain on the Dynamic Spectra of Femtosecond Pulse

Amplification in QW-SOAs

In the following, based on Q-TLM method effects of strain on the gain and spontaneous

emission spectra as well as the dynamic spectra of the amplified femtosecond pulse of

an InGaAs InGaAsP quantum well amplifier operating at 1550nm are investigated. Tab.
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9.4 lists values of different parameters used in the simulations.

Tab. 9.4 Parameters used in the analysis of strain effects [129]

Symbol Description Value

n Background refractive index 67.3

samf Sampling frequency Hz15100.1 

A Linear recombination 18102  s

B Bi-molecular recombination 1316106  sm

C Auger recombination 1641108  sm

 Linewidth of QW-SOA srad /102 13

 Confinement factor 025.0

0N Transparent carrier density 324102.1  m

W SOAwidth m1

D SOA thickness nm5.24

9.3.1 Strain Effects on the Gain and Spontaneous Emission Spectra

Figure 9.11 shows the normalized gain spectra of the strained QWA. The FWHMs of the

normalized gain spectra are 06.39 , 13.36 and 52.30 THz, respectively, for compressively

strained (CS, blue), unstrained (US, green) and tensile strained (TS, red) while their central

wavelengths are 72.188 , 86.203 and 26.218 THz, respectively, which indicates a decrease

in the gain bandwidth and a blue shift in gain central wavelength as the strain changes from

compressive to tensile. This is because as the molar fraction of Gallium x increases from

0.3which is for CS , to 0.47 for US and to 0.65 for TS , the first heavy hole is moved to

the lower energy level while the first light hole is moved to the higher energy level which

causes a decrease in the gain magnitude. Also, the magnitudes of the normalized gain

spectra in the three strained cases, are 1 (CS), 0.6175(US) and 0.2799(TS), respectively.
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Fig.9.12 shows the normalized spontaneous emission spectra of the QW amplifier under

different strained. The central frequencies of the spontaneous emission spectra for QW-

SOAs in different strain cases are )(76.207 CS , )(87.213 US and )(95.220 TS THz,

respectively, while the FWHMs of the spontaneous emission spectra are 01.62 , 93.54 and

56.49 THz. In contrast with the gain spectra, the magnitude of the spontaneous emission

spectra in all three cases are almost the same ( ,93344.0 1 and 9328.0 ). Further

comparisons of the gain and spontaneous emission spectra show that the compressively

strained QW amplifier has the highest ratio between the gain and the spontaneous emission

spectra magnitudes.
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Fig. 9.11 Normalized gain spectra of QW amplifiers for three strain cases at carrier density of

324108  m obtained by the scattering module in the Q-TLM model.
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Fig. 9.12 Normalized spontaneous emission spectra of QW amplifiers for three strain cases at the

carrier density of 324108  m obtained by the spontaneous emission source in the Q-TLM model.
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Fig. 9.13 Normalized gain spectra of the compressively strained(CS) QW amplifier at three

different carrier densities obtained by the scattering module in the QW-TLM model

Figure 9.13 shows the normalized gain spectra of a CS QW amplifier at different carrier

densities. The results show that as the carrier density decreases from 324107  m to

324105  m the peak value of the normalized gain reduces from 1 to 0.8 and also the

bandwidth of the gain spectrum reduces from 18.34 to 95.22 THz and the central

frequency shifts from 23.188 to 74.187 THz.
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9.3.2 Dynamic Spectral Analysis in the Femtosecond Pulse Amplification

The temporal envelope function of the input optical electric field is a Gaussian pulse

centered at fs90 with the peak power mW1 and FWHM values fs60 , respectively. The

corresponding input pulse frequency response has its central frequency and bandwidth at

48.193 and 6.7 THz, respectively. This femtosecond pulse is applied in the input of a

compressively strained In0.7Ga0.3AsP/InGaAsP QW-SOA.

Figure 9.14 shows the evolution of the amplified pulse spectra waveforms along four

different positions (lengths) of the amplifier cavity. The results show that the peak value of

the power spectra density increases (i.e. from dBm29.17 at m300 to dBm04.27 at m750 )

as the pulse propagates towards the output facet of the amplifier while the central

frequencies decreases from 193 to 72.192 THz (i.e. red shift). Also, the dB3 bandwidth of

the power spectral densities decreases from 404.7 to 001.7 THz. This is because as the

distance increases, the input signal gets more amplifications which results in an increase in

the magnitude of the power spectral density and the reduction of carrier density in the

amplifier cavity (shown in Fig. 9.15).
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Fig. 9.14 Evolution of the amplified pulse spectra waveforms along 4 different positions of a

compressively strained QW amplifier cavity.

Figure 9.15 shows the variations of the carrier density during femtosecond pulse

amplification in a CS QW amplifier at different distances along the amplifier cavity. As the

figure shows the carrier density decreases as the amplified pulse approaches the output

facet of the amplifier.
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Fig. 9.15 Variations of carrier densities in a compressively strained QW amplifier at different

distances along the amplifier cavity.

Figure 9.16 shows the effect of strain (compressive and tensile) on the output power

spectral density of the amplified femtosecond pulse. In order to compare the effect of strain

on the dispersion of the amplified output pulse we have set the center frequencies of the

input signals at 72.188 , 86.203 and 26.218 THz for CS, US and TS, respectively, which

correspond to the center frequencies of their gain spectra. It was found in all cases the

amplified output pulse has a narrower bandwidth as compared with that of the input pulse

and also in each case a red-shift in the center frequency is observed. In the CS, US and TS

QW amplifiers, the center frequency shifts of the amplified output spectra with respect to

the input spectra are 231.1 , 790.0 and 113.0 THz, respectively. This is due to the fact that in
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the CS QW amplifier the gain value around the center frequency is the largest (see Fig.

9.11) which implies that the input signal is highly amplified during its propagation within

the amplifier cavity and hence, the average carrier density level is lower, which causes a

larger red shift. The magnitudes of the output power spectral density in the CS, US and TS

cases are 11.27 , 94.14 and 93.4 dbm, respectively. In the CS case, the variations of the

dB3 spectral bandwidths is 638.0 THz while in the US and TS cases, they are

529.0 and 424.0 THz, respectively. This is because in the CS case, the highest optical filed

in the amplifier cavity leads to the lowest carrier density level, which suppresses the

bandwidth of the gain spectrum. Also, the output spectral shape of the amplified

femtosecond pulse in the CS QWA shows the smallest fluctuation. This is because the CS

QWA has the largest magnitude ratio between the gain spectrum and the spontaneous

emission spectrum in the three QW amplifier structures as shown Figs. 9.13 and 9.14.
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Fig. 9.16 Output spectra of the amplified femtosecond pulse (a) CS, (b) US and (c) TS.

9.4 Conclusions

In this Chapter, the wavelength-dependent femtosecond pulse propagation in QW-SOAs is

analyzed. First, a new theoretical model for the tapered QW-SOAs based on the quantum

transmission line modelling method is presented which takes into account both the effect of

lateral carrier density distribution and the strain effect on the band structure. The
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femtosecond pulse amplification in the conventional, exponential and linear tapered

waveguide QWAs are compared using Q-TLM models. Simulation results show that for

the amplification of a single femtosecond pulse, the tapered waveguide structure provides

higher saturation gain and minimal distortion in the temporal and spectral waveforms of

the amplified output pulse. For the simultaneous amplification of two femtosecond pulses

with different central frequencies, it has been found that at low input pulse power, the

spectrum alias in tapered QWAs is more serious as compared with the conventional QWA.

However, as the input peak power increases the spectrum alias in tapered QWAs becomes

smaller than that in conventional QWA. In the amplification of femtosecond pulse train the

linear tapered QWA exhibits the fastest gain recovery as compared with the other two

amplifier structures.

Secondly, based on the quantum transmission line modelling method (i) the effect of

strain on the gain and spontaneous spectra of QWs and (ii) the dynamic spectral behavior

of strained QW amplifiers during the femtosecond pulse amplification are analysed.

Simulation results show that the CS QWA offers a bigger ratio between the gain and the

spontaneous emission spectra magnitudes as compared with US and TS QWA. Also, it was

found that as the distance approaches to the amplifier length, both the center frequency and

bandwidth of the amplified pulse spectra decrease and that the compressively strained QW

amplifier exhibits the optimum output spectral properties (i.e. the highest magnitude and

the lowest spectra fluctuations).

These studies provide important basis for optimization of the QW-SOAs for femtosecond

pulse amplification. Also, the results further verified that the newly proposed quantum

transmission line modelling method is an effective tool for analysis of the QW amplifier

performance both in time-frequency domains.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions and Future Work

10.1 Conclusions and Contributions

In this thesis, the ultrashort optical pulse propagation in semiconductor optical amplifiers

has been theoretically and experimentally investigated through analysis, optimization and

quantum transmission line modelling.

The thesis begins with the fundamentals, including electronic and optical properties as well

as the optical processes in semiconductor optical amplifiers. The band structure of

quantum well is calculated using the finite difference method and the effect of strain on the

quantum well band structure distribution is discussed. The stimulated and spontaneous

emissions’ processes in SOAs as well as some important optical properties including

momentum matrix, differential gain and linewidth enhancement factor are analysed and

discussed. These physics of semiconductor optical amplifiers are significantly important to

understand the dynamic process of optical pulse propagation in SOAs.

Chapter 3 investigates the carrier temperature dynamics in bulk and quantum well

semiconductor optical amplifiers. A new analytical method for the analysis of carrier

heating effects in bulk SOAs is proposed based on Fermi-Dirac integrals of 3/2 and 1/2

orders. The relation between Fermi-Dirac integral of 3/2 order and Fermi-Dirac integral of

1/2 order is used to remove the derivates of Fermi-Dirac integral in the analysis of
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carrier heating effects in amplifiers. The method allows to use the global approximations of

Fermi Dirac integral of 3/2 order and 1/2 order to obtain the analytical expression for the

carrier temperature dynamics in bulk SOAs. As for a QW-SOA, an accurate method to

describe carrier heating effects is presented taking into account the discontinuous

distribution of energy band structure and the coupling among heavy hole band, light hole

band and spin-orbit spilt-off band. Effects of carrier heating on the picosecond pulse

amplification in both bulk and quantum well SOAs are studied based on the proposed

theoretical methods.

In Chapters 4 and 5 theoretical and experimental investigations were performed on the

amplifier bias current optimization in order to obtain high gain distortionless ultra-short

pulse amplification. A new formula which relates the amplifier bias current with the

maximum distance along the amplifier cavity where the amplified pulse is distortionless is

presented in Chapter 4. This formula can be used to obtain the amplifier optimized bias

current and to find relationship between the optimized current and input pulse peak power.

This theoretical method provides an effective guidance for choosing a suitable bias current

in the practical application of semiconductor optical amplifiers. Chapter 5 experimentally

investigates the optimized bias current for high-speed pulse train amplification with low

distortion and high gain. The relationship between the optimized bias current and the

parameters of the input pulse (i.e. peak power, pulse duration and repetition rate) are

experimentally investigated. The effect of assist light injection and carrier temperature on

the optimized bias current are also discussed.

Chapter 6 reviewed the transmission line matrix (TLM) method and its application in the

analysis of TEM wave propagation. The TEM wave propagation in the bounded and

unbounded space is described based on TLM. Also, TLM is adopted to obtain the wave
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impedance in a rectangular waveguide which is then compared with that obtained by the

analytical expression where the two results were in a good agreement. The basics of

applying the one-dimension TLM to high-frequency circuits and the previous transmission

line laser modelling (TLLM) method are reviewed. It was found that although TLLM was

used to provide an explanation for the time-frequency behavior of the bulk laser diodes, it

has the following disadvantages (i) it only considers the wave properties of light but

ignores the light’s particle properties (ii) it uses only one RLC filter to approximate the

whole gain spectrum of laser diode and ignores the interaction between the light and

semiconductor materials and also lacks the necessary theoretical basis.

Chapter 7 presents a new modelling technique referred to as quantum transmission line

modelling (Q-TLM) method, which can be taken as the basic theory to apply TLM to

model the semiconductor optical devices. Q-TLM method is proposed for modelling the

photon emission by combining the time-dependent perturbation theory and the

transmission line modelling method. New models for quantum well and quantum dot

structures are established based on Q-TLM method which are denoted by QW-TLM and

QD-TLM, respectively. In the quantum well structure model, three parallel RLC filters

together with their associated weight coefficients constitute one QW-TLM unit, which

represents the photon emission processes during which electrons transit from the

conduction band to the heavy hole band, the light hole band and the spin-orbit split-off

band at a specific wave vector. Parallel QW-TLM units are employed to describe the

electron transitions in the wave vector space. Also, Q-TLM is used to establish models for

quantum dot structure. The gain and spontaneous emission spectra of quantum well and

quantum dot structures are simulated based on Q-TLM. The simulation results showed a

very good agreement with those obtained by the analytical model. Q-TLM technique
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becomes a promising method to study the temporal and spectral behavior of semiconductor

optical devices.

The proposed Q-TLM method is adopted to establish models for quantum well amplifiers,

quantum dot amplifiers as well as quantum well lasers in Chapter 8. Ultrashort pulse

propagation in semiconductor optical amplifiers is analysed using the proposed new model.

For the picosecond pulse amplification in quantum well amplifiers, it was found that gain

saturation causes the temporal distortion of the amplified output pulse, including the

temporal peak shift and pulse width narrowing which in frequency domain results in

bandwidth broadening and red shift in the spectrum of the amplified output pulse. Also, as

the peak power value of the input signal increases, the temporal and spectral distortions are

aggravated. For the femtosecond pulse amplification in quantum dot amplifiers, the pulse

evolution process in the amplifier cavity is studied in the time-frequency domain. The

effects of carrier transport and bias current impulse on the output properties of strained

QW lasers are studied based on Q-TLM laser model. These simulation results are in good

agreement with the existing experimental results, which verifies that the new proposed Q-

TLM method can accurately study the temporal and spectral behavior of QW amplifiers

and lasers.

In Chapter 9, the proposed Q-TLM method is adopted to study the wavelength-dependent

femtosecond pulse amplification in tapered quantum well amplifiers and the effect of strain

on the dynamic spectrum of femtosecond pulse amplification in quantum well amplifiers.

First, a new theoretical model for the tapered QW-SOAs is established based on Q-TLM

method, which takes into account effects of both lateral carrier density distribution and the

strain on the band structure. The new models are employed to compare the femtosecond

pulse amplifications (single femtosecond pulse, two femtosecond pulses with different
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central frequencies and femtosecond pulse train) in the conventional, exponential and

linear tapered waveguide QWAs. The distortion of the amplified output pulse in the

tapered QWAs becomes smaller than that in conventional QWA. Morover, based on Q-

TLM method the effect of strain on the dynamic spectra of a strained QW amplifier during

the femtosecond pulse amplification is analysed. It was found that the compressively

strained QWA offers a larger ratio between the magnitudes of gain and the spontaneous

emission spectra as compared with that in unstrained and tensile strained QWAs. Also, the

compressively strained QW amplifier exhibits the best output spectral properties for

femtosecond pulse amplification, including the highest magnitude and the lowest spectra

fluctuations.

In short, the major contributions of this thesis are as the following:

1. An accurate and simple analytical method to study carrier heating effect in bulk

semiconductor optical amplifiers is presented by using Fermi–Dirac integrals of 3/2 and

1/2 orders. Effects of carrier heating on the amplified picosecond Gaussian pulse

propagation in a quantum well semiconductor optical amplifier (QW-SOA) are studied

taking into account the holes’ non-parabolic density of states.

2. A novel method to optimize the quantum well semiconductor optical amplifier bias

current for distortionless pulse amplification is developed and an analytical formula which

relate the optimised current with amplifier parameters is introduced. Detailed experimental

studies are performed to investigate the relationship between the optimised bias current and

the parameters of the SOA input pulse train.
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3. A novel modelling method-quantum transmission line modelling (Q-TLM) method is

first presented by combining quantum statistic description and photon-electron dynamic

interaction process description. The modelling method can be taken as the basic theory to

establish models for semiconductor optical devices. Q-TLM is used to establish models for

quantum dot and quantum well structures, quantum well/dot amplifiers, quantum well

lasers and it is verified that the new modelling method can be used to accurately predict the

temporal and spectral behaviors of the amplified output signal in active semiconductor

optical devices.

4. Q-TLM is adopted to analyse the wavelength-dependent femtosecond pulse

amplification in tapered quantum well amplifiers. Also, the strain (compressive strain and

tensile stain) effects on the dynamic spectra of amplified femtosecond pulses in a quantum

well semiconductor optical amplifier (QW-SOA) are studied using the Q-TLM method.

10.2 Future Work

The thesis focuses on the optimization, analysis and quantum transmission line modelling

of ultrashort pulse amplification in semiconductor optical amplifiers. Great progress has

been made in this topic and future research work will be recommended to be performed in

the following specific topic:

Semiconductor optical amplifiers have been widely used in the high-speed optical

communications and optical signal processing due to their advantages, such as low-power

cost, small footprint and monolithic integration. However, compared with fiber amplifiers,

the noise generated by the spontaneous emission process has a bad influence on the output

performance of ultrashort pulse amplification in semiconductor optical amplifiers. Future
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work needs to focus on exploring new methods to minimize or suppress the amplified

spontaneous emission in SOAs.

Semiconductor optical amplifiers are widely used in optical communications networks as a

means to boost signal strength and thus maintain an adequate signal to noise ratio.

However, the use of optical amplifiers requires careful consideration of the network

dynamics to avoid generating errors during the optical single amplification. When SOAs

are operated in a packet switched or burst mode environment, gain-clamping is required to

reduce the undesirable gain transients. Gain clamping enables SOAs to stable the

amplification gain over a wide dynamic range. Gain regulation can be implemented by

varying the bias current of SOAs however, changes in bias current influences the

maximum linear operating power of the amplifier which is undesirable. Hence, another

future work can be focused on the design of a high-performance gain-clamped

semiconductor optical amplifiers.

The thesis has discussed how to apply the proposed quantum transmission line modelling

(Q-TLM) method to the active semiconductor optical devices. However, Q-TLM is also

a promising modelling tool for the integrated optical system and silicon circuits. Hence, it

can be modified and applied to model the electro-photonic integration systems and

investigate their dynamic performances both in the time and frequency domains.

Furthermore, Q-TLM can be used to study the optical data stream propagation in the

optical network, such as analyzing the bit error rate (BER) and pseudorandom binary

sequence (PRBS), which are important in the optical communication system.
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